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Preface

The idea of writing this booklet has been one of the fruits 
of a series of meetings held by a set of religious institutions 
representing Islam (both Shia and Sunni), Christianity, 
Yazidism, and Sabian Mandaeism. These meetings have 
witnessed an interchange and exchange of views on issues 
related to the cultural and religious dialogue and to the nature of 
relationships with the others of different religions and cultures. 
The meetings have also witnessed the attendance of religious 
and academic personaliti6es known for their work in the field 
of dialogue of religions and cultures. The first meeting was 
held in the Chaldean Catholic Patriarchate of Babylon, situated 
in Baghdad, the second in the Sabaean Temple in Baghdad, 
the third in the Iraqi Fiqh Council inside the Abu Hanifa 
Mosque, and the fourth in the Imam al !! Hussein Holy Shrine 
in Karbala. In the midst of conversations, the participants in 
the conference agreed on publishing a booklet comprising all 
!! comprehensive and inclusive introductions to the different 
Iraqi religions and religious denominations registered in the 
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Iraqi Constitution, recommending that the representatives of 
each religion or religious denomination should introduce a 
brief overview of their religions by themselves and according 
to the general outlines, creeds and faiths thereof.

Accordingly, the current booklet is tantamount to an 
attempt of introducing oneself to the others and introducing 
the others to one’s community. The outcome sought !! after is 
to enhance a shared understanding of the different religions 
and cultures, which is expected to improve coexistence and 
encourage sublime values in the communities of plural cultures 
and religions. The booklet is a material that gives a clear 
vision of the religions of the Iraqi community in order to be 
introduced by their top referential authorities. As a result, this 
clear vision should be presented in the face of the stereotypes 
that, for one or another malicious purpose, sketches a deformed 
image of the others in Iraq. Unfortunately, in the heart of the 
atmospheres of chaos and ordeals through which our country 
has been passing, some deliberately twisted pictures have been 
spread widely to put across a wrong idea about the religions of 
the others. As a consequence, such malicious campaigns have 
led to bloody clashes that contributed to the augmentation of 
such deformed images. In view of that, the current booklet is 
a humble effort to present a new image of the true realization 
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of the others, hoping that it will succeed to gather all Iraqis on 
united issues that promote their country and amalgamate their 
different lines depending on their different religions, sects and 
cultures.

The institutions that prepared this brochure are continuing 
their sincere efforts in this path, and they still carry a sublime 
message stemming from the moral responsibility towards 
our country, Iraq. They are working with an open spirit 
whose spiritual leaders are establishing a new approach 
to intercultural and interreligious dialogue that takes into 
consideration the radical changes that occurred in the world, 
and in Iraq in particular, provides evidence of the vitality of 
religious institutions, and the effective role of spiritual leaders 
in consolidating the foundations of a decent life for people, 
their spiritual stability, and peace.
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Shia Muslims
Faiths

Sharing all other Muslims in the basic faiths of Islam, 
Shia Muslims believe that Allah is the One and Only God, 
Muhammad is the seal of God’s messengers, and God the 
Almighty shall gather all His creatures after their death 
on the Resurrection Day in order to pay them in full their 
recompense.

However, Shia Muslims exclusively believe in two more 
faiths that they regard as basic principles of their Islamic creed.

First, they believe that God is supremely and absolutely 
All !! just that He never wrongs anyone or anything. In other 
words, Divine justice is an independent value in Himself 
and God the Almighty adjusts all of His acts according to 
this value. So, for Shia Muslims, justice is a value of its own 
reality, apart from Divine conduct, since God does nothing 
but what is good and fair.

Second, Shia Muslims, distinct from Muslims of all other 
sects, believe that God the Almighty must in each and every 
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time have and appoint a person to act as His proof against His 
creatures. Hence, the earth cannot be bare of a person serving as 
God’s proof, although this person might be either visible/seen 
and famously recognized or invisible/unseen and concealed 
from sights, as is required by God’s mercy and compassion to 
His creatures.

Accordingly, the Holy Prophet Muhammad was the first 
proof of God against His servants (i.e., creatures). The 
Holy Prophet was succeeded by twelve Imams, the first of 
whom was Ali ibn Abi !! Talib and the last thereof shall 
be Muhammad ibn al !! Hasan. As for the last successor 
to the Prophet, Shia Muslims believe that he is presently 
alive although he was born in the third century of Hijra. He 
is the same Mahdi, the good news of whose advent at the 
last era of this world was repeatedly foretold by the Holy 
Prophet.

Shia Muslims make a clear distinction between the Prophet, 
who received Divine revelations form Heaven, and the Imam 
who acts as the successor to the Prophet with regard to religious 
affairs, the herald of the Prophet’s mission and the guide of 
humankind towards the straight path of God.

These are the principles of religion as believed by Shia 
Muslims. This sect is one of the major Muslim sects. It produced 
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such a big number of extraordinary scholars who enhanced 
the Islamic civilization with sciences in the different fields of 
knowledge.

Besides, there is a set of beliefs that Shia Muslims, throughout 
their history, have agreed on adopting them. Some of such 
beliefs are as follows:

Man’s Freedom of Act: Shia Muslims believe that human 
beings have been granted freedom to do whatever they like 
to do. In other words, Shia Muslims do not believe that 
man is predestined to do his actions against his will. At the 
same time, they do not believe that man is absolutely free 
to do or not to do his actions without restraint. Hence, they 
follow an in "!! between approach with regard to this issue. 
This approach was expressed by Imam al !! Sadiq as «in !! 
between situation,» which entails that man is free in terms 
of his actions, but this freedom is still controlled by and is 
under the shadow of God’s act and decision.

Infallibility: Shia Muslims believe that persons who act 
as God’s proof against His creatures must be absolutely 
infallible. In other words, God’s prophets and the Imams 
do not commit any act of disobedience to God or any sin. 
Rather, they must be protected by God against all flaws and 
defects, including oblivion, absent !! mindedness and the like 
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negative mental states, which, such being the case, can never 
happen to them. This is so because such defects disagree 
with the positions they occupy; namely, guides of and God’s 
arguments against His creatures. Shia Muslims also believe 
that infallibility has not been given to the infallible persons 
under duress or against their will; rather, these persons 
still have the choice to do whatever they want to do, but 
their souls are the purest and most sublime of all souls. So, 
naturally, pure souls are too exalted to stain themselves with 
the filth of disobedience to God.
Shia Muslims’ Religious Sources

Like all other Muslims, Shia Muslims believe the Holy 
Quran to be the seal of all heavenly !! revealed books and to 
have been revealed to the Holy Prophet Muhammad to serve as 
the primary basic reference of Islamic knowledge.

They also believe that the Holy Quran is divinely preserved, 
well !! kept, and protected against any distortion or deformation.

Besides the Holy Quran, Shia Muslims !! as well as all 
other Muslims !! believe in the Prophetic traditions or Sunna, 
comprising the Holy Prophet Muhammad’s words, deeds and 
approvals, to be the other source of religious knowledge second 
to the Holy Quran.
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However, Shia Muslims do not restrict Sunna !! in its capacity 
as the second source of the religion and religious knowledge 
!! to the authentically reported words, deeds and approvals of 
the Holy Prophet alone; rather, they expand it to include the 
authentically reported words, deeds and approvals of the Twelve 
Imams who succeeded the Holy Prophet correspondingly 
through their period of natural presence that lasted for about 
three centuries.

Moreover, besides the traditions of the Holy Prophet and 
Imams, Shia Muslims rely on reason (the intellect) to definite 
limits and introduce it practically as a further source of 
religious knowledge and as a tool acceptable enough to reveal 
the most accurate law regarding ambiguous or controversial 
religious issues. Simply put, for Shia Muslims, reason serves 
as evidence to be relied on in processes of proving religious 
knowledge and issues, yet with definite limits and knowledge 
!! based regulations, the details thereof are mentioned in books 
on the science of Principle of Muslim Jurisprudence (i.e. ޏ,OP 
al !! Usul).

Shia Muslims object to, denounce and disapprove of 
depending on all other means than reason in the field of 
believing in and proving the creedal principles of faith. In 
other words, they believe that the faith !! related principles 
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of religion must be acknowledged wholeheartedly through 
reason !! based evidence. Hence, belief in the principle of the 
religion is not valid unless it is based on decisive reason !! 
based evidence.
Shia Muslims’ Religious Rituals and Practices

Shia Muslims share Muslims of other sects in the point 
that there are in Islam certain deeds and rituals to be 
obligatorily performed. The most important of such rituals 
are performance of prayers, observance of fasting, going on 
Hajj pilgrimage, defrayment of the zakat duty, enjoining 
what is right, and forbidding what is wrong !! each with 
certain limits and according to certain laws, regulations and 
details.
Shia’s Basic Eras

During the Present Age
Shia Muslims have passed through two major eras 

throughout the history of their existence. For a considerable 
time, they witnessed an era of the presence of the Imams that 
lasted for about three centuries after the death of the Holy 
Prophet.

Roles of the Imams
Subsequent to the death of the Holy Prophet, the Imams 
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!! on top of whom was Imam Ali ibn Abi !! Talib !! did not 
quit exerting all efforts possible to keep the facts of the religion 
saved and protected against any attempt of manipulation. Since 
the first day of the Holy Prophet’s death, the Imams, followed 
by their partisans, focused their efforts on these two central 
issues:

First: They worked towards spreading the religious 
knowledge and sciences and regulating the relationships between 
these sciences and reason, traditions, customs, conventions 
and social etiquettes. They constructed and strengthened 
all such relationships through approaches to dialogues and 
correspondences with their disciples and then followers. So, 
the Imams used to deliver to their students and disciples the 
primary principles and criteria, by use of which their disciples 
would be able to reach at and figure out the religious attitudes 
to the different issues, both the major and the secondary.

Second: They worked on establishing justice and regect 
wrongdoing. In this domain, justice was the focal point of Imam 
Ali ibn Abi !! Talib’s activities. Pattering after their father, Imam 
Ali’s sons and descendants did not adopt any stance in favor of 
the despotic rulers who dominated Muslims by force unjustly 
and without having had a right to government. One of the most 
eminent, manifest and blatant attitudes was Imam al !! Hussein 
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ibn Ali’s objection and courageously challenging attitude to Yazid 
ibn Mu‘awiyah, the tyrant. By this unprecedented attitude, Imam 
al !! Hussein paved a way to dignity for all resisters of humility 
and, by way of allowing his pure blood to be shed, he lightened 
up an ever !! inextinguishable torch of freedom in the hearts of 
his follows and loyalists.

During the Occultation Age
Four centuries after the death of the Holy Prophet, the 

twelfth Imam was in occultation by God’s command. Since 
then, Shia Muslims entered a new phase of their history, known 
as the occultation age.

During their ages, the Imams instituted a system through 
which their religious teachings are transmitted to their 
followers, Shia Muslims. According to this system, the Imams 
taught a group of their disciples the religious laws and sciences 
and then directed their ordinary followers to receive from 
these private disciples to whom the Imams had transmitted the 
religious laws, teachings and sciences. In turn, these disciples 
would transmit these teachings to the others who did not have 
the opportunity to learn from the Imams directly.

In so doing, the Imams established an approach that 
is nowadays known as the system of ijtihad and religious 
referential authority.
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Accordingly, the religious referential authorities, along 
the line of the history of Shia Muslims, have played the role 
of mediators who transmit the religious knowledge within 
extremely rigorous, strict and complicated rules. These rules 
and regulations succeeded to maintain the knowledge that 
are conveyed from the Imams so transparently and without 
any mark of alternation or prevarication. This is so because 
this process of conveying the knowledge of the Imams to the 
next generations is and has always been subjected to such a 
finely intricate control and surveillance system that was set 
and monitored by the Imams themselves throughout their 
existence among people, which took a number of centuries.

During the occultation age while the last Imam is in 
occultation from sights, the Imam directed his followers 
to necessarily receive the laws and teachings of the religion 
via that approach, which was active during the ages of his 
forefathers, the Imams, and him.

In this way, the teachings of the Imams were kept present 
and active in the milieus of their followers through the process 
termed as ijtihad that is subjected to protocols strict enough 
to prevent any turning away from the familiar criteria that 
have become deeply rooted in the mentalities of the Muslim 
followers of the Prophetic family.
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Shia Muslims of Iraq
Shia Muslims of Iraq descend from different nationalities, 

the majority of whom are Arabs, Kurds, and Turkmens. 
Forming the majority of population, Shia Muslims distribute 
at the length and breadth of Iraq, although they most intensely 
live in the middle and south of the country. 

For Shia Muslims, Iraq represents something very much 
broader than merely a land on which they live and to which they 
belong. In fact, there are special marks and distinctive features 
that make the blessed land of Iraq occupy a vast sentimental 
area in the conscience of each Shia Muslim.

Some of such distinctive features are as follows:
Iraq is the land to which Shiism made its way smoothly and 

then turned the people of Iraq into an integrated community 
of special features that cannot be found in other communities. 
In the land of Kufa, the famous Iraqi city, Ali ibn Abi !! Talib 
lived throughout his reign as caliph after he had left Hejaz. 
Hence, in the city of Kufa too, sincere and loyal partisans 
raised, receiving special knowledge and teachings directly 
from Imam Ali. Throughout its history, the city of Kufa kept 
its special imprint; i.e. loyalty to the Holy Prophet and his 
family.
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On the land of Iraq too, there exist the most ancient Shiite 
seminaries (i.e. religious schools) where religious knowledge 
and studies, especially jurisprudence (religious law), are 
taught. In the city of Kufa again, sessions and classes of 
teaching and training (on the Shiite way) were started by 
Shia Muslims whose master scholars started their journeys 
towards the other regions and countries. Besides, such 
other Iraqi cities as Hilla, Karbala, Samarra and Baghdad 
witnessed the inauguration of other Shiite seminaries of 
religious studies.

The Najaf Seminary, the school of Shiite religious studies 
that was established around the tomb of Imam Ali ibn Abi !! 
Talib, is considered the foremost of all Shiite seminaries. It is 
now about a thousand !! year !! old. Totally independent from 
political authorities throughout its history, the Najaf Seminary 
is famously known for its moderateness and impartiality. 
Students of the Seminary vary culturally and ethnically. 
So, you can find in the Najaf Seminary students from Arab, 
Persian, Kurd, Indian, Azeri, Afghan and Pakistani ethnicities. 
Moreover, Shia Muslims come to the Najaf Seminary from the 
furthest regions of the globe to attend classes of higher religious 
education, especially in the field of Islamic jurisprudence, and, 
after finishing their study, they return to their homes to convey 
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and explain the laws and teachings of the religion to their 
people as they learned in the holy city of Najaf.

The holy tombs of half of the Twelve Imams are situated in 
Iraq. In Kazhimiyya, northern Baghdad, there are the tombs of 
Imams Musa ibn Ja‘far al !! Kazhim and Muhammad ibn Ali 
al !! Jawad. In Samarra, northern Baghdad too, there lie the 
tombs of Imams Ali ibn Muhammad al !! Hadi and al !! Hasan 
ibn Ali al !! Askari. In Karbala, there are the holy tombs of 
Imam al !! Hussein ibn Ali, his brothers, sons and companions 
whom were martyred during the famous event of Karbala. As 
for Imam Ali, his tomb lies in the city of Najaf.

Iraq is the birthplace of Imam al !! Mahdi, the living Imam of 
Shia Muslims who is believed by them to be still living amongst 
them. He was born in the Iraqi city of Samarra.

According to Shiite apocalyptical heritage, Kufa shall 
in the future be the city chosen by Imam al !! Mahdi as the 
capital. That will be when Imam al !! Mahdi reappear, after an 
occultation period, to fill in the earth with justice and equity 
after it will have been filled in with injustice and oppression. 
The destination of the Imam’s movement !! which, according 
to historical records, will be started in the holy city of Mecca-
will be Iraq where the Imam will take the city of Najaf for his 
capital.
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Shia Muslims and Governments 
Shia Muslims adopt a decisive and strict attitude to 

unjust rulers. Sticking to the teachings of their Imams, 
they never approved of or yielded to the authority of those 
unjust rulers who came to power by means of force and 
threat or by hereditary system. So, as they never authorized 
the governments of such illegitimate rulers, Shia Muslims 
throughout their history looked upon those who ruled over 
Muslims by means of terrorism and power as illegitimate 
and unjust rulers. In modern times, precisely after the 
collapse of the Ottoman Empire, the overall orientation 
of the Najaf Seminary, whose views and situations are 
followed and emulated by the majority of Shia Muslims, 
was in support of establishing a civil government that does 
not rule in the name of religion. Clearly, this orientation 
is still the prevalent attitude with regard to the Najaf 
Seminary’s standpoint to rule and form of government.

Although they denied the caliphs’ being legitimate rulers 
of the Muslim community, Shia Muslims chose to take up 
the approach to peaceful opposition; therefore, they neither 
encouraged nor called for any armed activity aimed at 
overthrowing the caliphate system of rule. In adopting this 
attitude, they only followed the manners and instructions 
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of their Imams who ordered them to act patiently and to 
stand the way the political issues were run without engaging 
themselves neither in governmental offices nor in opposition 
to the government.
Anniversaries Celebrated by Shia Muslims

Shia Muslims celebrate a good number of anniversaries 
throughout the year. The most important thereof are as 
follows:

The Eid al !! Fitr Day: Falling on the first of Shawwal (the 
tenth month in the Islamic calendar), the Eid al !! Fitr Day is 
one of the days of joy and devotional acts.

The Eid al !! Adha Day: Falling on the tenth of Dhu’l !! 
Hijjah (the last month in the Islamic calendar), the Eid al !! 
Adha Day is also celebrated by Shia Muslims as a day of joy 
and pleasure.

The Eid al !! Ghadir Day: Falling on the eighteenth of 
Dhu’l !! Hijjah and marking, in the sight of Shia Muslims, the 
occasion of the Prophet’s appointing his direct successor Ali 
ibn Abi !! Talib as the next leader of Muslims, the Eid al !! 
Ghadir Day is celebrated by Shia Muslims as a day of pleasure 
and joy. Depending on the Holy Prophet Muhammad’s 
clear !! cut decree that is reported by all Muslims through 
uninterrupted chains of authorities, Shia Muslims gather 
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on the eighteenth of Dhu’l !! Hijjah to organize assemblies 
of joy and gratification, visiting the tomb of Imam Ali and 
expressing their gratitude to God for this great blessing; 
i.e. Imam Ali’s leadership and direct succession to the Holy 
Prophet and their loyalty to him.

The Holy Prophet’s Birthday: Falling on the seventeenth of 
5DELޏ al !! Awwal (the third month in the Islamic calendar), the 
anniversary of the Holy Prophet’s birthday is celebrated by Shia 
Muslims with joy and pleasure, considering this day to be a day 
of happiness and elation.

The Fifteenth Night of Shaޏban: Being the night at which 
Imam Muhammad ibn al !! Hasan al !! Mahdi, the seal of the 
Prophet’s successors, was born, Shia Muslims celebrate this 
night on this occasion.

Sad Occasions
The First Ten Days of Muharram: These days are dedicated 

to commemorating the tragic event of al !! Taff when Imam al !! 
Hussein ibn Ali, along with his sons, cousins and about seventy 
of his sincere followers, stood in the face of wrongness and 
surrendered their souls to death and their women to captivity 
with full dignity and grandeur, bearing in their minds that 
all souls and inviolabilities must be sacrificed for the sake of 
establishing justice.
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The Twentieth of Safar: Known as the $UEDޏLQ Pilgrimage 
Day, the twentieth of Safar is the day when the women 
and children of the Holy Prophet’s family and descendants 
returned to Karbala after a forty !! day journey of captivity. 
On this day, the caravan of the Holy Prophet’s family and 
descendants came back from Damascus and arrived in 
Karbala. Accordingly, Shia Muslims took this day for an 
occasion to mend their paces walking for even hundreds of 
kilometers to stop at the holy shrines of Imam al !! Hussein 
and his companions and renew their pledges to them, thus 
expressing their condolences in the most astounding form. 
The number of pilgrims on this occasion might even surpass 
millions.

The Anniversary of Lady Fatima’s Martyrdom: History 
could not give exact information about the date of the 
martyrdom of Lady Fatima, the Holy Prophet’s only daughter. 
Yet, the time of this occasion revolves around these three dates: 
the eighth of 5DELޏ al !! Thani, the fifteenth of Jumada al !! Ula 
and the third of Jumada al !! Thaniya. So, these three days (and 
the days between them) are commemorated by Shia Muslims 
by way of holding ceremonies of grief.

The Twenty !! eighth of Safar: This is the anniversary of the 
Holy Prophet Muhammad’s death.
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Days of the Holy Imams’ Martyrdoms: Shia Muslims usually 
commemorate the occasions of the Holy Imams’ martyrdoms, 
holding ceremonies of grief in which they remember the Holy 
Imams’ lifetimes, conducts and teachings.
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Sunni Muslims
Foreword

All praise is due to God, Lord of the Worlds. God’s peace 
and blessings be upon our chief, Muhammad, the apostle of 
God, and upon his family, companions, and followers of his 
true guidance.

Islam is considered one of the three main religions famously 
known as Abrahamic religions. It is also the second religion 
to the highest number of followers in the world and the last 
of heavenly revealed religions. Hence, our chief Muhammad is 
God’s messenger and the seal of God’s prophets.

The general sense of the word Islam is utter submission 
to the Creator by means of believing in Him as the One and 
Only God and surrendering to Him completely by means of 
obedience to Him.
Religion of Islam !! Identity and Distinctive Features

• Islam is the religion of true moderateness: «Thus, We have 
set you up as a moderate nation so you may act as witnesses for 
mankind, even as the Messenger is a witness for you. [2:143]»
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Islam is thus the religion of creed and global message, but 
not a religion restricted to a certain nation that shares the same 
ethnic group or race. Nor is Islam restricted to a provincial 
nation or certain people who share the same language. In fact, 
Islam is the religion of a global nation whose individuals share 
the same creed, law, values and direction.

• The religion of Islam holds a Divine universal message 
based on humaneness and ethics and can be summed up in 
these two principles: 

First: It embraces belief in Allah as the One and Only God.
Second: It (the message of Islam) heralds calling people 

to follow the truth, do good, and commit practically to the 
supreme ethical idealities. All these three goals are expressed by 
the Holy Quran as «enjoining the right (PDޏUǌI) and forbidding 
the wrong (munkar).»

The word PDޏUǌI is such an all !! comprehensive term that 
it includes all senses of true beliefs, honest wordings, accurate 
views, good deeds and sound conduct. Quite the reverse, the 
word munkar represents the opposites of all of these values.

• Belief in Allah the One and Only God
The basic Islamic creed can be expressed utterly by these 

words of God: «The Messenger believes in what has been sent 
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down to him from his Lord, and [so do] believers; everyone 
believes in God and His angels, His books and His messengers. 
We do not differentiate between any of His messengers. They 
say: We have heard and obey; [we beg] Your pardon, our Lord! 
Toward You lies the goal! [2:285]»

Indeed, Islam holds such a solid creed that builds and never 
destroys, and combines and never divides, because it is based on 
the heritage of the Divine messages all together, and on belief 
in the messengers of God, all of them: «We do not differentiate 
between any of His messengers.»

In addition to these five Quran !! based pillars of creed, 
Sunni Muslims add their belief in God’s act, which is part of 
belief in God.

The slogan raised by Sunni Muslims’ creed is this: «There is 
no deity save Allah, and Muhammad is God’s messenger.»

By saying ‘there is no deity save Allah,’ it is meant that none 
deserves to be worshipped and served except Allah the One 
and Only God.

• There is no priesthood in Islam, nor is there in Islam a 
priestly caste whose members draw the religion for themselves 
exclusively and close in the face of people the door to God but 
keep one door only that passes across them. In Islam too, all 
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people represent their religion and there is no need for any 
medium between God and His creatures. An imam is no more 
than a leader to be followed in congregational prayers, but he 
is never priest; therefore, every Muslim individual is allowed to 
lead people in prayers once he meets the conditions specified 
by the Islamic Law.

• If a Muslim individual commits a sin, be it trivial or grand, 
then God has granted him/her a number of procedures that 
purify and absolve him/her of the consequences of his/her sin. 
Some of such purifying matters are the ritual ablution, prayer, 
fasting, almsgiving and remembrance of God, in addition 
to ordeals and harms that afflict him/her in his/her lifetime. 
Finally, imploration for God’s forgiveness and declaration of 
repentance to Him are within such purifying and absolving 
acts without there being any need for media to be presented 
between God and His creatures: «And when My servants ask 
you concerning Me, I am indeed close (to them): I listen to the 
prayer of every suppliant when he calls on Me. [2:186]»

• As for scholars (i.e. those recognized as having specialized 
knowledge of Islamic sacred law and theology), they are the 
heirs to prophets and the leaders of the Muslim nation. Also, 
they are experts in the field of religious knowledge to whom 
Muslims refer, just as people refer to any professional in his 
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field of profession: «So, ask the people of the Reminder if you 
do not know. [16:43]»

• Belief in the Last Day
We believe that death is not the end; rather, man was 

created to live forever. Accordingly, death only transfers man 
from this abode of trials to the abode of recompense. In the 
Next World, every soul shall be recompensed according to 
what he/she has earned in this worldly life and then every 
soul shall be granted immortality according to what he/she 
used to do: «So, whoever has done an atom's weight of good, 
will see it; while whoever has done an atom's weight of evil, 
will see it. [99:7 !! 8]»

• Belief in All Messengers of God
Owing to His immeasurably vast mercy, God did not leave 

human beings neglected; rather, He sent them His messengers 
as bearers of glad tidings and as warning, «so that mankind 
would have no argument against God once the messengers had 
come. God is Powerful, Wise. [4:165]»

• Belief in Angels
We believe in angels as honorable servants of God, for they 

never disobey Him in whatever He commands them to do; and 
they always do only that which they are commanded to do.
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• Belief in all Heavenly Revealed Books
One of the distinctive features of the Islamic creed is that 

one’s faith is not acceptable unless one believes in all the books 
revealed by God and all the messengers sent by Him—a faith 
that is considered one of the basic articles of faith in Islam: «Say 
(O Muslims!): We believe in God and that which has been sent 
down unto us and that which was sent down unto Abraham, 
Ishmael, Isaac, Jacob and the tribes; and which was given unto 
Moses and Jesus and that which was given unto the apostles 
from their Lord. No difference do we make between any of 
them; and to Him alone have we submitted ourselves. [2:136]»

• Belief in Divine Destiny 
We believe in Divine destiny, be it helpful or hurtful, since 

its source is God. Since God is the Lord of Power and Rule, 
nothing comes to pass in His Kingdom except that which He 
wants to come to pass. Hence, nothing takes place except that 
what God wills to take place: «Anything you (all) wish is only 
if God so wishes. [76:30]»

• Devotional Acts
We believe that God created mankind so that they should 

carry out the duty of worshipping Him, for it is He Who 
granted them all blessings of life, intelligence and articulation, 
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and it is He Who made the whole universe subservient to them 
so that it may help them: «Whatever blessing you have is from 
God. [16:53]» Accordingly, one of the rights of the Lord is that 
people should direct themselves towards Him by means of 
worship, which He has made the purpose for which He created 
them: «And I have not created jinn and humankind except that 
they should worship Me. [51:56]»

• Worship of God has a Number of Goals, as follows:
First: It puts into effect the creatures’ servitude to God the 

Creator.
Second: It enhances mutual mercy amongst God’s human 

servants and also between human beings and other creatures 
of God.

Third: It develops self !! purification that prevents God’s 
servants from deferring to their sensual desires.

• Some devotional acts are obligatory while others are 
supererogatory; and some thereof are explicit, while others are 
implicit. The explicit devotional acts are the major ritual ones, 
such as prayers, zakat duties, fasting and Hajj pilgrimage. The 
implicit devotional acts are love and reliance on God.

• There are also non ــ ritual devotional acts, the purpose 
of the majority of them is to enhance mutual mercy amongst 
God’s human servants and also to encourage man into acting 
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kindly to all creatures in the universe, including animals, plants 
and the earth along with whatever is therein. Examples of such 
non !! ritual devotional acts are piety to parents, building good 
relations with kith and kin, kind treatment with neighbors, 
sympathy with the weak, calling to what is right, resisting 
wrongdoing and corruption and trying to stop the wrong, as 
well as all kind deeds Muslims may do to people, including a 
sweet smile and a good word.

Everything considered, worship of God covers all fields of 
life. Hence, the whole earth serves as a niche for Muslims where 
they can serve God through whatever activity they do.
Nobilities of Character

We believe that Islam has taken an intensive care in ethics 
and morality, to the extent that while addressing His messenger, 
God praised him as thus: «Most surely, you stand on sublime 
morality. [68:4]»

Defining his primary mission, the Apostle of God says: «I 
have been sent (as messenger of God) only in order to refine 
the nobilities of character.»

Moreover, the purposes of the fundamental rituals of Islam 
are purely moral. For example, the ritual prayer was enacted 
in order to «restrain from indecency and evil. [Holy Quran 
29:45]»
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Hence, if the moral purposes behind such devotional acts are 
not achieved, then the carrying out of these acts is worthless. A 
Prophetic tradition reads: «Many are those who stay up at night 
for offering devotional acts, but they get nothing but fatigue; 
and many are those who fast, but they get nothing but thirst 
and hunger.»

• Such virtues as chastity, suppression of rage, contacting 
with relatives, treating neighbors nicely, sympathizing with the 
poor and orphans are among many other virtues that have been 
given the highest priority in Islam, since God Almighty urged 
believers to abide by them practically and gave glad tidings to 
the good !! doers and the pious.
Unity of the Islamic Community

1. We believe that disagreement in the secondary issues of 
the religion is an inescapable and indubitable fact. Yet, such 
disagreement may necessarily reflect the God !! given vast 
scope, since God has not created human beings duplicate 
copies; rather, each human being must have his/her own way of 
thinking, tendencies and willpower. Such disagreement is a kind 
of mercy to the Muslim community, for it contributes greatly 
to enriching Muslim jurisprudence, fertilizing the Islamic Law 
and giving more spacious area to Muslims for action.
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2. We believe that mutual relationships between Muslims 
are originally based on having good opinion about one another 
and considering the manners and acts of the brethren !! in !! 
faith to be corresponding to uprightness as long as there’s a 
way thereto. Accordingly, Muslims are not allowed to exchange 
charges of sinning, transgressing or inventing heresies unless 
there’s overwhelming and decisive evidence. As for launching 
charges of infidelity at Muslims, this is in fact a big sin in all 
terms of religion, knowledge and society, because it drives into 
the disruption of the united (Islamic) community.

3. We believe that Muslims, wherever they may be, are 
forming one nation, as long as they have acquiescently believed 
in Allah as their God, Islam as their religion, Muhammad as 
God’s prophet and messenger, and the Quran as their leader 
and course. In this regard, God states [in Quran]: «Verily, this 
is your nation. It is one nation. And I am your Lord; so, serve 
me. [21:29]»
The Infallible Sources of Islam (The Quran and the Sunna)

1. We believe that the Quran is the primary source of Islam’s 
creed, law, moral principles, values, concepts and standards. 
It is so infallible that no falsehood can ever approach it from 
neither ahead nor behind it. Moreover, it is the source on which 
the validity of all other sources are conditional, including the 
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Sunna (the Prophet’s traditions), whose validity (as a source of 
Islamic knowledge) must be derived from the Quran, which is 
the holy book of all Muslims.

2. The authentically transmitted Sunna is the other source 
of Islam, second to the Quran. Sunna is the Prophet’s traditions 
that are transmitted to us through reliable channels on the 
authority of the Prophet’s family and companions. Hence, 
Sunna represents the Prophetic explanatory statements that are 
delivered to people in the form of words, deeds or approvals 
said, done and shown by the Holy Prophet.

3. All other sources of Islamic legislation—such as scholarly 
consensus (LMPDޏ), analogical inference (qiyas), reason !! based 
conclusions (ޏDTO), juristic consideration of benefit (istislah), 
juristic discretion (istihsan), conventional traditions (ޏXUI), the 
laws of previous religions (VKDUޏX man qablana) and continuity 
of the previous state (istis'hab)—draw their validity from the 
two major sources; namely, Quran and Sunna.
Sharia, Fiqh and Ijtihad

1. We believe that Sharia (the Islamic code of religious law) 
is a collection of Heavenly revelations, represented by the Holy 
Quran and the authentic traditions of the Prophet. Fiqh (the 
Islamic jurisprudence) is the efforts of «Muslim intellects» that 
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exert all efforts possible to understand the texts of the Quran 
and Sunna in order to infer practical laws therefrom. Hence, 
Sharia is God !! sent revelations while Fiqh is a human endeavor.

2. We adopt the jurisprudential conclusions of «the 
moderate school,» which attempts to understand the texts 
issued on secondary issues in the light of universal purports, 
without there being any incongruity between the two. While 
investigating, this school focuses on the purport of the sacred 
text before issuing a verdict, thus attempting to understand the 
sacred text in the light of its context, absurdities and occasion 
and making a distinction between the consistent purport and 
the erratic means.

Accordingly, tens of master industrious jurists, who practiced 
the process of legal reasoning (i.e. ijtihad), emerged and played 
significant roles in enhancing the Islamic jurisprudential 
heritage. Yet, the most eminent of such jurists were these 
leading personalities who founded the four schools of Islamic 
jurisprudence:

1) Imam Abu Hanifa al !! 1XޏPDQ ibn Thabit (died in 150 
AH), and the school he founded is known as al !! Hanafiyya 
School.

2) Imam Malik ibn Anas (died in 179 AH), and the school 
he founded is known as al !! Malikiyya School.
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3) Imam Muhammad ibn Idris al !! 6KDILޏL (died in 204 AH), 
and the school he founded is known al !! 6KDILޏL\\D School.

4) Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal, (died in 241 AH), and the 
school he founded is known as al !! Hanbaliyya School.

3. We believe that the door to ijtihad (applying reasoning to 
sacred texts in order to endorse or rationalize laws) in Islam is 
and shall always be open, since nobody has the right to close 
a door that God and His Apostle opened. Moreover, ijtihad is 
one of the collective duties that are obligatory upon people to 
carry out. Yet, this door should not be opened in the face of 
everyone except its true people and in the proper time.
Islam, moderation and perfectionism

We believe in positive moderation, which is founded on 
equilibrium and reasonableness in views about religious and 
worldly affairs, exclusive of exaggeration and negligence: «Thus 
We have set you up as a moderate nation. [2:143]»

The moderation we believe in serves as positive balance 
in all such creedal, practical, material, mental and individual 
fields.

Setting up fair balances between individuals and communities, 
Islam gives individuals their dues and communities their dues 
alike.
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Islam and human beings
1. In the sight of Islam, man is a created being that is honored 

in himself: «We have honored the children of Adam. [17:70]»
Man has been put in the earth to act as God’s representative 

in order to construct the earth: «Your Lord said to the angels: I 
will put a vicegerent on earth. [2:30]»

In this regard, God has conferred upon man with the 
freedom to believe in whatever he wishes. Within its intense 
care for the freedom of belief, Islam even commanded Muslims 
to fight for the sake of their beliefs.

2. Islam laid very much emphasis on developing brainpowers. 
It released intellectual powers to search in and think over all 
fields, considering mental powers development to be one the 
basic human rights. Hence, thinking has been truly introduced 
as an Islamic duty.

3. In our Islamic culture, there is no incompatibility between 
scientific facts and Islamic decisive fundaments. So, it is 
impossible for any clash between Islam and scientific facts to 
take place. Throughout our history, it never happened that any 
of the facts of our religion contradicted scientific facts, since 
Islam is open to human experiments and the sciences resulting 
therefrom in fields of theories and mechanisms.
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4. Amongst the other human rights decreed by Islam is 
maintenance of physical, mental and intellectual health.

5. Islam emphasizes on preservation of the environment, 
including all of its elements, and warns against contaminating 
it. Confirming this fact, the Quran reads: «Do not spoil things 
on earth once they have been improved. [7:56]»
Islam and woman

We believe that Islam pays much respect to woman in her 
capacity as a human being. Just like men, women are required 
to carry out the religious duties completely as long as enjoy 
their own rights and are responsible for carrying out their 
duties. The Quran reads: «Their Lord responded to them, 
saying: Never will I suffer to be lost the work of any of you, be 
he male or female: You are members, one of another. [3:195]»

Islam endorses the principle of equality between men and 
women in whatever is related to human dignity and public 
responsibility, since «women are the counterparts of men.» 
However, as regards the social and family duties exclusive to men 
and those exclusive to women, Islam authorizes the principle of 
equilibrium between the mutual rights and duties—a principle 
that represents the essence of justice: «Women have the same 
rights in relation to their husbands, in a fair manner. [2:228]»
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Islam and family
In Islam, family is taken for the foundation of communities. 

Natural and legal marriage that is familiar and common to the 
followers of all religions is the basis of family building and the 
one and only way to family formation.
Islam and society

We believe that Islam calls for establishing the society on 
the bonds of fraternity and unity of its members. Hence, there 
is no space in Islam for any form of clashes, including clash of 
ethnicities, religions, social classes or sects, because all people 
are brothers of one another, united by their servitude to God 
and their being the children of Adam: «Verily your Lord is One 
and your father is one.» [31:33]
Islam and dialogue with the others

In our belief, dialogue is part of the approach to preaching 
for Islam, as God commanded the Prophet to do, saying: «Call 
to the way of your Lord with wisdom and goodly exhortation, 
and have disputations with them in the best manner.» [16:125]
Conclusion

The previous lines have been a view of Islam and its major 
issues in an all !! inclusive, perfective, moderate and factual 
prospect.
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O God! As You have granted us Your favor of blessing in the 
beginning, so too please grant us the mercy of completion in 
the end, for You are verily All !! bountiful.

The close of our prayer is: All praise is due to God, Lord of 
the Worlds.

The Iraqi Fiqh Council
of Senior Scholars for Propagation and Issuing Fatwas
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Christianity
The word «Christian» is said to the followers of Jesus Christ 

«Jesus who [was] of Nazareth… who went through [all quarters] 
doing good… because God was with him, [Acts of the Apostles, 
10:38]» who invited all human beings to live as sons of God and 
as brothers of one another in terms of mutual love and peace. 
Jesus passed away in the presence of people, nailed and fastened 
to the Cross. Besides, there are historical evidences testifying to 
Jesus having been crucified. Christians believe that God raised 
Jesus from the dead; therefore, they exert all efforts possible to 
model themselves on him with regard to their relations with 
God and people, through showing love and offering services to 
all people without exception.

Christianity is centralized on the personality of Jesus Christ, 
«the Word of God; Eternal and Incarnate» and the teachings of 
him: «and all *ye* are brethren… for one is your Father, he who 
is in the heavens. [Matthew, 23:8 & 9]»

Christians receive the new gospel enthusiastically and learn 
how to experience it with happiness. The gospel is this: «Glory 
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to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good pleasure in 
men. [Luke, 2:14]»

Jesus Christ’s apostles (namely, the Eleven Disciples), 
followed by Christians, have realized the true meaning of their 
faith. So, they still bear to the world the message of Jesus Christ; 
the message of fraternity, love and peace. Then, a Christian 
individual sees himself as Adam’s son physically and as God’s 
son spiritually through Jesus Christ.

In the present day, Christians distribute themselves on three 
major church families (denominations); namely, Catholic, 
Orthodox and Protestant. In Iraq, there are fourteen Christian 
denominations—all belonging to these three major church 
families. As for the other denominations, such as Chaldeans, 
Assyrians, Syriac Christians, Armenians, Copts, and Maronites, 
all these are either national, local (geographic), language or 
cultural names, no more.
Major Christian Creeds

The Trinity Secret of God
Jesus Christ revealed the Trinity secret of God through 

three manifestations; the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, 
a partnership of love and unity, one God but three coeternal 
consubstantial persons. By Trinity, we do not mean that there are 
three gods (in the form 1+1+1=3); rather, there is only One God 
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and Trinity in essence; i.e. three hypostases. The Arab Christian 
theologians express these hypostases as Essential Attributes of 
God. Explaining them in a paronomastic and analogical approach, 
they said that trinity is akin to the one sun it its discus, light and 
heat, since these three forms of the one sun do not make it three 
suns; rather, it is still one sun.

Most certainly, Christians are not polytheists nor do they 
have any doubt about God’s Oneness. The majority of their 
prayers start with «In the name of the Father, the Son and the 
Holy Spirit, the One God. Amen.»

Christians’ belief in Trinity never gainsays the Oneness of 
God, who is at the same time the Father, the Word and the 
Spirit. Hence, their faith is by no means polytheism. Besides, 
no Christian at all believes that the Christ was born through a 
physical connection via a consort. Likewise, there is not a single 
Christian who does not bear witness that God is One.

Based on the Holy Book, Christians believe that the Trinity 
is an ultimate secret and one substance of three distinctively 
different hypostases. The Father is the source and basis, the 
Son is the incarnate Word, and the Holy Spirit is the grantor 
of life who is present in churches up to the end of times. They 
also believe that Jesus’ Divine sonship (filiation) was not by way 
of human beings; rather, it was by way of God Himself. He is 
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the very secret of incarnation. God’s Essence is simple and not 
compound.

Abu Bakr al !! Baqillani (died in 403) wrote in his book Kitab 
al !! Tams: «If we study carefully the belief of Christians that 
God is one substance of three hypostases, then no difference 
will be there between them and us except in name.»

Explaining the difference between substance and accidents, 
and hypostases and powers, the Nestorian Catholicos Timothy 
I (died in 823) concludes that God has three essential attributes 
only, while all other Divine attributes and names are traced back 
to these three. Yet, these attributes do not imply plurality, because 
they all are united as one entity in God. As for Fatherhood and 
Sonship, he denied natural birth between God and Jesus Christ 
or that God might have taken a consort. Thus, birth from God 
is spiritual and eternal, for God is always and forever One. 
(Hans Putman, L'Église et l'Islam sous Timothée I, al !! Mashreq 
Publications, 1976, pp. 16 !! 8)

Holy Book: Word of God
The Holy Book is omnipresent and found everywhere. It has 

been translated into more than 2000 languages and dialects. 
For Christians, this book is holy, for they profess it to be of 
Divine origin and believe that it was God who inspired it and it 
is He who keeps it safe from distortion.
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According to Peter II, «…for prophecy was not ever uttered 
by [the] will of man, but holy men of God spoke under the 
power of [the] Holy Spirit. (1:21)»

In Book of Timothy II, we read: «Every scripture [is] 
divinely inspired, and profitable for teaching, for conviction, 
for correction, for instruction in righteousness; that the man 
of God may be complete, fully fitted to every good work. 
(3:16 "!! 7)»

Being inspired by the Holy Spirit, the Holy Book has the 
power to teach, correct and raise; and it plays a vital role in the 
life of the church, where texts of the Holy Book are read on 
religious occasions and in the regular prayers.

The Holy Book is divided into two parts; the Old Testament 
and the New Testament.

In the Old Testament, we read the history of God’s people, 
starting with creation and ending with the coming of Jesus 
Christ.

In the New Testament, we read about the advent of Jesus 
Christ the Savior: his birth, preaching, acts, resurrection and 
rise from the dead, and ascension to the heavens. The Four 
Gospels are four testaments and gospels (i.e. good news) 
received from Jesus Christ about his acts and teachings as well 
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as whatever thing that is related to him. As for the other books, 
they give us information about the earliest church, especially 
the Apostles !! Disciples’ preaching, testaments and teachings.

Gospel of Barnabas
The so !! called Gospel of Barnabas is a distorted book that 

the Church does not recognize. Nor does this book have any 
mention in the pre !! Islamic or post !! Islamic manuscripts 
that are kept by the Church. Besides, the book involves clear 
historical and creedal mistakes that are disapproved of by 
Christians. The book was invented by a Spanish priest, named 
Mario, who lived in the fifteenth century, after he had converted 
to Islam.

Abbas M. al !! Aqqad wrote: «Whether the four canonical 
gospels !! namely, Matthew, Marks, Luke, and John !! are traced 
back to one source only or to more than one, it must be taken into 
consideration that these are the major gospels trusted and relied 
upon by the closest people to the age of Jesus Christ. For about 
2000 years, we still do not hold any other gospels more reliable 
than these four ones.» (Aqqad al !! , Abbas Mahmoud, Christ Life, 
Kitab al !! Hilal Series, issue no. 202, Egypt, 1968, p. 210)

Belief in the Last Day and the Resurrection
Christians believe in the resurrection of the dead and 
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believe in the Divine reward and punishment. They live on 
this hope: «And these (i.e. evildoers) shall go away into eternal 
punishment, and the righteous into life eternal. [Matthew, 
25:46]»

According to the law of their faith, Christians profess: «We 
are expecting the resurrection of the dead and a new life in 
the eternal world.» But nobody can guess how and when this 
resurrection will take place, because this issue is related to God 
Alone: «…but according as it is written, things which eye has 
not seen, and ear not heard, and which have not come into 
man's heart, which God has prepared for them that love him. 
[Corinthians 1, 2:9]»

Virgin Mary, Most Pure
In the creed of Christians, Mary, the virgin girl, conceived 

with Jesus and gave birth to him by a Divine miracle and 
without the involvement of any human being: «But Mary said 
to the angel, How shall this be, since I know not a man? And 
the angel answering said to her, [The] Holy Spirit shall come 
upon thee, and power of [the] Highest overshadow thee… 
[Luke, 1:34 !! 5]»

This motherhood was a reason for Virgin Mary’s bliss, joy 
and responsibility, which she expressed in her sublime chant: 
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«And Mary said, My soul magnifies the Lord. And my spirit 
has rejoiced in God my Savior. [Luke, 1:46 !! 7]»

Christians believe that Jesus’ mother is also their mother, 
but they never think of her to be a god or to be as sacred as 
God; rather, they profess her holiness and immaculacy, and 
they venerate her but never worship her.

For them, Mary Most Pure is an example of absolute self 
!! submission to the Lord and an example of commitment 
to putting the Lord’s will into practice to the extent of self !! 
sacrificing for the Lord.

For Christians, Virgin Mary is an object of winning blessings 
and an object of all respect and appreciation. So, they seek help 
from her.

Church; the Secret of Partnership
Church is the community of believers cohesive around Jesus 

Christ and marching forward, following his guidance, towards 
full life. He is the head, they are the organs, and the church is 
his sighted face and the extension of his message.

In its Divine aspect, church is sacred, divinely protected 
and error !! free; but in its human aspect, it cannot be free 
from difficulties and setbacks, because its members are human 
beings, who are naturally weak.
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Church is the mother and teacher of Christians. The 
hierarchy in church offices is in this order: Pope, patriarch, 
cardinal, bishop (metropolitan), priest, and deacon.

The Church’s attitude towards Muslims
«In its capacity as the secret of gospel partnership, the 

Church regards with esteem also the Muslims. They adore the 
one God, living and subsisting in Himself; merciful and all !! 
powerful, the Creator of heaven and earth, who has spoken 
to men…» (The Second Vatican Council, Declaration on the 
Relation of the Church to Non !! Christian Religions, Article 
no. 3)
Devotional Rituals

Rituals are considered one of the familiar customs that 
help man comprehend what cannot be easily comprehended. 
In view of that, the religious literature has used this custom, 
regarding it as a part of the fabric of the celebrated reality. 
In its essence, worship is a ritual activity that is expressed 
through words, actions and forms. It accompanies believers 
throughout the different stages of their lives to push them 
toward communication and entering the unseen world.

Worship, along with its secrets, engages believing Christians 
in the act of the Holy Spirit in the new life brought by Jesus Christ 
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and include them therewith. The Church’s Seven Sacraments 
represent the basic stages of life, for these are powerfully active 
times that believers experience with the others. Hence, the more 
faithfully and piously Christians celebrate these stages, the more 
blessings of the Holy Spirit they win. These seven sacraments are 
Baptism, Chrismation (Confirmation), Confession (Penance, 
Reconciliation or Confession), Holy Communion (Eucharist or 
Holy Communion), Marriage (Holy Matrimony), Ordination 
(Holy Orders), and Unction (Anointing of the Sick).

Prayer
Christians are commanded to pray all the time: «Pray 

unceasingly. [Thessalonians 1, 5:17]» Yet, they follow a 
certain order in performing the formal prayers. This order is 
as thus: Morning Prayers, Evening Daily Prayers. They also 
do the Sunday Prayer, the day of Jesus Christ’s rise from the 
dead. On this day too, Christians celebrate the Mass. As for 
priests, they pray at five times.

Prayer aims at raising its meanings and aspects in the lives 
of believers, so that prayers become a life fountain for them and 
turn their lives into an unceasing prayer.

Just as Muslims repeat reading Surah al !! Fatiha (the 
exordial chapter of the Quran) constantly, so too do Christians 
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always pray the prayer taught to them by Jesus Christ: «Thus 
therefore pray *ye*: Our Father who art in the heavens, let thy 
name be sanctified, let thy kingdom come, let thy will be done 
as in heaven so upon the earth; give us to !! day our needed 
bread, and forgive us our debts, as we also forgive our debtors, 
and lead us not into temptation, but save us from evil (Amen). 
[Matthew, 6:9 !! 13]»

Fasting
The practice of fasting is generally founded on abstinence 

from all food, drink and marital relations. In other words, fasting 
is abstinence from all biological powers for a definite time for 
purpose of penance, self !! purification from contaminations 
and moral impurities, and doing charitable acts. Exempted 
from fasting are the sick whom might be hurt by fasting, aged 
people, travelers and pregnant women.

Almsgiving
The tithe (similar to the Muslim zakat) is one tenth of annual 

product dedicated to the support of the poor and to charitable 
acts. The tithe can be paid directly to the beneficiaries or can 
be given to charities for this purpose.

Christian ethics
Christianity, in its being founded on love and mercy, bases 
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its ethicality on these words of Jesus Christ: «This is my 
commandment, that ye love one another, as I have loved you, 
[John, 15:12]» and on this golden rule: «Therefore all things 
whatever ye desire that men should do to you, thus do *ye* 
also do to them; for this is the law and the prophets. [Matthew, 
7:12]» Also, refer to the Beatitudes (the blessings recounted by 
Jesus Christ; Matthew, 1:5 !! 11 and Luke, 6:20 !! 23).

Every Christian is required to abide completely by the Ten 
Commandments: «(1)You shall love God your Lord, (2)you 
shall not have other gods before him, (3)you shall not take the 
name of the Lord your God in vain, (4)remember the day of 
God (Sunday, a day off for worship), (5)honor your father and 
your mother, (6)you shall not murder, (7)you shall not commit 
adultery, (8)you shall not steal, (9)you shall not bear false 
witness against your neighbor, (10)you shall not covet your 
neighbor’s wife or others’ goods. [Exodus, 20:2; Deuteronomy, 
5:6]»
Christian festivals and holy days

Christmas Day: The day Jesus Christ was born; December 25.
Epiphany: The day of Jesus Christ’s manifestation, baptism, 

commencement of his message; January 6.
Easter Sunday: The anniversary of Jesus Christ’s resurrection 

from the death.
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Ascension Day: Marking the ascension of Jesus Christ into 
heaven, this day is celebrated on the fortieth day after Easter.

The Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin Mary Day: It falls 
on 26th of December, the second day of Jesus Christ’s birth.

Assumption of Mary Feast Day: Celebrated on the 15th of 
August, this day marks God’s assuming the Virgin Mary into 
heaven following her death to share the same destiny of her 
son.

Feast of the Cross: Celebrated on the 14th of September, 
this day marks the commemoration of the cross used in the 
crucifixion of Jesus Christ. This cross is a blessed hoard for 
Christians and a sign of Jesus Christ’s love for them.
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Yazidism
The Yazidism Faith is one of the most ancient religions of 

the ancient East region, including Mesopotamia and Upper, 
or Northern, Mesopotamia that spoke Kurdish/Kurmanji 
language. 

Yazidism is one of the nature religions and the foremost 
monotheistic faith, in the sense that the followers of this faith 
believe in the powerfulness of God (Xodayî ü ;XGӋ) to create 
within his innate capabilities and believe that he is One and 
Only God without intervention. Hence, Yazidism is not a dual 
religion; rather, it holds that the powers of good and the powers 
of evil are traced back to one source; namely, God.

The Yazidism religion is tantamount to a mirror that reflects 
a set of customs, rituals, practices and a variety of devotional 
acts of the ancient eastern religions, such as genesis and the 
beginning of creation in Yazidism. Through its religious texts, 
Yazidism calls to minds the story of creation as recounted 
by the Sumerian and Babylonian civilizations and as told 
in Judaism. The names of the Seven Angels are common to 
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Judaism, Christianity, Islam and Yazidism, besides the world 
of angels and their heads (i.e. the archangels) and the angels of 
good that belong to Persia and Iran.

The bull symbol in the Izadi religious writings reminds 
us of the bulls of Assur and Mithra, while the fish symbol in 
Yazidism reminds us of the story of Prophet Yunnan. The Izadi 
lords (Khudan), represented by forty generations of Sheikhs 
and forty generations of Peers, remind us of the lords of the 
ancient Sumerian, Babylonian and Assyrian cities, as well as the 
worship of elders (grandparents) in Shamanism.

The Izadis (followers of Yazidism) sanctify and venerate the 
sun, the moon, fire and light—a faith that is not far away from 
making holy these elements in the Zoroastrian, Mithraic and 
Hindu religions as well as many of the Eastern peoples and 
Pharaohs.

Besides, there are many rituals that are common to Yazidism, 
Judaism, Christianity and Islam, such as baptism, circumcision 
and forbiddance of certain foods. Yet, the rites that distinguish 
Yazidism from other religions, which are the same thing that 
gave it a distinctive feature, are very much more than the rites 
that it shares with these religions.

Yazidism is one of the most ancient fertility and nature 
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religions. It was not related to the advent of a prophet or an 
apostle; therefore, it is impossible to define the history of 
its advent or the place of its birth. It is however possible to 
speculate the central point of its geographical area basing on 
some scientific facts appertained to studies on language history, 
anthropology, contrastive socio !! anthropology, divinity, and 
mythology, as well as studies on arts and cultures of these 
people. With some certainty and confidence, it can be said that 
the roots of Yazidism, yet in other names, is traced back to the 
huge human reserve from which a big number of peoples who 
inhabited in the ancient east areas since the third millennium 
BC. These peoples are called the Indo !! European peoples, 
who lived in the region surrounding the Caspian Sea, known 
as Media, across the Caucasus Mountains up the Black Sea. 

This part of the Indo !! European people came from the 
grasslands of Media in northern Iran, adjacent to the Caspian 
Sea, and from the grasslands of Scythia in Caucasus, and from 
the grasslands of Crimea around the Black Sea. These waves 
settled in Mesopotamia, gave it its Indo !! European language 
and established the Sumer civilization in Southern Iraq.

Originally, the creeds believed by the current followers of 
Yazidism are parts of the faith of these ancient Indo !! European 
peoples who had migrated east, south and west from their 
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homeland for many reasons. They bore with them their beliefs, 
which became later on part of the religions of the Book as well 
as other religions.

Yazidism is a religion that combines both stages of grazing 
and agriculture; therefore, it holds holy the sun and the moon 
up to the present day.

It can also be said that Yazidism was earlier than 
Zoroastrianism. The evidence is that many researches have 
indicated that it was Prophet Zarathustra who first used the 
term «Daeva Yasna,» meaning the worshippers of evil powers, 
and called it on those who followed the new religion. Thereafter, 
the term «Daeva Yasna» was abbreviated into «Dassen,» which 
some ancient writers called at the current followers of Yazidism; 
i.e. the Izadis.

Yazidism is an ancient religion that was not the product of any 
other religion. It holds all elements of religion that distinguish 
it from all other religions, from the aspect of philosophical 
attitude to creation and genesis, the aspect of God, Godhead 
and angels, and the aspect of life and death, good and evil, 
devotional acts, and rites… etc. 

Notwithstanding, the majority of Muslim Arab and Kurd 
writers, as well as some Orientalists, committed a big mistake 
and did a grave injustice to Yazidism when they introduced 
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it as a religious denomination, sect and cult, and being an 
offshoot of Islam, thus describing Izadis as an Islamic faction 
that deviated the right path. Moreover, some others judged 
Yazidism to have been influenced by Christianity, Judaism or 
Zoroastrianism. (R. H. W. Empson, The Cult of Peacock Angel, 
London, 1928, p. 30)

The name yazidi (or Êzidi) is a derivative of the word Ized, 
which means God !! King, Yazata in Avista language, which 
means he who deserves to be worshipped, Yazd in Pahlavi 
language, and Yajata in Sanskrit language. Thus, the meaning of 
the word Azidi (Izidi, Izedi, or Izdi) is God’s servants. We can 
also find the name Yazid in the legend of King Ezda, or Yazdan, 
one of the grandfathers of the Yazidis, or Izadis. The word, or 
description, Yazdani was called at the earliest Izadis. (Theodor 
Menzel, Yazidi, Encyclopedia of Islam, London IV, 1913 !! 38, 
p. 1164 a, Leiden)

Accordingly, Yazidism has nothing at all to do with Yazid 
ibn 0XޏDZL\D, the Umayyad caliph.

In recent times, Lauffrey Nabo, a German archeologist 
and specialist in ancient Sumerian, Babylonian and Assyrian 
languages, has discovered that the word «Ê Zi Di» was written 
in Cuneiform script during the Sumerian era, to mean: «the 
good soul, the unpolluted, those waking on the right path.»
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This means that the word izadi, or êzidi, was in circulation 
since the Sumerian civilization times. In the conception of 
Nabo, the history of Yazidism must be traced back to the third 
millennium BC, and the current followers of this religion must 
be the remains of the most ancient Kurdish religion in the region 
of the greatest civilizations of the East; i.e. the ancient Sumerian 
!! Babylonian beliefs. (Lauffrey Nabo, Kulturgeschichte Des 
Orients Zentrder Ezidiforschung, Archlogie !!  Philologumie !!  
Ethnologie !! Theologie)

The basic symbol of Yazidism is the sun besides the peacock, 
which is symbolized by the bronze Sanjak Temple. 

Yazidism depends mainly on «heart knowledge» that is 
learned by heart orally by clerics, transmitting it from one 
generation to another. However, in addition to the heart 
knowledge, Yazidis are now having two holy books since the 
rise of the Sheikh (Adi ben Musafir al !! Shami al !! Hakkari, 
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held as one of the innovators of Yazidism) amongst them, 
in the late years of the eleventh century. The first book is 
Mashaf !! a Rash and the second is al !! Jilwah. The book 
Kitab al !! Jilwah li !! Ahl al !! Khilwah was written by Sheikh 
Hasan ben Sheikh Abu’l !! Mafakhir Edi ben Abi’l !! Barakat 
Sakhr ben Sakhr ben Musafir al !! Hakkari (1184 !! 1246), the 
son of Sheikh Adi’s brother. As for the Mashaf !! a Rash, it 
cannot be told whether it was Sheikh Adi or his brother’s son 
who wrote it.

Yazidism holds a number of ritual celebrations, some of 
which are religious, while others are social, which they practice 
throughout the year. Amongst their religious rituals are the 
Yazidi New Year, which falls on the first Wednesday of April 
according to the Eastern Calendar, the Forty !! Day Summer 
Feast, The Autumn Assembly, which is celebrated on the first of 
October, The Fast of Ezdi Festival in mid !! January, the Pelinda 
(renascence of soul) Feast, the Khader Elias Festival, the 
Spring Festivals when all villages are passed by in a celebratory 
manner, and other local festivals. All these celebrations are held 
according to the Yazidi calendar, the East calendar, which is 
thirteen days later than the Gregorian calendar. Each feast has 
its own rituals and ceremonies according to the place of holding 
them. Hence, the rituals held in Izadi towns and villages are 
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different than those held in the Lalish Holy Temple, which is 
situated on Mount Hakkar, to the north of the town of Shekhan.

Amongst the Yazidi religious rituals are:
1. Baptism. 
2. Tours of the Holy Peacock along with the Qawwalis (the 

memorizers of the religious texts and etiquettes) in the Izadi 
villages twice a year.

3. Tours of Baba Sheikh and other clerics among Yazidis 
once a year at least for purpose of spreading religious teachings.

4. Sheep shearing ceremonies immediately after the April 
Yazidi New Year feast.

5. Journeys of collecting milk from villages to Lalish Temple 
for baptizing it with the White Eye holy water.

6. Performing prayers to the direction of the sun.
7. The three !! day general fast in mid !! December.
8. The forty !! day fast in mid !! summer and forth !! day fast 

in mid !! winter, a ritual that is observed especially by Yazidi 
clerics and hermits.

9. The three !! day Khader Elias fast in the middle of February.
10. Regular pilgrimages to Lalish Temple and the other holy 

places.
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11. Taking vows and making charitable contributions.
12. Tours of Yazidi Sheikhs and Peers among their followers, 

associated by giving them money, gifts and alike presents.
Within the Yazidi social rituals are marriage, divorce, and 

funeral processions.
Yazidis’ original home is Iraq, Syria and Turkey. There are 

also Yazidi communities in Armenia, Georgia, and the other 
republics of the Russian Federation, in addition to a minority 
living in Iran.
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Sabian Mandaeism
Within the earliest inhabitants of Mesopotamia, Sabian 

Mandaeans are one of the basic components of the Iraqi 
people. Although their existence extended to such other 
countries as Palestine and Harran, their place of origin is 
Iraq since ancient times. Besides, they also exist in southwest 
of Iran.

The name Sabian Mandaeism is composed of two words. 
The word Sabian, which is also called subba in Iraqi dialect, 
came from the ancient Mandaic Aramaic verb saba, which 
means to dye, or to be baptized, since the basic and most 
familiar rite of Sabian Mandaeism is founded on going into 
flowing water and dying (i.e. baptizing oneself) therein. 
Once a Sabian Mandaean does so, he/she obtains the dye 
of God, which cannot be obtained without immersion in 
water. As for the word Mandaean, which is a description 
of Sabian, is traced back to the ancient Mandaic Aramaic 
verb «yada, or ada,» which means to know and to perceive. 
Accordingly, the word Mandaean is used to describe the 
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Sabians as those who recognize the Existence and the 
Oneness of the Creator. Generally, the Sabian Mandaeans 
must mean those who are colored with the dye of God, 
who recognize His Existence and who profess His Oneness 
thoughtfully and believably.
Language of the Sabian Mandaeans

The language of the Sabian Mandaeans is classified as 
the pure branch of Eastern Aramaic. Having had their own 
alphabet, the Sabian Mandaeans kept their language alive 
when they copied their religious books in this 22 !! letter 
language. Along with the alphabet, there is the definite article 
d !! , because the Mandaic language is sealed by repeating the 
aleph with which it starts. Thereby, the letters of Mandaic 
language are twenty !! four. 

Up to the present day, this language is still used in the 
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practices of Sabian religious rites although speaking therein has 
noticeably and greatly abated to the extent that the UNESCO 
has listed it with the endangered languages.
Sabians in the Quran

The Sabians are mentioned in the Quran three times in three 
verses of three different chapters, as follows:

Verse 62 of Surah (i.e. Quranic chapter) al !! Baqarah (no. 
2): «Verily, those who believe in that which is revealed to you, 
and those who are Jews and the Christians and the Sabians and 
whosoever believes in God and the Last Day (of Judgment), for 
them is their reward with their Lord, and there shall be no fear 
for them nor shall they grieve.»

Verse 69 of Surah al !! Ma'idah (no. 5): «Surely, those who 
believe and those who are Jews and the Sabians and the Christians, 
and whoever believes in God and the Last Day and does good, no 
fear shall be upon them and nor shall they grieve.»

Verse 17 of Surah al !! Hajj (no. 22): «Verily, those who 
believe and those who are Jews and the Sabians and the 
Christians and the Magians and those who associate other 
gods with God, verily, God will decide between them 
on the Day of Judgment. Verily, God is witness over all 
things.»
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These Quranic texts reveal undoubtedly that Sabian 
Mandaeism is one of the monotheistic religions. Just like other 
monotheists, if the followers of this religion believe in God and 
the Judgment Day and act righteously, no fear will be on them 
nor will they grieve.
Some Sabian Mandaean beliefs and rituals

Monotheism
For Sabian Mandaeans, Oneness of the Creator is an 

unquestionable belief-a fact that is confirmed by innumerable 
texts of their religious books. One of the signs of Sabian’s 
monotheism is the basmala phrase (i.e. In the Name of God) 
in Sabian Mandaeism, which is tantamount to the Muslim 
basmala. Hence, Sabian Mandaeans start each religious 
recitation and ritual with the phrase: «bishmihuun d !! hiyii 
rabbi,» the translation of which is: «In the Name of the Ever 
!! living, the Great.» God, the One and Only Creator, is 
expressed as hiy, which means the ever !! living. Because God 
is Ever !! living, all things that come from Him must be full 
of life, too. So, God is the secret and giver of life.

With regard to the Creator’s attributes and the belief that He 
is the One and Only God, some paragraphs of Ginza Rabba (or 
Ginza Rba), the holy scripture of Mandaeism, read:
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«In the Name of the Ever !! living (Life), the Great. 
Glorified is my Lord with a pure heart. Glorified and 
Magnified is the Self !! subsisting Lord of Solemnity, God 
the All !! high Lord. All glory be to Him, the Exalted King 
of Lights. God, the All !! great, of limitless omnipotence, the 
Pure Brilliance and the Unceasing Great Light. He is the All 
!! forgiving, the Oft !! returning, the All !! compassionate 
and the All !! merciful. He is the Deliverer of all believers 
and the Amender of all the good. He is the Almighty, the 
Wise, Knowing, the Overseer, and the Sovereign over all 
things. He cannot be seen nor can any limit be given to 
Him. There is none like Him in His greatness and there is 
none to associate Him in His authority. He is the glowing 
light and the brightness of all worlds. God, the All !! high 
Lord, all glory be to Him; all are blessed by His blessings 
since eternity and for all time.»

Such attributes that are ascribed to God are common to all 
religions that believe in God the Creator, deem Him the One 
and Only God, and do not set any partner with Him in His 
Godhead. In so believing in God as the One and Only Creator, 
Sabian Mandaeans deny any other worship, such as worship of 
idols, statutes, the sun, the moon, or fire. Besides, Mandaeism 
warns against prostrating oneself before stars or before Satan 
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the accursed. Their holy scriptures hold texts confirming this 
fact, such as: 

«In the Name of the Ever !! Living, the Great. Do not 
prostrate yourselves before Satan the accursed, nor show him 
love. Whoever prostrates in obeisance to Satan, shall have the 
blazing fire as his final abode.»

«Hold your knees from prostrating before Satan.»
«Act upon your Lord’s will, and do not act upon Satan’s.»
«Do not prostrate to stars or constellations, do not glorify 

the sun and the moon that light up this world, for it is God 
Who gave them their light.»

Basic principles of Sabian Mandaeism
The Sabian Mandaeism faith is established on these five 

basic principles:
1. Profession of faith:
Called sehoutha in Mandaic language, the Sabian profession 

of faith involves bearing witness to the Ever !! Living God. It is 
said in this formula:

«In the Name of the Ever !! living, the Great. The Ever 
!! living and All !! knowing Lord is Self !! subsisting and 
Existing. I bear witness to the Ever !! living and I bear 
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witness to the Prominent King of Light, the All !! great 
God who arose by Himself, whose Name is never false.»

Each Sabian Mandaean recites this formula of profession 
of faith in many of the religious rites and performances they 
practice.

2. Baptism:
Called messbouta in Mandaic, baptism is the key principle 

of Mandaeism, through which one can be acknowledged as 
Sabian Mandaean. It is therefore highly recommended that 
Mandaean newborns be baptized on the thirtieth day of their 
birth and then re !! baptized when they start learning the 
religious recitals. Besides, Sabian Mandaeans are allowed to 
practice water baptism whenever they wish, because baptism 
is purification of souls from sins and of bodies from filths and 
dirt.

Mandaean baptism must be performed in flowing water, 
since, they believer, water is alive only when it is flowing, while 
it is dead when it is still; then, it is impermissible to baptize in 
such still, and then dead, water. As a result, Sabian Mandaeans 
live near rivers, i.e. in regions where there must be flowing water. 
They deem blest the Euphrates and Tigris rivers, thus calling 
the Euphrates furash ziwa, meaning: Euphrates the luminous.
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Baptism is a mandatory rite in marriage formalities, in the 
sense that Mandaean marriage is unconsummated unless both 
parties thereof practice water baptism, each alone.

For Sabian Mandaeans, Sunday is the holiest day of the week; 
they therefore choose this day for practicing water baptism, 
although it can be practiced on other holy days; i.e. Mandaean 
religious feast days.

For them again, water baptism is not only to immerse in 
water but there is also a set of rituals and recitations that must 
be done and said along with water baptism. Firstly, baptism 
must be intended purely for self !! purification and imploration 
of God’s forgiveness. While practicing baptism, the white 
religious uniform, known by Sabians as Rasta, must be put on 
to indicate purity. On the forehead, there must be drawn the 
inscription: «In the Name of the Ever !! Living,» blessed by 
religious recitations to be read by the cleric who is the only one 
to administer baptism. Finally, the baptized must be dyed with 
the living (flowing) water in order to acquire God’s life !! giving 
and transparent dye.

3. Prayer
In Mandaic, prayer is called Brakha, which means 

the blessedness by and the seeking of blessings from the 
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remembrance of the Creator God. Sabian Mandaeans perform 
prayers three times; at dawn along with sunrise, at noon and 
midday, and at dusk before sunset.

Being an obligatory duty to be performed by each and every 
Sabian Mandaean, both males and females, the purpose of 
prayer is to remember God the Glorified and to seek nearness 
to Him.

Mandaean prayer is an individual duty; that is, it is held 
individually (but not congregationally). Before performing 
any prayer, one must wash all his body parts, the uncovered 
ones, such as one’s hands and arms, whole face, nose, mouth, 
eyes, nasals, ears, knees and feet, so that they should be clean. 
Obviously, this practice is comparable to the Muslims’ wudu 
ablution.

Besides, there are certain supplicatory prayers to be said at 
washing each part. For example, while washing the hands, one 
should say, «I intend to purify my hand with the truth, my 
lips with faith, and say the speech of light.» Upon washing the 
mouth, one should say, «Let my mouth be full of glorification 
and supplication (to God).» Upon washing the ears, the 
supplicatory prayer to be said is this: «May my ears listen to 
the voice of the Ever !! living!» While washing the feet, one 
should say, «May my feet take firmly the path of truth and 
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faith.» In Mandaic, this ritual is called Rashama, meaning: 
«performing the rite.» After that, one stands up, turning his 
face toward the prayer direction, and performs the prayer in 
the standing posture, starting with uttering the profession of 
faith, followed by reciting some religious recitals on glorifying 
the Creator and imploring His forgiveness. Whenever God’s 
Name is mentioned, the performer of prayer my bend forward 
a little.

4. Fast
Sabian Mandaeans hold two kinds of fast. One kind, which 

they call the major fast, involves the abstinence of mind and 
conscience from all evils, wrongdoings and indecencies. 
This kind of Mandaean fast has been referred to in many 
recommendations of the Ginza Rabba, the holy scripture of 
Mandaeism, such as the following:

«Hold your eyes from fluttering and winking. Hold 
your ears for eavesdropping on the others’ doors. Hold 
your mouths from telling lies and fake tales. Hold your 
consciences from issuing evil conjectures. Hold your hands 
from murdering and thieving. Hold your knees from 
prostrating before Satan. Hold your legs from going on evil 
missions…»
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The second kind of fast, known as the minor fast, is observed 
on thirty !! six separate days of the year. During these days, 
Sabian Mandaeans abstain from having meat as well as any 
food that has soul.

5. Almsgiving
Called zadaqa in Aramaic, almsgiving is one of the basic 

principles of Sabian Mandaean faith. It is a religious must for 
all Sabian Mandaeans to commit themselves to helping the 
poor and the needy for purpose of achieving cooperation and 
mutual love. Almsgiving (or zadaqa) holds appreciation shown 
to God the Giver for His graces, and then commitment to give 
some of God’s favors in charity as a sign of seeking nearness to 
Him and following His example.

When a Mandaean individual gives alms, this is recorded 
for him as rewards bearing witness to his decency in the 
Hereafter, where the prize thereof will be absolution of his 
sins. A text in Ginza Rabba reads: «Give alms to the needy 
and act as guide to the blind. When you give alms, do not 
make it public. Hence, your left hand must not be let know 
what your right hand have given. Similarly, when you give 
alms with your right hand, do not let your left hand know 
what your right hand have given.»
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Another text of Ginza Rabba reads: «When you give alms, 
do not ask for witnesses.»
The Sabian Mandaean Holy Books

The most important and longest holy book of Mandaeism 
is the Ginza Rabba «The Great Treasury;» a big book written 
in Mandaic.

The Ginza Rabba is divided into two parts:
The Right Ginza !! containing 18 books !! comprises 

religious texts related to monotheism; i.e. Oneness of the 
Creator and His attributes as written in the books of Adam, 
Seth and Sam. It thus holds the story of creation and how God, 
the Ever !! living and Eternal Creator, manifested Himself 
and created the World of Lights after which He created the 
Down World (i.e. Earth). The book also holds the stories of 
the creation of Adam and Eve, the descent of soul in Adam’s 
body, and the conflicts between light and darkness and good 
and evil. There are also, in the Right Ginza, teachings and 
guidelines about life, worship of the Creator, religious duties 
and obligations, legal and illegal issues, and giving of alms. 
Besides, the book comprises some teachings of Prophet 
John, the story of the Flood, and a big deal of religious and 
educational advices.
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The Left Ginza-containing 3 books-holds texts related to 
what happens to souls after death, how these souls are forced 
to leave this world and return to the other world from which 
they had come, and the stages of souls’ ascension and then 
judgment for all good or evil deeds they did on Earth. There 
is also in the Left Ginza information on the progression of 
the mortal bodies that must be buried in order for them 
to return to dust. In this part too, there is a big number 
of chapters that encourage human souls on patience and 
tolerance while living in this mortal world until deliverance 
comes to allow them to return to their original home; i.e. the 
World of Lights.

Drasha d !! Yahya (meaning: the teachings of Yahya—
John), or the Book of John, is the other basic holy book in 
Mandaeism, which contains the teachings of Prophet John 
son of Zachariah.

There are also other books that are held holy in Mandaeism, 
but their contents are only recitals and hymns recited on such 
special ceremonies as wedding and funeral and affairs that 
organize the lifestyles of the followers of this religion.
Mandaeans’ places of worship

Sabian Mandaeans have their own temples, or places of 
worship, which they call Mandi or Bayt Manda, which means the 
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house of recognition of God the Ever !! living Creator. Usually, 
the structure of such «houses» is simple but suitable for the 
congregation of the followers of this religion where they hold 
their religious rituals. Hence, the Mandi is the center of their 
assemblies and the place where they hold their ceremonials and 
gather on their feast days. In most cases, such Mandaean places 
of worship are built near rivers, since the majority of Sabian 
Mandaean religious rituals require flowing water to be nearby.

Things forbidden to Sabian Mandaeans
Like all other heavenly religions, the Sabian Mandaean 

religion and religious law have deemed forbidden a set of 
things to the followers of this religion to do. They are as 
follows:

1. Blasphemy and profane talk of God the Ever !! Living and 
Eternal Creator.

2. Circumcision: Sabian Mandaeans do not circumcise, 
because they believe that God created man perfectly and in the 
finest stature; therefore, His creatures must not interfere in His 
creation.

3. Concerning ethical issues, such immoralities as murder, 
larceny, adultery, consuming intoxicant beverages, perjury 
(lying under oath), betrayal, sorcery, witchcraft, weeping and 
slapping over the dead are all forbidden.
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4. Mandaean males are forbidden to marry their mothers, 
sisters and daughters besides paternal and maternal aunts 
(and Mandaean females are forbidden to marry their fathers, 
brothers and sons and paternal and maternal uncles).

5. Usury and profiteering are also forbidden in Mandaeism.
6. As for edibles, it is forbidden in Mandaeism to eat the 

meat of dead animals, blood generally, and the flesh of raptors, 
predators and beasts, including swine and pregnant, suckling 
and sick animals.

7. Also forbidden in Mandaeism are suicide, abortion, and 
mental and physical self !! torture.
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2018�ëm�gh26��ggýÐzedTÐ�oþ<mZTÐ�îzeX��Q��hm�TÐ�ÊmacTÐ
The second meeting at the Sabian Manda, Baghdad, 26th of April, 2018
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2018

 The third meeting at the Iraqi Fiqh Council inside the Abu Hanifa
Mosque, Baghdad, 8th of September, 2018
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 The fourth meeting at the Imam Hussein Holy Shrine, Karbala, 7th of

March, 2019
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201954

The fifth meeting at al-Khoei Institute, Najaf, 4th of May, 2019
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2019110

Najaf ambassadors at al-Anbar University, al-Anbar, 10th of January, 2019
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20193���ywÚm�TÐ�º�É�dTÐ�o^Xm?��Q���eTÐ�ÊÐ|`G
Najaf ambassadors at Mosul University, Mosul, 15th of March, 2019
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Najaf ambassadors at Arbil Province, 15th of March, 2019
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2019315

Najaf ambassadors at Lalesh Temple, Nineva, 15th of March, 2019
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 Silent walk for peace and coexistence through al-Mutanabbi Street,
Baghdad, 26th of April, 2019
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The historical meeting at Ur, Dhi Qar, 6th of March, 2021
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Î» åc°»

��dL� ÷qbaö>Ð � òÓÐÊnbU � õpd�dH� õ�AÚ��Y�oöh�cUÐ �Ð|w� õ��í� ôÒ}cR� ÷Ó}gK
�p_hZUÐ� �êĆHüÐ � ô�ö�e> �phSÐ}_UÐ �phfx{UÐ �Ón�HkeUÐ ��Y � ñpde@ �nw õ{bL
�nw}TÙ���UÐ��w�Óninx{UÐ�ì|wí�ºphýÐ{feUÐí�px{x~xüÐí�ph�h�eUÐí��pöf�́UÐí
�ðnRÚn_> � ôÓÐÊnbdUÐ �ì|w �Ó{gIí ��ðnhin? �ºphin�UÐ �ÒØneUÐ ��R ��SÐ}_UÐ �Ú��H{UÐ
� õ�d��eUÐ � õ}Bùn= � õpSĆ_UÐí �º ö�fx{UÐí � ö�Rnb�UÐ � õÚÐ��UÐ � õ�ýn�Y ��R �ðn�An�>í
� õÚÐ��UÐ� õén�Y��R� ðpdLnR� ðphexØnTÌí� ðphfxØ� òÓnh[�I�q_e@í�ºðnhRnb?í�ðnhfxØ
�ê�x �ØÐ{`�= �ëÐ{dcUÐ � õp�hfT��R� ôéíúÐ� ôÊnbdUÐ � ó{b ôL �� õÓnRnb�UÐí� õÓninx{UÐ ��h=
�26��R�ØÐ{`�=��hhýÐ{feUÐ�pþ=n[UÐ�î{fY��R��in�UÐí�º2018�ÚÐÙË�1��he�UÐ
��=Ì ��Yn@� õÑnAÚ��R� ö�SÐ}_UÐ � ö�gbaUÐ � õ�e�eUÐ ��R� ôrUn�UÐí�º2018 �ën�hi
�ÊĆ=}T��R �phfh��UÐ �p��_UÐ ��R � ô�=Ð}UÐí �º2018 �é�dxÌ �8 ��R �ëne_fUÐ �pahfA
�ÛÚn�UÐ�Úí{Un=�q_d]�Ð�ºÓn�HkeUÐ�ì|w��Yí�º2019�ÚÐÙË�7��he�UÐ�ê�x
�p�HkY�phdLna= �qTÚnIí�º��QĆ�UÐ �phexØnTÌ� ��ý��UÐ �ênY³U ��d_UÐ �ÚÐØ
�p_Yn@ ��R ��YĆHüÐ ��Un_UÐ ��R �ÚÐ��dU ��c�i�hUÐ ��H}Tí ��ÓÐÚn�Y�
��dL �ë�_e��eUÐ ��a>Ð �ºÓÐÊnbdUÐ �ì|w ��R �ÓnInbfUÐ � ö�\B ��R ��pR�cUÐ
� õp�ö��eUÐ� õphSÐ}_UÐ� õÓÐ{b�_eUÐí� õënxØúÐ� óÛ}=Ì��öh�>� òÓnax}_>��́\x� òoöh�T� õÚÐ{ÉÎ
��dö�eY� õÓnax}_�UÐ�ì|w� óo�cx�ëÌ��dL�º õ�õ�h>}>�o��=í� ö�SÐ}_UÐ� õÚ��H{UÐ��R

���gõinexÎí��w õ{ýnbL�o��=í�º�g�aij=� õowÐ|eUÐí� õënxØúÐ�ì|w
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� õ�x}_> ��Y � ñâ�ií �º}B�U � õ�÷aöfUÐ ��x}_> ��Y � ñâ�i ��w � ôÜÐ ö}cUÐ �Ð|w
��h= � õè}�ZeUÐ � õ�gaUÐ � ô~x~_> � õ�õýÐÚí ��Y � ôÒ ö�@}eUÐ � ôÒ}e�UÐí �� õ�÷aöfdU � õ}BùÐ
�º õè}�ZeUÐ � õ�h_UÐ � õ~x~_> ��UÎ � õpxngfUÐ ��R ��\aôhH �ï|UÐ � õënxØúÐí � õÓnRnb�UÐ
��e��eUÐ� óënxØÌ� ôy��>� ñÒØnY��öiÎ�� õpad��eUÐ� õÓn_e��eUÐ��R� õphYn�UÐ� õ�hbUÐí
� õpg@Ð�Y� õ�h�H��R� ôê {bô>�ºÒ}��_eUÐ�ng>nh_@}Y�éĆB��Y�ng=��x}_�dU��SÐ}_UÐ
�Ó}Z�iÐ�{bR�ºçÐ}_UÐ��R��d��eUÐ�}BùÐ�ÒÚ�É� ò�HÚ��R�Ò~wn�UÐ� õoUÐ�bUÐ
��L� ñpw ö�ZY� ñÓÐÚ ö�[>�ni ôØĆ=�ng=�Ó ö}Y���UÐ� õ� ó� õeUÐí� õÑÐ}]�øÐ�ÊÐ�@Ì��R
�ì|w�nghR�q óegHÌ� òphYÐØ� òÓnLÐ}É��UÎ�æn]eUÐ�pxngi��R�ÓöØÌ� ö�fx{UÐ�}BùÐ
� ô�Yji� ò{x{@� ò�Lí� ör=��R� ñêngHÎ�öøÎ�oöh� ôcUÐ�Ð|w�nYí�º ôÊnw�ZUÐ� ôÓÐÚ ö�[�UÐ

��góR�aÉ� ô{ öA�xí��wØĆ=� óëjI� ô�R}x�nY��dL��hhSÐ}_UÐ� ö�T��e�x�ëÌ��fY
� ö�ax}_�UÐ �ÜÐ ö}cUÐ �Ð|w � õp=n�T ��dL �qdeL ���UÐ � ôÓn�HkeUÐ �qUÐÛ �nY
� ðphYnH� ðpUnHÚ� ô�e�>�qUÐÛ�nYí�º õ�x}]UÐ�ì|w��R� óp[d�eUÐ�nw óØ�g@� ô�ÉÐ�>
�ºçÐ}_UÐ �ni{d= �ÊÐÛl= � õphSĆBúÐ � õphUík�eUÐí � ö�L}ZUÐ � õ�hdc�UÐ ��Y � ðp_=ni
��R �ðn_Y �ë�hAí}UÐ �nwÍneLÛí �ngô>ØnS � ô�e_x � òâÐí � ò�bLí � òp��afY � òÖí}=í
� õpxÚ|�UÐ � õÓÐ}öh`�UÐ ��UÎ � õ} ö={�UÐí � õpec�UÐ � õ�h_= � ô}^fx � ò{x{@ � òÚÐ�A � õ�hHj>
� õpx�hA ��dL � ó�hwÐ}�UÐ � óê ö{b�U �ºpÉnB � õçÐ}_UÐ ��Rí �º õ�Un_UÐ ��R �q?{A ���UÐ
� õÓnYnL~UÐí � õphfx{UÐ � õÓn�HkedU � õ�LnaUÐ � õÚí{UÐí �º ö��HkeUÐ � ö�fx{UÐ � õ�e_UÐ
��f�U � õpex}cUÐ �õÒnh�UÐ � õ�ýnLØ � õzhH}> ��R �ºðøne@Î � õ�x{dU � ö�? ��Yí �º õphAí}UÐ

���g�fhijeJí��gYĆHí�º ö�Aí}UÐ��wÚÐ}b�HÐí�º õ}Z�UÐ
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Î¤Ê åo·?�ÂÈ¼¸k¼·?

ÐfÍ³§ºA :æÛÊC
�� ò�d�Y��́T�ng=� ô�Ykx� òp?Ć?� ò�HÌ��dL� ó�fô=� õphgUüÐ� õënxØúÐ� ô�>nB� ôêĆHüÐ
� ó�ödUÐ � öëÌí �º�hdH}eUÐ � ô�>nB ��w �ðÐ{e�Y � öëÌí �º ñ{ óAóÌ � ñ{AÐí � ô�óin��H � ó�ödUÐ � öëj=

���w óÊÐ~@��góhR�ôhU� õpYnhbUÐ� óê�x��gõ>�Y�{_=� óØn�_UÐ� ô�e�x� ô�óin��H
� ö{=�ø��ij=�õØnb�LøÐ��w�Ò{hb_UÐ�én�Y��R� ôp_hZUÐ��=����x�nY� ö�wÌ��Yí
�n öYÎ��ödU� òp�A��Y��d�>�ø� óßÚúÐ� öëÌí�ºënYÛ� ö�T��R� òp�A��Y��in��H��ödU
� õ� õa]Uí��in��H� õ�õ�eAÚ��\�be=��UÙ�ëÌí�º òÚ���Y� òoýnQ�íÌ� òÚ�gZY� ò}wnK
�ºðnYnYÎ�}ZL�nf?Ð� ô� óa ód óBí�ºõìõØn�L��dL� õ�ödUÐ� óp�A��w�ënT� ñ{e�Y��́�fUÐí�ºõìõØn�_=
��R� ó{õU ôí�º °�A��wí�º���UÐ��=�{e�Y��w ô}BËí�ºoUnJ��=Ì��=��dL��gUíÌ
��êĆHüÐ��́�i��=� ó} öZ=�ï|UÐ� öï{geUÐ��wí�ºðnhA�éÐÛ�nYí�ï}�gUÐ�rUn�UÐ�ë}bUÐ
�ï|UÐ�åå� õênYüÐí�ºÊne�UÐ��Y��A�UÐ��bd�x�ï|UÐ��wí�º ö��fUÐ��h=� ôp_hZUÐ� ô~öhex
�ðnxØnwí�º õ�õ�UnH}U�ðĆYnAí�º õ�x{UÐ��dL�ðnhÉí� ��fUÐ � ô�d�x�neiÎí�åå �ìn öbd�x �ø

��hb��eUÐ� õ� ödUÐ� õ�x}J�õìn�>n=� õpx}Z�dU
��ödUÐ �êncAú ��d�eUÐ ��wí �p��UÐ ���I �{x{�> �ëj= �ëí{b�_x ��giÎí
��in��H��ödUÐ ��Y � öøÎ � ö��x �ø ��ödUÐ ��UÎ ��x}]UÐ ��R �pYún= �}h�x �ï|UÐ �{ýnbUÐí
�º ô�d^x�ø� ñéØnL��ödUÐ� öëj=�ðn\xÌ�ë�fYkxí���UÙ� óØ{�x�ëÌ�ënT�ðn öxÌ�ì}h`U��hUí
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��ödUÐ � öëÌí �º õ�õdb_= �ngóf�A �ën�iüÐ �èÚ{x �º õ� õ�ai � ö{A ��R � ñpehS � óé{_UÐ � öëÌ �ïÌ
��R ��hed�eUÐ �{fL � õ�x{UÐ � ôé�ÉÌ ��w �ì|w �� õé{_UÐ �î�H� ô�_ax �ø ��in��H

� ö�_hZUÐ� õow|eUÐ
� ó}�L �ng= � õé��bUÐ ��dL � ôp_hZUÐ � ô�Un��x ���UÐ � õ{ýnb_UÐ ��Y � ñpde@ �ènfwí

��ngfYí���g õ�xÚn>
� óën�iüÐ � öëÌ � óëí}x �ø ��gR �º õ�õUn_RÌ �î���Y ��R � õën�iüÐ � õpx}�= � ôØnb�LøÐ
� ó�_ax�ëÌ��R� ôpbd]eUÐ� ôpx}�UÐ��U� óën�iüÐ� öëÌ�ðn\xÌ� óëí}x�øí�º õ�õUn_RÌ��dL� ñ}��Y
�ênYüÐ�}h�_�=��x}YúÐ��h=�}YúÐ��wí�ºðn] óH óí�ðnbx}J�ëí|��x��=�º ó�_ax�öøÌí

��õì õÚnh�BÐí� õ�ödUÐ�õÒÚ{S� ö�K��R� ô�ó�x}A� ö�cUí�º °}A� ôën�iünR�ºçØn[UÐ
�Ð�inTÌ� ñÊÐ�H� õ� õbdB��dL� õ�ödUÐ� ós�A�ëÌ� ôp_hZUÐ�ë�ed�eUÐ�î}x�ÙÎ�ºpe[_UÐ
��Én_eUÐ�ë��c>}x�ø��giÌ�ïÌ���hY�[_Y�Ð�i�cx�ëÌ��Y� ö{=�ø�º ðpeýÌ�êÌ�Ênh�iÌ
� ôç}]�x�ĆR�º ö�fw|UÐ�î���eUÐ��dL���A�Ð�e[_ôx�ëÌ��Y� ö{=�ø��=�ºÑ�i|UÐí
�õØn�_UÐ��dL� ðp�A��gõ�[i��Y� óß}`UÐ��Rnfx��UÙ�ëú�Å ôpda`UÐí� ôënh�fUÐ��gU
�s��UÐ��=�º õ}÷� ó�UÐ��x}]=� ÷�[�>��U� ópe[_UÐ��d>� öëÌ�ëí}xí�º�gU� ðÒÐ{wí
� óÜ�afUÐ��cUí�º ô�ó�HÚneY�ëí{x}x� ò�_R� öïÌ��R� õÚnh�BøÐ� óêne>�ë�cdex��þUíÌ

� õënh[_UÐ� õ�ói óØ��L� ÷q ó_öR ó} ó>� ÷Ó ó} ôgóJ�ÐÙÎ
eBÇNUÛA

� õpR}_eUÐ � õén�Y ��R � ñÖ��aY �õØng�@øÐ � óÑn= � öëÌ � ôp_hZUÐ �ë�ed�eUÐ �î}x
� òph�gfY � ó�=Ð�� ��e� � õ�b_UÐ � õÓÐíØÌ � õ�h_a> ��f_e= �Øng�@øÐí �º õphfx{UÐ
��Y � õÑín��UÐ � õëncYÎí � õphfx{UÐ � õq=Ð��dU � õ�õ^aA � õéĆB ��Y � ô�óiÛÐ�> � ô�e\>

� õënY~UÐ�}�L�õÒ{���eUÐ� õpdþHúÐ� õ�d��Y
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ÑÍÃÌfºA ieBv¿ºA :æBÍÂBQ
� óé õ~÷iôÌ �{Sí � õpxíne�UÐ � õo�cUÐ � ô�>nB � ó�x}cUÐ � óëË}bUÐ � öëÌ �ë�ed�eUÐ � ô{b�_x
� ñÑn�T��iÌí�º õphfx{UÐ� õpR}_eUÐ� ¬�cU� ôÜnHúÐ� ôÚ{[eUÐ��wí�º{e�Y� ö��fUÐ��dL
�{b�_x �ºëË}bUÐ � õoin@ ��UÎí �º õoLĆ�UÐí � õ�x}��UÐ ��L � ñë�[Y � ñá�a�Y
� ôÒ}ýÐØ � ô��ö�>í �º ôì ô}x}b>í � ô�ôd_Rí � ö��fUÐ � ôé�S ��wí �ºpx��fUÐ �pöf�́Un= �ë�ed�eUÐ
��R� ��fUÐ�Ð�aód óB��x|UÐ�}ZL��f?øÐ� õpeýúÐ� ¬�cU� õp_hZUÐ��hed�eUÐ�{fL� õpöf�́UÐ
� ö��fUÐ �pöf ôH� õoin@��UÎí�� òëí}S� óp?Ć?� óp=Ð}S� ÷Ó ö{�YÐ ���UÐ ��w õÚ�\A�õÒ}�R � ¬�T
� õ�b_UÐ� õÚn��Ln=� ôp_hZUÐ�ë�ed�eUÐ��́��x�º õ�õ�h=� õ�wÌ��Y�}ZL��f?øÐ�peýúÐí
� ô�b_UnR�� ¬�L}ZUÐ � õ�c�UÐ��L�ðnaInTí�º õphfx{UÐ � õpR}_eUÐ � õÚØn[Y��Y�ðÐÚ{[Y
� ó�=Ð��í � òpfh_Y �òØí{�= � õphfx{UÐ � õê�d_UÐ � õÓn�?Î ��R ��hUÎ � ô{f��x � ñ�hUØ ��w{fL

�� õ�baUÐ� õé�ÉÌ� õ�dL��R� ô}T|>� òphR}_Y
�º�x{UÐ� õé�ÉÌ� õÓn�?Î��R� õ�b_UÐ� õ}hQ��dL� ó{e�_ôx�ëÌ� ôp_hZUÐ�ë�ed�eUÐ� ô�R}x
�øí�º õ�b_UÐ��UÎ� ò{f��Y� ò�hU{=�ng=� ôpLnfbUÐ� ��>�ëÌ��Y� ö{=�ø��w{fL� õ�x{UÐ� ôé�ÉjR

�� ö�_÷] óbUÐ� ö�d ÷b ó_UÐ� õ�hU{UÐ��UÎ�ðÐ{f��Y� ÷�cx��U�nY� õ�x{Un=� ôØnb�LøÐ� ô�b��x

PBmiB¿¿ºA :æBRºBQ
��Y �ðnYncAÌ ��Un_>í ��in��H � õ�ödU � öëj= � ôp_hZUÐ �ë�ed�eUÐ � ô{b�_x �åå �1
�º ôÒnT~UÐí �ºś�UÐí �º ôênh[UÐí �º ôÒĆ[UÐ ��ng öewÌí �º õÓnY ö}�eUÐí � õÓn�@Ð�UÐ
�º òpfh_Y � ó�ýÐ}Ií �òØí{A � õ�e� ��R �º õ}cfeUÐ ��L � ô�gfUÐí � õæí}_eUn= � ô}YúÐí
� ôpS}�UÐí �º õpY}��eUÐ � õ�aöfUÐ � ô��Sí �º�Un_> � õ� ödUn= � ôè}ZUÐ �� õÓnY ö}�eUÐ ��Yí
� ôÒØngIí � õëÐ~heUÐ ��R � ô���UÐí �ºðnedK � õ�h�hUÐ � õénY � ô�TÌí �ºni ö~UÐí � ôÑ|cUÐí

�� õ�A ö}UÐ� ô�]Sí��x{UÐ�UÐ� ôç�bLí�º õÚí~UÐ
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ÑÍmBmÝA ÑÍbÌiBNºA K³ZºA :æB§IAi
��wí� õÚ�\�UÐ� ô�YÛ��UíúÐ���h�hHnHÌ��h��bA��UÎ� õp_hZUÐ� ôzxÚn>� ô��bfx
�º�Þ�� ö��fUÐ �õÒnRí� ó{_=� òëí}S� õp?Ć?� óÊnw ôÛ�nY� ÷Ó}e�HÐí�º�â�� õpeýúÐ� ôØ�@í
� õ�h�H ��R � õ�e_UÐ ��L �º�dL � ôênYüÐ ��g õHÌÚ ��dLí �º�â� � ôpeýúÐ � ���x ��Uí
��gY�x ��Y � ôpeýúÐ � ó�eL �{bR �º òoLĆ> � ö�T ��L � ðpi�[Y � õ�x{UÐ � õ�ýnbA � õ�aA

��gô�_hI��UÙ��R��g_=n>��hhHnHÌ��xÚ��Y��dL�éíúÐ
� õÓÐØn_UÐí � õæÐ}LúÐí � õ�b_Un= �ng�SĆL� ô�h^f>í � õ�x{UÐ � õê�dL � ô}Zi ��éíúÐ
� õÓÐÚín�eUÐ � õÑ�dHÌ � õéĆB ��Y � ô�dT ��UÙ �Ðí{öhIí �º õÑÐØùÐí � õ{hUnb�UÐí
� õphYĆHüÐ � õpYúÐ � õo�ôi � õphb=í �º�gLn�>Ìí ��w|hYĆ> ��Y � õÓĆHÐ}eUÐí
� ô� öce�x ���UÐ � ó}hxn_eUÐí � óé�ÉúÐ ��w|hYĆ> ��dL �ë�bdx �Ð�incR �ºnwØÐ}RÌí
�� õpL}a�eUÐí�õÒØ{_�eUÐ� õphL}ZUÐ� õ�SÐ�eUÐ� õænZ�Tø�ngahK�>��Y��w ô|hYĆ>

� óÚ��Y��w� ôé{_UÐ�ëncR�º õ�d^UÐ� õp\wnfYí� õé{_UÐ� õpLnIÎ��dL� ô�e_UÐ���in�UÐ
� ïÌ�Ð�abx��dR�ºõì õ{_=��Y� ôpeýúÐ�ì�f=� óÚnH�Ð|cwí�ºoUnJ��=Ì��=��dL� õànZi
�ðnedK ��hed�eUÐ � õÑnSÚ ��dL �Ð�]öd�> ��x|UÐ � õped^UÐ � õênc�dU � ò{in�Y � ò�S�Y
� ô�S�eUÐ ��UÙ �ng õ��íÌí �ng õB}ÉÌí � õ�SÐ�eUÐ � õÛ}=Ì ��Yí �º ö�A � õ�@í � õ}h`=
� õ�Un^UÐ� õphQn]UÐ� õ�c�U� ó�\�x�ëÌ�ðn\RÐÚ��dL��=� ô�h��UÐ�ì{fL� óq�?�ï|UÐ
� ó�_ZY� õphT~UÐ� õ�õýnY{=� óÚniÌí�º ðpbx}J� öé|UÐ�õÒn=ôú� õ�õ�aS�=� ö��R�ºpxín_Y��=�{x~x

��{=úÐ��UÎ� õ� õLn�>Ì� õÜ�ai��R� õpx}�UÐ
�}ZL��in�UÐ� õênYüÐ� óp�hQ� ÷qd>���UÐ� ôphfY~UÐ� ôÒ}�aUÐ��wí�º õp�h`UÐ� ô�YÛ��phin�UÐ
��wÚ�\A��YÛ��R �Ð�� öHÌ �{S ��â�� ôpeýúÐ �ënTí�ºåw329 �pfH� õÚn^iúÐ ��L
��hed�eUÐ��Y��gLn�>Ì��h=í��gfh=� õphL}ZUÐ� õ�hUn_�UÐ� ô�bi� õ�õUĆB��Y��́�x�ðnYn^i
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��gõ=n�ÉÌ��Y� òpL�ee�Y� õ�hd_�=� ôpeýúÐ� óê�bx�ëj=� ôên^fUÐ��UÙ� ô�ö�e�xí�ºp_hZUÐ
�ï|UÐ� õÞn�IúÐ�Êøkw� óÑ�É��g óLn�>Ì�ë�g@�x��?�º ô� óRÚn_Yí� õ�x{UÐ� óêncAÌ
��U ��x|UÐ � õ�hd_�= ��wÚí{=��w�Ð�Y�bx �ëÌ � õ�@Ì��Y��w{fL� óêncAúÐ�Ð�eöd_>
� ôâ�@Ú��wí�� ôên^fUÐ�Ð|w� }e�HÐí�º ðÒ}In�Y� õênYüÐ��Y� õ�öd_�UÐ� ôpÉ}R��gU� ÷yó� ôx
��x{g��eUÐ ��UÎ ��â� � õênYüÐ � õp�hQ � õ}[L ��R ���gYncAÌ � õpR}_Y ��R � õÜnfUÐ
� õên^f=� ôæ}_ôx�ÚnÉí�º õphL}ZUÐ� õêncAúÐ� õàn�f�HÐ��Y�ë�f öce�x��x|UÐ� õéí{_UÐ
�ë�Y�bx� ö�_hZUÐ� õzxÚn�UÐ � ö�B� õé�J��dL� õ�x{UÐ � ô�@Ð}eR�� õphfx{UÐ � õph_@}eUÐ
��R � ÷q��i � òphL}I � ó�=Ð�� ��e� � õphfx{UÐ � õæÚn_edU � õ�SnfUÐ � õ�H�UÐ � õÚí{=
�Ó}e�HÐ �Ð|cwí �º òoLĆ>í � ò}hh`> � õëíØ ��Y � õêĆHüÐ � õæÚn_Y ��dL � õána�UÐ
�õØng�@øÐ � õphdeL �éĆB ��Y ��gLn�>Ì � õànHíÌ ��R � ðÒ}�nA � õpeýúÐ � ô�hUn_>
� ÷q��ÉÌ ���UÐ � õ}hxn_eUÐ ��L � òæÐ}�iÐ �ïÌ � ô�fe> � òpYÚnÉ � ó�=Ð�\U � õp_�n�UÐ

���hed�eUÐ��Y� õqh�UÐ� õ�wÌ� õp_hI� õ�Lí��R� ðÒÛ�T}Y

µAj§ºAÊ Ñ§ÍrºA :æBn¾Ba
��Y��gô�h�UnQ� òpad��Y� òÓnhY�S��Y�çÐ}_UÐ��R� ôp_hZUÐ�ë�ed�eUÐ� ôÚ{�fx
��phin öc�́UÐ� óph�Un`UÐ�ë�d öcZxí�º�UÙ�}hQí�ëneT}�UÐí�õØÚ�cUÐ��ghRí� õÑ}_UÐ
� õ�H�UÐ��R��w~ öT}>��́@í�º õ� õ�}Lí� õçÐ}_UÐ� õßÚÌ� õé�J��dL� ôp_hZUÐ� ôâÛ��x
�ë�e�fxí� ôp_hZUÐ�ngôfJ���x�nhRÐ}`@�õØ}�Y��Y� ó}�TÌ� ôçÐ}_UÐ� ô�ö�exí��Ñ�f�UÐí
� õëÐ{@í��R� ðÒ~heY� ðp=}>�pTÚn�eUÐ� õçÐ}_UÐ� óßÚÌ� ô�_�>� óyYĆY�pe?�ëÎ�ÙÎ�ºnghUÎ

��yYĆeUÐ��d>� ö�wÌ��Yí�º�_hI� ö�T
�ðn_e��Y � óë�c�U �nghR � ô� óbx}J � ô�öhZ�UÐ � ö�I ���UÐ � ôßÚúÐ ��w � óçÐ}_UÐ �ëÎ
�º õpR�cUÐ � õßÚÌ ��d_R �ºÓn_e��eUÐ � õphb= ��L � ôÒ~he�eUÐ � ô� ô�YĆY ��U �ðĆYnc�Y
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�{_= � õ�õ�RĆB �õÒ}�R �éÐ�J �oUnJ ��=Ì ��= ��dL �ênSÌ �º ôpRí}_eUÐ � ôpfx{eUÐ ��wí
� õ� õY�d_=��g ö[B�ï|UÐ�ë�[d�eUÐ� ôân�>úÐ�nghR��U�jZií�ºÛn��UÐ��Y� õ�õ�dAÚ
���h=��wÌí���fdU�Êø�UÐ��=n]=� ðpL��]Y�ng�xÚn>�é�J��dL�qhb=í�º õ� õehUn_�=í

�êĆ�UÐ��ghdL
�ÓjZi�rhA�ºph_hZUÐ�phed_UÐ�ÓÐÛ��UÐ�ê{SÌ�{@�>�ºçÐ}_UÐ�ßÚÌ��R
��d]iÐí �ºp_hZUÐ ��hed�eUÐ �î{U � õ�xÚ{�UÐí � õÜÚ{UÐ � ôÓnbdA �pR�cUÐ ��R
� óÊ�Zi�î}BúÐ� õçÐ}_UÐ� ôë{Y�Ó{gIí�ºëÐ{d�UÐ���I��UÎ�ngfY� õp_hZUÐ� ôÊnedL

�nw}hQí�ØÐ{`=í�ÊÐ}YnHí�ÊĆ=}Tí�pöd�UÐ���Y� òphedL� òÓÐÛ�A
� õê{SÌ��Y�º�dL�ênYüÐ� õ}�S� óé�A� ÷ÓjZi���UÐ� ôpHÚ{eUÐ��wí�º ô��fUÐ�{́ ó_ ô>
� ôÒÛ��UÐí�ºënY~UÐ��Y�ênL� ó�UÌ�nw ô}eL� ôÛín��x�ÙÎ�� õph_hZUÐ� õphed_UÐ� õÓÐÛ��UÐ
� õphHnh�UÐ � õÓn]d�dU �ng�öh_�> � õê{_= � ÷qR} ôL � ñphfxØ � ñpHÚ{Y ���fUÐ ��R � ôphed_UÐ
�ë�fJnbUÐ � ôp�d]UÐ � ôâ�f�xí �ºngUÐ{�LÐí �ngõ�öh]H�= � ÷qR} ôL �ºng�xÚn> �é�J��dL
�ë�xÚÙùÐí �Ø�fgUÐí � ôØÚ�cUÐí � ôÜ}aUÐí � ôÑ}_UÐ ��ghaR �ºðnhS}Lí �ðnhRnb? �nghR
� õßÚúÐ � õânbÉÌ ��ö�I ��Y � ôp_hZUÐ �nw{[bxí �ºë�hin��Tn�UÐí �ºën`RúÐí
� ó�hUn_> ��gU �Ð�föh�hU ��ghdwÌ ��UÎ �ÐíØ�_xí � óphUn_UÐ � óphfx{UÐ � óÜíÚ{UÐ �Ðí}\�hU

���fUÐ��R�nw�eöd_>�neT� óphL}ZUÐ� óêncAúÐí�º õ�x{UÐ
�ØÐ{`= � õéneI ��aR �º}ZL ��f?øÐ � õpeýúÐ � ô�[i � õçÐ}_UÐ � õßÚÌ ��R � ô{S}x
��dL��=�{e�Y�ênYüÐí�º}a_@��=��H�Y�ênYüÐ� ô{S}x�pheKncUÐ�pfx{Y��R
�{e�Y ��= ��dL �ênYüÐ �ÊÐ}YnH ��R � ô{S}x �ØÐ{`= ��Y �éneZUÐ ��UÎí �ºØÐ��UÐ
��=��h��UÐ�ênYüÐ� ô{S}x�ÊĆ=}T��Rí�º öï}c�_UÐ��dL��=����UÐí�ºïØngUÐ
��Rí�ºpRí}_eUÐ� ö�]UÐ� õp_SÐí��R�Ðí{gZ�HÐ��x|UÐ� ô� ô=n�ÉÌí� ô� ô>�BÎí�º�dL

���dL�ênYüÐ� ô{S}x���fUÐ
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��hed�eUÐ � ôênYÎ ��wí �º öï{geUÐ �ênYüÐ �ÜÌÚ � ô�b�Y ��w � õçÐ}_UÐ � ôßÚÌ
�ÊÐ}YnH �pfx{Y ��R � ó{U ôí �{S ��ilR �º�ghiÐ}gK ��h= � ô�h_x �ï|UÐ � ö��UÐ �p_hZUÐ

��phSÐ}_UÐ
�ênYüÐ �nw ô|�ö�x ���UÐ � ópfx{eUÐ �ºÓnxí}eUÐ �o��= �º ôpR�cUÐ � ôë�c�H
� ÷qþd ôY �ëÌ �{_= �ðø{Lí �ðn]�S � óßÚúÐ �ó±ehU � ô}g^x ��hA��U � ðpeÉnL �ï{geUÐ
� õé�bfUÐ�o��=�º ô� ö@��>�ºpY}ceUÐ�pcY��Y�ôÌ{�>���UÐ� ô�ô�T}Aí�ºðÐÚ�@í�ðnedK

��U� ðpeÉnL�nw ô|�ö�x���UÐ� ô��fUÐ�rhA�º õçÐ}_UÐ��UÎ�º õph�xÚn�UÐ

ÑºÊfºAÊ Ñ§ÍrºA :æBmeBm
� õ�dK��Y�� òpdhdS � òÓÐ}�R �ĆB�� õzxÚn�UÐ � ¬}Y ��dL� ôp_hZUÐ �ë�ed�eUÐ ��inL
��Uí ��hed�eUÐ � õÑnSÚ ��dL �Ð�]öd�> ��x|UÐ ��þUíÌ �º�wØng]�Ðí � õênc�UÐ
� óÚíØ �ë�dö�ex �Ð�incR �º õp?ÐÚ�UÐ �íÌ � õ�h�UÐ � ¬{�= ��h]d��eUÐ � õphL}Z= �Ð�R}�_x
� õ��bUÐí� õ�hcf�UÐ � õâÐ�iÌ � õ�Z=ú�Ð�� ö}_>�º�g��Ún_Y� õphedH��Yí�� õp�Ún_eUÐ
� ô� ö@��UÐ �ënT�ºphine�_UÐ � õpUí{UÐ � õÚnhgiÐ �{_= �º õrx{�UÐ � õ}[_UÐ ��Rí�� õ}h�g�UÐí
�ø � òpUíØ � õênhS ��Y �º õp_hZUÐ � ôoUnQ �nw óÊÐÚË � ô���x ���UÐ � õ��fUÐ �õÒÛ�A ��R �ên_UÐ
��UÙ� ö}e�HÐí�º�g óLne�@Ðí��gó>{Aí��hhSÐ}_dU� ô�a�>í�º õ�x{UÐ� õ�Hn=� ô�c�>

�ì|w�nfYnxÌ���A� ô� ö@��UÐ

Ñ§ÍrºA PBJmBÃ¾ :æB§IBm
�ênxúÐ��d>� ö�wÌ��Yí�ºpf�UÐ�éĆB� õênxúÐ��Y� òpde�=� ôp_hZUÐ��a��x

�ÒØn�_UÐí�Ö}aUÐ�ênxÌ��Y� ñê�x��wí�ºéÐ�I��Y�éíúÐ� ôê�hUÐ��wí� õ|\`TÐ� ôzgK
���ödU
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�Ö}aUÐ� ôênxÌí�ØnhLúÐ��Y��wí�ºp��UÐ�ïÙ��Y� ô}In_UÐ��wí����úÐ� ôzgK
�ÒØn�_UÐí

�ºÚí}Hí� òÖ}R� ôê�x��wí�ºp��UÐ�ïÙ�}gI��Y�}ZL��Yn�UÐ��wí�|wz_TÐ� ôê�w
��=Ì��=��dL��hÉí�{e�Y��́�fUÐ��hR� óo ö[i�ï|UÐ�ê�hUÐ� õp_hZUÐ� õ}^i��R��gR
��hed�eUÐ � ôpYnL ��xí}x � òyx}É � Ą�i ��R �ºì{_= ��Y ��hed�edU �ðnhUí �oUnJ
�ºê�hUÐ �Ð|w ��R � òÕng�=Ðí � òÖ}R � õÓnin@}gY ��R � ôp_hZUÐ � ô�e��x �º ò}>Ð��Y � ò{f�=
��ghdL��_iÌ�nY��dL��ödUÐ��x}TnIí�º�U��x}ýÐÛ��dL�ênYüÐ� óyx}��ëí{[bxí

� õpxø�UÐ� õpe_f=
�qhS��UÐ�o�A�éíúÐ��h=Ú�}gI��Y�}ZL��=n�UÐ��wí�º ö��eTÐ�zT�X� ôê�w

�ðn\xÌ�Ö}aUÐ�ênxÌ��Y��wí�ºï}ebUÐ
�ºÊnhÉíúÐ ��>nB �nghR �{Uí ���UÐ � ôpdhdUÐ ��wí �ºëm�^H ��X ��ZeTÐ � ôocgT
� ôp_hZUÐ�nghR� ô�a��x���UÐ��UnhdUÐ��Y��wí�ºï{geUÐ����UÐ��=�{e�Y�ênYüÐ

��î}T|UÐ��d>�p�Hnfe=
:ÑÃÌlZºA PBJmBÃ¿ºA

� õp_@nR�î}T|U� ôp[ ö[�eUÐ� ôênxúÐ��wí�ºê ö|�dTÐ�|fH��X��TíúÐ�Ò|Y^TÐ
� ôp=Ð}Sí� õ�õ�Y�eL� ôÊnf=Ìí� ôì ôØøíÌí��h��UÐ� ôênYüÐ�nghR��Sí���UÐ� õpehUúÐ� ¬�]UÐ
��w óÊn�ií �º õÓ�edU ��g ó�aiÌ �Ð�edHÌí �º õ�d^UÐ � ö{� � õ�õ=n�ÉÌ ��Y ��h_��UÐ

�� ôÓnY}�UÐí� ô�aiúÐ��U� ô� óB}��ô>� óé{_UÐ�ëj=�ðninexÎí�º ðÊn=Îí�ðÐ ö~L�º õ�÷� �dU
� õ�wÌ � ôÊn�i ��hR �ÓØnL �ï|UÐ � õê�hUÐ �î}TÙ ��wí �º|`É ��X ��w|Y^TÐ �ê�w
��R� ôoT}UÐ��UÙ�ØnL�ºðnY�x��h_=ÚÌ� ÷qUnJ� ò�÷� óH� õpdAÚ�{_=��gôUnaJÌí� õqh�UÐ
�ê�hUÐ ��UÙ ��Y � ôp_hZUÐ � ó|�ö>Ðí ��ÊĆ=}T ��UÎ � õênZUÐ ��Y �}aÉ ��Y ��x}Z_UÐ
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�ÓnþeUÐ � ôÛín��> � òÓnRn�eU � õêÐ{SúÐ ��dL �ðÐ}hH ��]�UÐ �nghR �ë�ö��x � ðp�HnfY
�º�U� ó{g_UÐ��xØ{�Y� õ�õ=n�ÉÌí��h��UÐ� õyx}��{fL�Ð�abhU�ºÓÐ}�Y�dhcUÐ��Y
��R��x}ýÐ~UÐ� ôØ{L� ô�d�x�{Sí�º ôÊ}eUÐ�nw ô{gZx���UÐ�ÊÐ~_UÐ�Ú�É��g=j=��x ö~_Yí

��ÜnfUÐ��Y��hxĆeUÐ�ê�hUÐ��UÙ
��@Ì ��Y � òÓnY�d_e= � ôzxÚn�UÐ � õ�õ_ ÷�ôx ��U �ºÊÐ|v}TÐ �odImQ �ÒØmfH �î|SÙ
��Yn�UÐí�º�in�UÐ��h=Ú��Y��Yn�UÐ��h=� ôÚí{x��gR�ºng>nRí� õê�hU� ò�hSØ� ò{x{�>
� õênxÌ � ö�wÌ��Y�{́ ó_ ôxí�ºphin�UÐ �îØne@��Y�rUn�UÐí�º�UíúÐ�îØne@��Y�}ZL

�ÊÐ~_UÐ� ô�Un�Y��hR� ôênbô>í�ºÊÐ~_UÐ
��^LúÐ� ö��fUÐ�õÒnRí� ôê�x��wí�º|`É��X��w|Y^TÐí��Xm�TÐ

� õ�Un�Y � õpYnSl= ��g�eýÌ � õÓnhRí � óênxÌ � ðÒØnL � ôp_hZUÐ ��h ÷�ôx �ºodýúÐ �ÓmgQí
��g õehUn_>í��gõSĆBÌí��w õ}óh õH��Y� ðpde@�nghR�ëí}T|��x���UÐ� õÊÐ~_UÐ
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ÎåÀ ék·?�ÂÈ¼¸k¼·?

Ñ¾f³¾
��wí �ºphehwÐ}=üÐ � õënxØún= � õpRí}_eUÐ � õp?Ć�UÐ � õënxØúÐ � ó{AÌ � ôêĆHüÐ �{́ ó_ ôx
�ni{hH�ëÌí�ºpxíne�UÐ�ënxØúÐ�}BË��wí��Un_UÐ��R�ðnLn�>Ð�ënxØúÐ�}�TÌ��in?
��w� õêĆHüÐ�pedcU�ên_UÐ��f_eUÐí�º�hh�fUÐ� ô�>nBí��ödUÐ� ôé�HÚ��Þ��ðÐ{e�Y

�pLn]Un=��U�ënLÙüÐí�º{hA��Un=��Un�dU�ến�UÐ� ôØnhbiøÐ

:wÕBvbºAÊ ÑÌËÇºA :ÁÜmáA ÄÌe __ æÛÊC
x��÷Ð�ôi� ôcó� ¬U �nð] óH óí �pYÌ � ÷� ôTnóf ÷d ó_ ó@ � õ�U ó| óT óí� ��ph]H�UÐ � ô�xØ � õêĆHüÐ � ô�xØ

��2/143��Ò}b�UÐ���Ð ð{h õg óI� ÷� ôc÷h ód óL� ôé� ôH }UÐ� óë� ôcóx óí� õÜnfUÐ��ód óL�ÊÐ ó{ óg ôI
� ò}[fL�íÌ� ò�f@��UÎ��e�f>� òphS ÷} õL� òpYÌ� ó�xØ��hUí�º òpUnHÚí�òÒ{hbL� ô�xØ��iÎ
� ñpYÌ ��w��= �º ò�h_Y� òën�U ��UÎ ��e�f> � òpx�`ôU � òpYÌ �øí�º òphehdSÎ � òpYÌ �øí�º ò�öh_Y
� ô�hbUÐí �º ôÒ{AÐ�UÐ � ôp_x}ZUÐí �º ôÒ{AÐ�UÐ � ôÒ{hb_UÐ �ngýnf=Ì ��h= �q_e@ �º ñpheUnL

� ôÒ{AÐ�UÐ� ôpd�bUÐí�º ôÒ{AÐ�UÐ
x��ngô�ÉĆB�º òpheUnL� òphSĆBÌ� òphin�iÎ� òphin=Ú� òpUnHÚ�íÙ� ñ�xØ� õêĆHüÐ� ô�xØ

�ëÐ}YÌ
� ôì ó{Aí��ödUn=� ôënexüÐ��éíúÐ
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���UÐ �ºnhd_UÐ ��ô� ôeUÐí �}h�UÐí � ¬��UÐ ��UÎ � õÜnfUÐ � óÒ�LØ� ô�e�>�ngiÎ ���in�UÐ
��æí}_eUÐí �º�}cfeUÐ ��L ��gfUÐí �æí}_eUn= �}YúÐ�å= �ëË}bUÐ �ngfL �}ö�L
�ºéÐ�SúÐ ��R �ç{[UÐí �º{ýnb_UÐ ��R � ö��UÐ ��in_Y � �T � ô�eZ> ��p_Yn@ �pedT
�}cfeUÐí�ºÓnR}[�UÐ��R�{I}UÐí�ºén_RúÐ��R�}h�UÐí�ºÊÐÚùÐ��R�ÑÐ�[UÐí

� õ� õ�cL��dL
x��{AÐ�UÐ��ödUn=�ënexüÐ

� õ� ö= Ú�� õY� ÷�óhUõÎ� óé õ~iÌ�n óeõ=� ôé� ôH }UÐ� ó� óYË����ödUÐ� õé�b=� ô��e�>� õêĆHüÐ� ôÒ{hbLí
� õ�õd ôHÚ́�� ¬Y� ò{ óAÌ� ó�÷h ó=� ôç ¬} óaôi�óø� õ�õd ôH ôÚ óí� õ�õ�ô� ôT óí� õ�õ�õcýĆ óY óí� ö�õdUnõ=� ó� óYË� °� ôT� óë�ôf õY ÷k ÷eUÐ óí

��285/2�Ò}b�UÐ��� ô}h õ[ óe÷UÐ� ó�÷h óUõÎ óí�nóf = óÚ� ó�óiÐ ó} ÷a ôQ�nóf ÷_óJÌ óí�nóf ÷_ õe óH�÷Ð ô�Un óS óí
� õÔÐ}> ��dL � ôê�b> �ngiú �º ôç ¬}aô> �øí � ô� ¬e�ô> �º ôê{g> �øí ��f�> � ñÒ{hbL �ngiÎ
� ó�÷h ó= � ôç ¬} óaôi �óø��ðn_he@��ödUÐ � õ�H}= � õënexüÐ ��dLí �ºng¬dT � õphgUüÐ � õÓønH}UÐ

��õ�õd ôHÚ́�� ¬Y� ò{ óAÌ
��wí�ºÚ{bUn=�ënexüÐ�� õp�e�UÐ� õphiË}bUÐ� õënTÚúÐ�ì|w��dL�pöf�́UÐ�ÓØÐÛí

��Un_>��ödUn=�ënexüÐ��R��BÐØ
�º��ödUÐ� ôé�HÚ�ðÐ{e�Y�ëÌí��ödUÐ�øÎ��UÎ�ø�ëÌ�ÒØngI��Ò{hb_UÐ�ì|w� ôÚn_Ií

�ì}hQ� óÒØn�_UÐ��́���x�ø�ïÌ���ödUÐ�øÎ��UÎ�ø���f_Yí
x��º ó�x{UÐ� ô}c��>�º ñph>�fgT� ñpb�J��hR� ô{@�>�øí�ºpingcUÐ� ôæ}_x�ø� ôêĆHüÐ

��R � õÜnfUÐ ��́T �neiÎ �ºngbx}J ��L �øÎ �º�ödUÐ � óÑn= �ÜnfUÐ ��dL � ô�d`>í
�º õ� ¬=Ú��h=í��fh=� òp]HÐí��UÎ��hR�Ê}eUÐ� ôÕn��x�øí�º�gfx{U� ñén@Ú� õêĆHüÐ
� êkx �ëÌ � ò�d�Y � ¬�cU � ô�cexí �º ò�wnc= ��hUí �º ñ{ýnS �õÒĆ[UÐ ��R � ôênYüÐí

�phL}ZUÐ�àí}ZUÐ��e�� óÜnfUÐ
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x�� òÓÐ}g]Y��ödUÐ���fY�{bR�ºðÐ}h�T�íÌ�ðÐ}h`É�ðn�iÙ��hed�eUÐ��Y�oc>ÚÐ��Yí
�º õ�ödUÐ� õ}TÙí� õpS{[UÐí� õênh[UÐí�õÒĆ[UÐí� õÊ���UÐ��Y�º�ö�I� òÓÐ}acYí
���ýnHí�Ć=��p=��UÐí�Úna`�HøÐ��?�º ò��Yí� ðîÙÌ��Y� óÊ}eUÐ� ôoh[x�nYí
� õën óL óØ �Ð óÙõÎ � õâÐ {UÐ � óÒ ó� ÷L óØ � ôoh õ@Ì� ñox õ} óS ��¬iõl óR ��¬f óL�ïõØnó� õL� ó�óUj óH�Ð óÙõÎ óí�

��186/2��Ò}b�UÐ�
x��neT��ghUÎ� ô�@}x� ôÊÐ}�B��wí�º õpYúÐ� ôÒØnSí� õÊnh�iúÐ� ôp?Úí��w��Êned_UÐí

�óø � ÷�ô�f ôT �ëõÎ � õ} ÷T ¬|UÐ � ó� ÷wÌ �÷Ð� ôUj ÷HnóR� � õ� õedL ��R � ò�dL �ïÙ � ö�T ��UÎ � ô�@}x
��43/16����fUÐ��� óë� ôeód ÷_ ó>

x��}BùÐ�ê�hUn=�ënexüÐ
�neiÎí�ºØ�d�dU� ó�õd ôB�ën�iüÐ� öëÌí�ºæn]eUÐ� ópxngi��hU� óÓ�eUÐ� öëj=� ô�Yki
��́T�î ó~ ÷�ô>�Ò}BùÐ�õÒnh�UÐ��Rí�º õÊÐ~�UÐ� õÚÐØ��UÎ� õÊĆ�=øÐ� õÚÐØ��Y� ôÓ�eUÐ� ô� ôdbfx
�� óY óí� ôì ó} óx�Ð ð}÷h óB�òÒ Ú óÙ� óén ób÷� õY� ÷� óe ÷_ óx�� óeóR��qdeL�nehR� ô{d ÷�ó>í�ºq��T�ne=� ò�ai

��8�åå�7/99��pU~U~UÐ���ôì ó} óx�Ð ă} óI�òÒ Ú óÙ� óén ób÷� õY� ÷� óe ÷_ óx
x��ðn_he@��ödUÐ��H}=�ënexüÐ

��dHÚ��ghUÎ��HÚÌ��=�ºî ó{ ôH�ÜnfUÐ�è}�x��U���eAÚ��HÐ�=��Un_>��ödUÐ�ëÌ
� ô�d UÐ� óën óT óí� õ� ôH}́UÐ� ó{ ÷_ ó=� ñp � ôA� õ�d UÐ��ód óL� õÜnfdõU� óë� ôcóx�ĆóþõU���xÚ|fYí��x}Z�Y

��165/4��Ên�fUÐ���n ðehõc óA�Ð ð~x õ~ óL
x���w}YÌ �nY ��ödUÐ �ë�[_x �ø �ºë�Y}cY � ñØn�L ��giÌí � õpcýĆeUn= � ôënexüÐ

�ëí}Ykx�nY�ë�d_axí
x��ºÑn�T��Y��ödUÐ�é~iÌ�nY� ö�c=�ënexüÐ� ö{_>�ngij=�phYĆHüÐ�Ò{hb_UÐ�~he�>

�nf óYË�÷Ð� ôU�ôS���=�öøÎ�ënexüÐ� öy[x�ø�ºnginTÚÌ��Y�ðnfTÚ�é�HÚ��Y��HÚÌí
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� óÑ� ôb ÷_ óx óí� óçn ó� ÷HõÎ óí� ó�h õLn óe ÷HõÎ óí� ó�h õwÐ ó} ÷=õÎ��óUõÎ� óé õ~iÌ�n óY óí�nóf÷h óUõÎ� óé õ~iÐ�nYí� õ�d Unõ=
� ôç ¬} óaôi�óø� ÷� õgö= Ú�� õY� óë�́h�fUÐ� ó�õ>íÌ�n óY óí�� ó�h õL óí�� óH� ôY� ó�õ>íÌ�n óY óí� õànó�HúÐ óí

��136/2��Ò}b�UÐ��� óë� ôeõd ÷� ôY� ó�U� ô� ó�i óí� ÷� ÷gf ¬Y� ò{ óAÌ� ÷�hó=
x��ø� õ�deUÐ � ô�UnY � ó� ödUÐ �ëÌí �º�Un_> ��ödUÐ ��Y�õì ¬}Ií�õì õ}hB� õÚ{bUn= � ôënexüÐ

�øÎ�ëíÍnZ>�nYí���ÊnZx�nY�öøÎ�ë�cx�øí�º{x}x�nY�öøÎ� õ�õcdY��R�ï}�x
��30��ën�iüÐ�ÒÚ�H����ödUÐ�ÊnZx�ëÌ

x��ÓÐØn�_UÐ
�ï|UÐ��in��H��>Øn�L���=�Ð�Y�bhU�ÜnfUÐ��dB�{S��Un_>��ödUÐ�ëj=��Yki
�� ôcõ=�n óY����g�_afeU��ödT�ë�cUÐ�}�Hí�ºënh�UÐí��b_UÐí�ºÒnh�UÐ��_i��g�wí
�ÒØn�_Un=��hUÎ�ÜnfUÐ� ó� ö@��x�ëÌ� öÑ}UÐ�Ð|w� ö�A��Y�ënT��ö�õdUÐ � ó� õeóR � òp óe ÷_¬i �� ¬Y
�øõÎ � ó�i õüÐ óí � � õ�÷UÐ � ôq ÷bód óB �n óY� ��gbdB ��Y �pxn`UÐ ��Un_> ��ödUÐ �ngd_@ ���UÐ

��56/51��ÓnxÚÐ|UÐ��� õëí ô{ô� ÷_óhõU
x��æÐ{wÌ�ÓÐØn�_dUí

� õ� ö=Úí�{�_UÐ��h=�pxØ��_UÐ��hb�>��éíúÐ
�ºÓnS�d�eUÐ ���A �ðn_he@ �ÜnfUÐí �{�_UÐ ��h= �peA}UÐ � ôpx�b> ���in�UÐí

���ai�ÓÐ�gIí�{�_UÐ��h=�phT~�UÐ�px�b>��rUn�UÐí
x���w�}wnK��w�nY�ngfYí�º ñpdRni��w�nY�ngfYí�º ñß}R��w�nY�ngfY� ôÓÐØn�_UÐí

�ngfYí�sAí�ºênh[UÐí�ÒnT~UÐí�ÒĆ[UnT�ºî}�cUÐ �px}ýn_ZUÐ �ÓÐØn�_UÐ
��T��UÐí� öo�UnT���Jn=��w�nY

x��ÜnfUÐí�{�_UÐ��h=� õpeA}UÐ� õpx�b�U�ngô�dQÌí�px}ýn_I� ô}hQ� ñÓÐØn�L�ènfwí
�Ón�ií �ëÐ�hA ��Y �ÓnS�d�eUÐ ��he@ ��UÎ �ën�AüÐ ���A �ðn_he@
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�ºëÐ}h�UÐ ��UÎ �ën�AüÐí �º�A}UÐ �pdÉí �º�x{UÐ�UÐ � ö}= ����Y �ßÚÌí
�}hh`>í�ºØn�aUÐí��d^UÐ�pYínbYí�º}h�UÐ��UÎ�Ò�L{UÐí�ºÊna_\Un=�}�UÐí
�pedT�íÌ�ºÒ�dA�pYn��=n=��Uí�ºÜnfdU��d�eUÐ��Y{bx�}hB��Tí�º}cfeUÐ

�p�hJ
��ödUÐ�{�_x�º�d�edU�ÑÐ}�Y�ngdT�ßÚúÐí�ºngdT�Ònh�UÐ��eZ>�ÒØn�_UnR

�ànZi��Y��Y{bx�nY��c=��hR

:µÜaÝA ÁiB·¾ :BÍÂBQ
��Un_>��ödUÐ�ëÎ���A�pbýnR� ðpxnfL� õçĆBún=��f ôL�{S� óêĆHüÐ�ëj=� ô�Yki
���Aí���4/68���dbUÐ��� ò�hõ^ óL� ò�ôd ôB��ód ó_ óU� ó�iõÎ óí���énbR��U�HÚ�Ö{Y
��=�ºçĆBúÐ� óêÚncY� ó� öe>ú� ôq�_ô=¯��é�bhR���egY�nfU�Ø{�hU�é�H}UÐ�ëÎ
�Ên óZ ÷� óa ÷UÐ� õ� óL�� óg÷f ó>���ÒĆ[UÐ�ðĆ�Y�ºphSĆBÌ�ng>nxnQ�êĆHüÐ�ënTÚÌ�ëÎ
�ng>Ð}e?�ÓÐØn�_UÐ�ì|w�Ók>��U�ÐÙÎí�º�45/29��Ó��cf_UÐ��� õ} ócf ôe ÷UÐ óí
�º}g�UÐ �øÎ ��YnhS ��Y ��U ��hU ��ýnS � öÑ ôÚ� ��é�bx �rx{�UnR �ºphSĆBúÐ

���]_UÐí�â��UÐ�øÎ��YnhÉ��Y��U��hU��ýnÉ� öÑ ôÚí
x���]_UÐí �ºÚn�dU �ën�AüÐí �º�=}bUÐ �ïÙ �Ên�xÎí �º õ�h`UÐ � ô�^Tí �º ôpa_UÐ

�nYí�º�x{UÐ��=�}YÌ�nY��^LÌ��Y��ýn\aUÐ�ì|w��T���h�hUÐí��hc�eUÐ��dL
��hb�eUÐí��hf��eUÐ��=� ó} öZó=í�º�hfYkeUÐ��hdL��ödUÐ� örA

:ÑÍ¾ÜmáA Ñ è¾ÝA ÐfYÊ :BæRºBQ
� ñÒÚí}� ��wí �ºoxÚ �Ć= � ñ�ýnS ��x{UÐ �âí}R ��R � óæĆ�BøÐ �ëj= � ô�Yki ��1
�ì}hca> ��gfY ��cU��= �ºÒÚ}cY�ðn��i�}Z�UÐ ��d�x ��U ��ödUÐ �ëú�Å ñp ó_ óHí
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�º�badU �ÊÐ}? ��hRí �ºpYún= �peAÚ �æĆ�BøÐ �Ð|wí ���>ØÐÚÎí ��LÛÐ�ií
�pYúÐ��dL�p_H�>í�ºp_x}ZdU�p=�[Bí

�º�=� ö�^UÐ���A��w���d�eUÐ��hBj=� õ�d�eUÐ� õpSĆL��R� ó�ÉúÐ�ëj=� ô�Yki ��2
��L ö{�x�øí��b ö�ax�øí��e?kx�ĆR�º�cYÌ�nY�ÖĆ[UÐ��dL��UnA��eAí
�pþh]Bí �ºphedL �pþh]Bí �ºphfxØ �pþh]B ��}hac�UÐí �º�JnS ��hU{= �øÎ

�Ò{AÐ�UÐ�pYúÐ��x~e>��UÎ�ïØkx��iú�ºphLne�@Ð
��ödUn= �Ð��Ú �ëÌ �{_= �ºÒ{AÐí �pYÌ �Ð�inT �ne�hA ��hed�eUÐ �ëÌ ��Yki ��3
�ëË}bUn=í �ºðø�HÚí �ðnh�i ��Þ� �{e�e=í �ºðnfxØ �êĆHün=í �ºðn ö=Ú ��Un_>
� ÷� ôc=́ óÚ �óniÌ óí �Ò ó{ õAÐ óí � ðp YÌ � ÷� ôc� YÌ �ì õ| ów � õëÎ����Un_> �é�bx ��ðn@ngfYí �ðnYnYÎ

��92/21��Ênh�iúÐ��� õëí ô{ô� ÷Ln óR

:(ÑèÃ ìnºAÊ ÅEj³ºA) ÁÜmâº Ñ¾Ëv§¿ºA ieBv¿ºA :B æ§IAi
��SĆBúí�º��_x}Ií�êĆHüÐ�Ò{hb_U�éíúÐ�Ú{[eUÐ�ëË}bUÐ�ëj=� ô�Yki ��1
��h= ��Y ��Jn�UÐ ��h>jx �ø �ï|UÐ �ê�[_eUÐ �ºì}hxn_Yí ��ehwnaYí �º�ehSí
�ÚØn[eUÐ ��dL �é{ó� ÷�ôx ��= �ÙÎ �ºÚØn[eUÐ �Ú{[Yí �º�adB ��Y �øí ��x{x
�Ñn�T��w�ëË}bUÐ�ëÎ��ëË}bUn=�ng�öh ö�A��dL�é{��i�pöf�́UÐ���A�ºî}BúÐ

�ðn_he@��hed�eUÐ
��wí �ºëË}bUÐ �{_= �êĆH³U ��in�UÐ �Ú{[eUÐ ��w �p�h�[UÐ � ôpöf�́UÐí ��2
���Ú �p=n�[UÐí �qh�UÐ ��wÌ ��L �ng= �ç�?�eUÐ �ç}]Un= �nfhUÎ �pU�bfeUÐ
���fUÐ��L�Ên@�ne=�ÜnfdU��ï��fUÐ�ënh�UÐ����e>��wí�ðn_he@��gfL��ödUÐ

��ÓÐ}x}b>�íÌ�én_RÌ�íÌ�éÐ�SÌ��Y
�ÖĆ[�HøÐí��b_UÐí�ÜnhbUÐí�âne@ünT�î}BúÐ��x}Z�UÐ� óÚØn[Y� öëÎ ��3
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�o��c> �neiÎ �Ñn�[�HøÐí �nfd�S ��Y �â}Ií �æ}_UÐí �ën���HøÐí
�pöf�́UÐí�ëË}bUÐ���hhHnHúÐ��xÚ{[eUÐ�éĆB��Y�ng�h ö�A

:eBÇNUÛAÊ È³¯ºAÊ Ñ§ÌjrºA :B æn¾Ba
��R ���e�x �ï|UÐ ��Un_> ��ödUÐ ��Aí ��w �phYĆHüÐ �p_x}ZUÐ �ëj= � ô�Yki ��1
��w�º�YĆHüÐ��baUÐ �ëÌí�ºpx��fUÐ �pöf�́UÐ �yh�É��Rí�º�x}cUÐ �ëË}bUÐ
�àn�f�HÐí�ºpöf�́UÐí�ëË}bUÐ��gR��R�{g�@Ð�ï|UÐ���d�eUÐ��b_UÐ���eL
�� °�in�iÎ� ñ�eL� ô�baUÐí�º °�in=Ú� ñ�Aí� ôp_x}ZUnR��negfY�phde_UÐ�êncAúÐ

�Ê����R�phý~�UÐ�Þ�[fUÐ��ga>���UÐ��ph]H�UÐ�pHÚ{eUÐ���bR��öf��ií ��2
���S��fUÐ�{[bY��L�r��>��wí��negfh=�ïØn_>�øí�ºphdcUÐ�{ÉnbeUÐ
�º�=n�HÌí��>n�=ĆYí��SnhH�Ê����R��fUÐ��ga>�neT�º�c�UÐ�ÚÐ{ÉÎ

�Ò}h`�eUÐ�pdhH�UÐí�q=n�UÐ�{[beUÐ��h=�~he>í
�}?Ì ��gU �ënT ��x{g��eUÐ �ÊĆ@úÐ �ÊngbaUÐ �ÓÐ}ZL �ni{fL �Û}= ��U|Uí
�Ñn�ÉÌ�ÊngbaUÐ�Êøkw�Û}=Ì��Yí�º�YĆHüÐ��gbaUÐ�ÔÐ}�UÐ��R�}h�T�ÚíØí

��wí�p_=ÚúÐ�phgbaUÐ�ÜÚÐ{eUÐ
��af�UÐ���w|Y��e�xí��åw150Ó��q=n?��=�ëne_fUÐ�pahfA��=Ì�ênYüÐ ��åå�Ì�

�phcUneUÐ�ow|Y�oAnÉ��åw179�Ó���iÌ��=��UnY�ênYüÐ�åå�Ñ�
��_RnZUÐ���w|Y��e�x��åw204Ó���_RnZUÐ��xÚØÎ��=�{e�Y�ênYüÐ ��åå�Õ�

��d�f�UÐ���w|Y��e�xí��åw241Ó����fA��=�{eAÌ�ênYüÐ ��åå�Ø�
�ºðnA��aY ��^hHí �ºÖ��aY ��x{UÐ ��R �Øng�@øÐ �Ñn= �ëj= ��Yki ���i ��3
��Y��w��=�º�U�HÚí��Un_>��ödUÐ ����R�Ñn=�çĆQÎ��dex�ø�ðÐ{AÌ�ëú

� õ�¬d�Y��R��dwú�øÎ�yó�a ôx�ø��cU�ºpYúÐ��dL�phýnacUÐ�ßí}aUÐ
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:ÑÍ»¾B·NºAÊ ÑÍðmËºAÊ ÁÜmáA :æBmeBm
�Ò}^fUÐ��R�éÐ{�LøÐí�ëÛÐ��UÐ��dL�ê�b>���UÐ�ph=n�xüÐ�ph]H�Un=��Yki
��nð] óH óí� ðp YÌ� ÷� ôTnóf ÷d ó_ ó@� ó�õU ó| óT óí��º�x}a>�øí� ö�dQ�ëíØ�ºnhi{UÐí��x{UÐ�Ú�Yú
���=n�xüÐ �ëÛÐ��UÐ ���e> �ng= ��Yki ���UÐ �ph]H�UÐí ���143/2 ��Ò}b�UÐ�
���bUÐ ��xÛÐ�eUÐ ��hbx �êĆHünR ��pxØ}R �ºpx�f_Yí �pxØnY �ºphdeLí �pxØnb�LÐ

� ô� bA��e��eUÐí�º ô� bA�Ø}aUÐ��õ] ÷_ôhR�º�e��eUÐí�Ø}aUÐ��h=
:ÅBnÂáAÊ ÁÜmáA :æB§IBm

�� óê óØË��õf ó=�nóf ÷Y } óT� ÷{ ób óU óí���>Ð|=�ê ö}cY�ç�d�Y�êĆHüÐ�}^i��R�ën�iüÐ �åå�1
� óén óS� ÷ÙõÎ óí���ng>Úne_U�ßÚúÐ��R� ñ�d���Y��wí��70/17��ÊÐ}HüÐ�
�{Sí�º�30/2��Ò}b�UÐ��� ðp óahõd óB� õß ÷ÚúÐ��õR� ñ� õLn ó@��¬iõÎ� õp ócõýĆ óe÷dõU� ó�=́ óÚ
��É}A��R�êĆHüÐ��d=�{bUí��ÊnZx�nY�Ønb�LÐ��R�px}�Un=��hdL��ödUÐ��_iÌ

�ngfL�ðnLnRØ�én�bUn=��hed�eUÐ�}YÌ�ëÌ�ºÒ{hb_UÐ�px}A��dL
��R��>nSnJ�çĆJÎí�º�b_Un=�êne�wøÐ�êĆHüÐ��R�ën�iüÐ�ç�bA��Yí �åå�2

�phYĆHÎ�p\x}R�}hca�UÐ� öëÎ�énS��Y�ç{Éí�º}hca�UÐí�r��UÐ
�ºêĆHüÐ ��JÐ�Sí �º�d_UÐ ��ýnbA ��h= ��Snf> �nf�Rnb? ��R �{@�x �øí �åå�3
��d_UÐ ��h= �âÐ~i �nf�xÚn> ��R �Ô{�x ��Uí �ºnegfh= �âÐ}[dU �én�Y �ĆR
�én�Y��R�ng>}e?Ì���UÐ�ê�d_UÐí�phin�iüÐ�p=}��UÐ��dL�y�afxí�º�x{UÐí

�ÓnhUùÐí�Ónx}^fUÐ
�phe��UÐ �p�[UÐ ��dL �p^Rn�eUÐ �êĆHüÐ ��R �ën�iüÐ �ç�bA ��Yí �åå�4

�phdb_UÐí�ph�afUÐí
�ºnwØn�RÎ��L��gfxí�ºng>ni�cY��c=�pþh�UÐ�pxnLÚ��dL��e_x�êĆHüÐí ��åå�5

��óng õAĆ õÉÎ� ÷{ ó_=� ÷ßÚúÐ� õ�R�Ðí ô{ õ� ôa>�ø óí����U�b=�ëË}bUÐ�ì{TÌí
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:ÐCj¿ºAÊ ÁÜmáA :BÃ¾BQ
��@}UnT�paödcY��wí�nin�iÎ�nwÚn��Ln=�ºÒÌ}eUÐ�ê ¬}cx�êĆHüÐ�ëj=��Yki
� óÑn ó�ó� ÷HnóR� ���Un_> �énS �ºng>n�@Ðí �nghdLí �ºngS�bA �ngU �ºðĆYnT �ðnahdc>
�� ¬Y �� ôc ô\ ÷_ó= ��ó�iÌí � ò} óT óÙ �� ¬Y �� ôcf ¬Y � ò� õYn óL � ó� óe óL � ô�h õ�Ì �óø ��¬iÌ � ÷� ôg=́ óÚ � ÷� ôg óU
��h= �ÒÐín�eUÐ �Ì{�Y �Ú ö}bx �êĆHüÐ �ëÎ ���195/3 ��ëÐ}eL �éË� �� ò�÷_ó=
�p öYn_UÐ �phUík�eUÐí �phin�iüÐ �pYÐ}cUn= ��[ö�x �nY � ö�T ��R �ÒÌ}eUÐí ��@}UÐ
��BÐØ �negfY � ö�T �pahK�= ��öd_�x �nY �nYÌ ���én@}UÐ ��ýnbI �Ên�fUÐ� � öëú
�ç�b�UÐ ��h= �ëÛÐ��UÐ �Ì{�Y �Ú}bx �êĆHüÐ � öëlR �º�e��eUÐ ��BÐØí �Ò}HúÐ
� � ÷góhd óL �ï |UÐ ��� õY � � ógU óí� ��pUÐ{_UÐ �pbhbA ��wí �ºpUØn��eUÐ �Ón�@Ð�UÐí

��228/2 ��Ò}b�UÐ��� õæí ÷} ó_ ÷eUõn=
:ÐjmÝAÊ ÁÜmáA :æB§mBM

�ï}]aUÐ ��L}ZUÐ �ÕÐí~UÐ �ëÌí �ºêĆHüÐ ��R � õ�e��eUÐ � ôÜnHÌ � ôÒ}HúÐ
�{hA�UÐ ��x}]UÐ ��wí �ºÒ}HúÐ �ÜnHÌ ��w �ºënxØúÐ ��wÌ ��R �æí}_eUÐ

�ngfx�c�U

:¨¿NV¿ºAÊ ÁÜmáA :CjqB¦
��h= �Ò{A�UÐí �ÊnBüÐ �}ÉÐíÌ ��dL ��e��eUÐ � ô�hbx � óêĆHüÐ �ëj= � ô�Yki
�âÐ}[U �øí �ºënxØúÐ �âÐ}[U �øí �ºÜnf@úÐ �âÐ}[U ��hR �ëncY �ĆR �º�ýnf=Ì
�pxØ��_UÐ��gfh=��e�>�ºÒ�BÎ��gdT�ÜnfUnR�ºowÐ|eUÐ�âÐ}[U�øí�ºÓnb�]UÐ

��{AÐí��Tn=Ì�ëÎí�º{AÐí��c=Ú�ëÎ���êØù�Ò�f�UÐí�º�ödU
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:jaßA ¨¾ iAËZºAÊ ÁÜmáA :jr¦ ÏeBY
�º¦�ðÐ{e�Y��=��ödUÐ�}YÌ�ºêĆHüÐ��UÎ�Ò�L{UÐ�sgfY��Y�Ê~@�ni{fL�ÚÐ��UÐ
��õ� Unõ= �� ôg ÷UõØn ó@ óí� õpóf ó� ó�÷UÐ � õpó̂ õL ÷� óe ÷UÐ óí� õp óe ÷c õ�÷Unõ= � ó�¬= óÚ� õ�hõ� óH��óUõÎ � ôâ ÷ØÐ����U�b=

��125/16����fUÐ��� ô� ó� ÷AÌ� ó� õw

Ñ¿MBa
�phU�eI�Ò}^i ��R �ºî}�cUÐ �ìnxn\Sí�êĆHüÐ �pUnH}U �pxÍÚ �ì|gR �º{_=í

�ph_SÐí�ph]Hí�phdYnc>
�peAÚ �nfU �ogR �ºÊÐ{�=øÐ ��R ��ên_iüÐ� �px~Y �nfU �q�wí �neT �nf=Ú ��gödUÐ

�Ñn öw�UÐ�qiÌ��iÎ�Êng�iøÐ��R��êne>üÐ�
��heUn_UÐ� öÑÚ��ödU�{e�UÐ�ëÌ��niÐ�LØ�}BËí
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Î>> åÊ>XÊ>>k¼>·?�Î¿@Éc·?

�ï õ| UÐ � ôâ� ô�óx« � õyh�eUÐ � õ{öh�UÐ � õân�>Ì ��dL �» ö��h�Y« � ôpedT � ÷qbdJôÌ
�éneLÌ� �» ô� ó_ óY � óën óT � ó� ödUÐ � ëóú �ºÐ ð}÷h óB � ô�óf ÷[óx � óén ó@ �ï õ|UÐ �º���õÒ ó} õÉnfUÐ � ó� õY
�òÒ�BÎí� õ�ödU � òÊnf=jT �Ð�Zh_x �ëÌ ��UÎ � ó}Z�UÐ �nLØ�ï|UÐí�º�38/10 ���H}UÐ
��dL �ðnböd_Y �º õÜnfUÐ �ênYÌ � óÓnY �{bUí �� òêĆHí � òp��e= �ðn\_= ��g\_�U
� öëÌ�ë�fYkx�ë�h�h�eUÐí�� õ�õ�dÉ��L� ñph�xÚn>� ñÓÐØngI�ènfwí� õohd[UÐ
��g�SĆL� õ�h_U��w{g@�ë�_�xí�º õÓÐ�YúÐ� õ�h=��Y�� ô� ó_RÚ�� ô� óYnSÌ� ó� ödUÐ
��Ênf��HÐ�ëíØ��Y��g�Y{Bí��g���Y� õéĆB��Y�º õ�õUn�Y��dL� õÜnfUÐí� õ�ödUn=
� ö�UÛúÐ ��ödUÐ �pedT« � õyh�eUÐ � õ��I �é�A �ðÐÙÎ � ôph�h�eUÐ � ôÚ��e�>
� ñ{ õAÐ óí � ÷� ôTn ó= óÌ � ëóú���Ò�BÎ �n ð_h õe ó@ � ÷�ô� ÷i óÌ óí« ���ehUn_> �é�Aí �º»{ ö���eUÐ
� óÒ{x{�UÐ � óÒÚnZ�UÐ �ë�d�b��x ���9 �åå �8/23 ��ö�Y� �» õÓÐ óín óe �UÐ ��õR �ï õ| UÐ
��õR� õ� ödU� ô{ ÷� óe ÷UÐ«���w�î}Z�UÐ�ì|wí��Ö}a=�ng óZhL�ë�eöd_�xí�ºpHne�=
�{Sí���14/2�nS�U��¤ ôÒ } ó� óe ÷UÐ� õÜnfUnõ= óí�º ôêóĆ �UÐ� õß ÷ÚóúÐ��ód óL óí�º�õUn óLóúÐ
��f_Y��w{_=��Y�ë�h�h�eUÐí�º�}ZL�nf?øÐ�ë�xÚÐ��UÐ�� ô�ôdHÚ� óèÚØÌ
�Ò�BüÐ�pUnHÚ�º õyh�eUÐ� ópUnHÚ�ë�UÐ~x�øí�õ��Un_UÐ��UÎ�Ð�deAí�º�ginexÎ
� ó�=Ðí�ºðnx{�@� óêØË� ó�=Ð� ô� ó�ai�{́_x� ö�?��Y���h�eUÐí��êĆ�UÐí�p��eUÐí

�yh�eUÐ�â��x�éĆB��Y�ðnöhAíÚ� õ�ödUÐ
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���owÐ|Y� �î}�T � òph�fT � òÓĆýnL � õÔĆ? ��UÎ �ê�hUÐ �ë�h�h�eUÐ �âÛ��x
�paýnJ �14 �{@�> �çÐ}_UÐ ��Rí ��qin��>í}�UÐí ��TÙ�?ÚúÐí ��hU�?ncUÐ
�ëÐ{dcUÐ��î}BúÐ�Ónhe��UÐ�n öYÌ��î}�cUÐ��ýnfcUÐ�ì|w��UÎ��e�f>�ph�h�Y
�º ñphY�S � ñÓnhe�>��w�piÚÐ�eUÐí�àn�SúÐí��YÚúÐí�ënx}�UÐí�ë�xÚ�IùÐí

�� ñphRnb?í� ñpx�`Uí��phRÐ}`@�� ñphd�Y

ÑÍZÍn¿ºA fÕB³¦ èÀÆC
TËºBRºA è�A ìjm 

��=øÐí�ÑúÐ��p?Ć?� òÓnhöd�ó�=�Ô�Un�UÐ��ödUÐ� ö}H��L�yh�eUÐ�â��x� ó�ZT
� ô{ ó[bôx�ø�Ô�Un�UÐí�� ñÔ�Un?í� ñ{AÐí� ñ�UÎ�ºÒ{Aíí�p��Y�pT}I�ºÜ{bUÐ�Öí}UÐí
� õp?Ć�=�ïÌ�º}w��UÐ��R� ñÔ�Un?í� ñ{AÐí��w�neiÎ�º�3=1+1+1��pgUË�p?Ć?��=
�nw�A}Ií�º ðpöh>ÐÙ � òÓnaÉ� ôÑ}_UÐ �ë�h�h�eUÐ �ë�edc�eUÐ �nwn öeHí �º�hinSÌ
�ngÉ}b=�Ò{AÐ�UÐ� õ�eZUnT��w�Ô�Un�UÐ�Ð�UnSí�ºÜnhbUÐ�íÌ�Ünf õ�UÐ�pbx}]=
��b�>��=�ºÜ�eI� óÔĆ?�ngd_�>�ø� ôp?Ć�UÐ� ôì�@�UÐ�ì|w�ºng>ÚÐ}Aí�nwÚ�ií

�� ðÒ{AÐí�ðn�eI
� õpöhiÐ{Aí��R��́ZUÐ��w ôØíÐ}x�øí�º�hT}ZôY�Ð��hU�ðnfhbx��hh�h�eUÐ�ëÎ
�ºÜ{bUÐ �Öí}UÐí ��=øÐí �ÑúÐ ��Hn=«å= �Ì{�> ��g>Ð�dÉ � ô�^_eR �º�ödUÐ
��Y � ópö��UÐ �énfx �ø �Ô�Un�Un= ��hh�h�eUÐ � ôënexÎ ��»�hYË �º{AÐ�UÐ ��UüÐ
��ginexÎí �� ñÖíÚí � ñpedTí � ñÑÌ ����ai �qS�UÐ ��R ��w �ï|UÐ ��ödUÐ � õpöhiÐ{Aí
� òpSĆ_= � ó{õU ôí � óyh�eUÐ � öëj= � ô�Ykx � ñ{AÐí � °��h�Y � ô{@�x �øí �ºðnTÐ}IÎ ��hU
� öëj=�}́bx�ø� ñ{AÐí� °��h�Y� ô{@�x�ø�neT�ðnYne>��p�AnÉ� õpJnH�=�º òpx{�@

� ñ{AÐí� ó�ödUÐ
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� °}H � óÔ�Un�UÐ �ëj= �ë�h�h�eUÐ � ô�Ykx �ºÜ{beUÐ �Ñn�cUÐ ��Y �ðnSĆ]iÐ
�ºÜnHúÐí � ôÚ{[eUÐ ��w � ôÑúnR �º�hinSúÐ � ô~he�Y � ñ{AÐí � ñ}w�@ ���d]Y
�}�n�UÐí ��h�eUÐ ��w �Ü{bUÐ �Öí}UÐí �º{ ö���eUÐ �pedcUÐ ��w ��=øÐí
�phgUüÐ �yh�eUÐ � õÒ ö�f�= ��ginexÎ ��pfYÛúÐ �pxngi ��UÎ �ngbRÐ}xí �ºp�hfcUÐ ��R
��{�́��UÐ �}́H ��w ��iÎ ���>ÐÙ ��ödUÐ ��x}J ��L ��= �º}Z�UÐ ��x}J ��L �q�hU
��R��403 ��R�>���iĆSn�UÐ �}c=��=Ì � ôé�bx��pö�T}Y� ô}hQí� ñp]h�=� õ� ödUÐ � ôÓÐÙí
��gU�S��R� óêĆcUÐ��g_Y�nfb öbA�ÐÙÎ�ºîÚn[fUÐ� öëÌ��dLÐ«����e]UÐ��Ñn�T
� öøÎ � ñæĆB��gfh=í �nffh= � ÷�[�x��U �º�hinSÌ �p?Ć? �íÙ � ñ{AÐí� ñ}w�@� ó�ödUÐ �ëÎ

�»�HøÐ��R
� õ}w��UÐ ��h= � óç}aUÐ ��823 ��R�>� �éíúÐ �Üín�ehJ ��hd?n�UÐ �Ö}Zxí
� òÓnaÉ � óÔĆ? � õ�ödU � öëÎ �é�bUÐ ��UÎ ��g�fhU �î�bUÐí ��hinSúÐí � õßÐ}LúÐí
�øí �ºî}BúÐ �phgUüÐ �ÊneHúÐí �Óna[UÐ � ö�T �Ǿ ó} óY �nghUÎ �º}hQ �ø � òpx}w�@
�}cfhR� ôÒ ö�f�UÐí� ôÒ ö�=úÐ�n öYÌ���hR�ngd́T� ô{ öA��>�ÙÎ�ºØ ö{_�UÐ��UÎ� ôÓna[UÐ�ì|w� ôØ�b>
��ödUÐ ��R � ôÒØø�UnR ��p�AnÉ��U � ó|�ö>Ð �{S � ô� ödUÐ � óë�cx �ëÌ �íÌ �º»ÒØø�UÐ �phe�U«
�Üín�ehJ�è}x}]�UÐ�ºëne>�=��inw���ðÐ{=Ì�ðÐ{AÐí��b�x� ô� ödUnR��phUÛÌ�åå�phAíÚ
�º1975�ºç}ZeUÐ�ÚÐØ�ºéíúÐ��Hn�_UÐ�}[_UÐ��R�êĆHüÐí�p�hfcUÐ�íÌ�éíúÐ

��18�åå�16Þ
 è�A Ñ¿»¶ :pf³¿ºA LBN·ºA

�p`U ��aUÌ ��Y �}�TÌ ��UÎ ���ô> �{Sí �ºÚnZ�iøÐ � ð�HÐí � ôÜ{beUÐ � ôÑn�cUÐ
�ë�fYkxí�º�gUüÐ� õ�õdÉj=�ë�eöd�x�ÙÎ�ºðnH{bY�ðn=n�T�ë�h�h�eUÐ� ôì{́_x��p�gUí
�phin�UÐ�pUnH}UÐ��R�Ên@���x}��UÐ��Y� ô�ó�YĆH� ô�e\x��wí�º ô� óegUÌ�{S��ödUÐ�ëj=
���õS��Y�Ð�edc�x�ëÌ��dL�ÜnfUÐ� ó�_=��eA�Ü{bUÐ�Öí}UÐ��cUí«��Ü}]�U
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�� õY��w� óoõ� ôT�nY��́ ôcR«��Üín>�eh?��UÎ�phin�UÐ�pUnH}UÐ��U|T�º�21/1��»�ödUÐ
�åå�16/3��» ö}õ�UÐ��R� õoxØj�UÐí� õ�x� ÷b�UÐí� õ{h÷fa�UÐí� õ�hd ÷_�UÐ��R� ô{ha ôx�º�ödUÐ� õ�A óí
��x�b�UÐí ��hd_�UÐ ��R � ôÒ�bUÐ ��dR �ºÜ{bUÐ �Öí}UÐ ��Y �ðne ógdY ��i�c=í ���17
��R��fY� ñÞ�[i�Ì}bô>�nghR�ºp�hfcUÐ�ÒnhA��R�ðnhHnHÌ�ðÐÚíØ�o_dxí�ºpþZf�UÐí
�{g_UÐ��UÎ� ôÜ{beUÐ� ôÑn�cUÐ�ô���bfxí��ÓÐ�d[UÐ�oó> ôÚí�phfx{UÐ�Óøna�AøÐ

�{x{�UÐ�{g_UÐí��x{bUÐ
 ÀÌf³ºA fÇ§ºA Î®

�yh�eUÐ�â��x�Ê��Y���A��d�UÐ�|fY�º�ödUÐ�o_I� õzxÚn>��dL� ô�dö]i
 fÌfVºA fÇ§ºA Î®

�º ô� ôUneLÌí�º ô� ô>ÛÐ}Tí�º ô� ô>Øøí���öd�eUÐ�yh�eUÐ�â��x�Ú�gK��dL� ô�dö]i
��w � ôp_=ÚúÐ � ô�h@niúnR ��Êne�UÐ ��UÎ � ôì ôØ�_Éí �ºÓÐ�YúÐ ��h= ��Y � ô�ô�YnhSí
���hUÎ �}hZô> �ngd́Tí � ô� ôehUn_>í � ô� ôUneLÌ ��yh�eUÐ ��L �ÓÐÚnZ= �åå �ÓÐØngI� ô�=ÚÌ
��UíúÐ �p�hfcUÐ �Ún�BÌ ��dL �nf_d]ô�R �î}BúÐ ��o�cUÐ �ïÌ� � ôÚnaHúÐ �nYÌ

���gehd_>í�º�g>ØngIí�º�hxÚÐ��UÐ�åå��H}UÐ�ÒÛÐ}T��dL�ðnÉ�[Bí
 BIBÂjI ¼ÍVÂG

��R� ñ}TÙ��U��hUí�º ôph�h�eUÐ��=� ôæ}�_>�ø��æ } ó� ôY�ïÌ�� ñé��fY� ñÑn�T
�px{ýnbLí�ph�xÚn>�Ên]BÌ��hR��ì{_=í�êĆHüÐ���S�ngx{U���UÐ�ÓnJ�]�eUÐ
�º}ZL��Yn�UÐ�ë}bUÐ��Y��in�HÌ� ñowÐÚ��a UÌ��ë�h�h�eUÐ�ngd�bx�ø�Ò}wnK

�êĆHøÐ��f�LÐ�º�xÚnY� ô� ôeHÐ
��S}Yí��ö�Y�å��h@niúÐ�ì|w� ÷q_@Ú� ñÊÐ�H«��Ønb_UÐ�Ø�e�Y�Ün�L�é�bx
� ó�B{x�ëÌ�o@Ð�UÐ��eR�ºÚ{[Y��Y�}�TÌ�íÌ� ò{AÐí� òÚ{[Y��UÎ�å�nfA�xí�nS�Uí
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�}[L ��UÎ �ÜnfUÐ � ôÑ}SÌ � ñê�S �nghdL �{e�LÐ ���UÐ �Ò{e_UÐ �ngiÌ �ën���UÐ ��R
�ÒnhA��»Øne�Løn=�ngfY� ö�AÌ�Ò{eL�pfH��aUÌ�p=Ð}S���i�nfx{U��hUí�ºyh�eUÐ

��210�Þ�1968�}[Y�º202�Ø{_UÐ�ºéĆgUÐ�Ñn�T�p�dH�ºyh�eUÐ
 Ñ¾BÍ³ºAÊ jaßA ÁËÍºBI ÅB¿ÌáA

�Ð|w��dL�ë�Zh_xí�Ñnb_UÐí�ÑÐ��UÐí��>�eUÐ�pYnhb=�ë�h�h�eUÐ� ô�Ykx
�òÒnóh óA ��UÎ � ôÚÐ ó} ÷=óúÐ óí � Ąï õ{ó=óÌ � òÑÐ ó| óL ��UÎ �åå �ÚÐ}IúÐ �åå � õÊóø ôkw �� õ\ ÷eóh óR« ��Ên@}UÐ
��>�eUÐ � ópYnhS �}^�fi« �ë�fd_x ��ginexÎ � õë�inS ��Rí ���46/25 ��ö�Y� �» òp x õ{ ó=óÌ
��ödUn= �ñ ���>}Y�}YúÐ �Ð|gR �º�xÌí��hT�nYÌ ��»{h�_UÐ ��Un_UÐ ��R�Ò{x{@�ÒnhAí
�nY �º ò}Z= � õodS ��dL� ó}]B�øí�º ñëÙÌ ��= �q_eH�øí�º ñ�hL�ì}> ��U �nY« �ì{Aí

��9/2����iÚ�S��UÎ��UíúÐ�pUnH}UÐ��» ô� ói���x��x|dU��ödUÐ� ôì ö{LÌ
 ÐjÆBðºA ÔAih§ºA ÀÌj¾

� ô� ÷>{Uíí�â��h= �qd�A�ÊÐÚ|_UÐ �Òn�aUÐ �ì|w��x}Y�º�hh�h�eUÐ �Ò{hbL��R
� ôë� ôcóx � ó�÷h óT �� õèóĆ óe÷dõU � ô� óx ÷} óY � ÷qóUn ób óR« ��}Z=��B{>�ëíØ��Yí�ºphgUÎ �Ò~�_e=
� ¬�õd ó_ ÷UÐ � ôÒ � ôS óí �º õ�÷h ód óL ��́ õ�óx � ôÜ ô{ ôb ÷UÐ � ôÖí}́UóÐ ����ðĆ ô@ óÚ � ôæ õ} ÷LóÌ � ôq ÷�óU �n óióÌ óí �Ð ó|w
�Ö}Rí�pe_i�o�H�ngU�qinT�pY�YúÐ�ì|w���35�åå�34/1 �nS�U���»��� õ�ôd¬dó̂ ô>
��dg�>í� öÑ}UÐ���ai��^_>¯���he�UÐ�nw{hZf=�ngfL�Ó}�L�{Sí��phUík�Yí
��w�â��x� öêÌ� öëj=�ë�h�h�eUÐ��Ykx���46/1 �nS�U��»�[öd�Y��ödUn=��AíÚ
�ºnw}gJí�ng�HÐ{b=�ëí}bôx�neiÎ�ºpgUùÐ�æn[e=�ngiÌ� öp��UÐ�ëí}cax�øí���g öYÌ
�º öÑ}dU ��d]eUÐ �ÓÐ|UÐ ��hd�> ��R��gU � ñén�Y ��w��ngií{�_x �øí�ngi�Y}cxí
��gU� òpT}=� ôâ���Y��x}Y���g>Ð|=�ph�\�UÐ���A��>ØÐÚÎ��h�]�=��gYÐ~�UÐ��Rí

�ng�i�_Y�ë��d]xí�}x{b>í�êÐ}�AÐí
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Ñ¶jrºA èjm :ÑnÍÃ·ºA
� õ�õx{g=��x}ýn�UÐí�ºyh�eUÐ�é�A��heþ�deUÐ��hfYkeUÐ� ôpLne@��w� ôp�hfcUÐ
�ØÐ{�YÐí�ºÚ�^feUÐ� ô� ôg@í��wí�ºÊn\LúÐ��wí� ôÜÌ}UÐ��w��Ònh�UÐ�Ê�Y���i
��in�iüÐ�nw{_�=�ngfcU�º�gUüÐ�nw{_�=�pY�[_Yí�pH{bY�p�hfcUÐ����UnH}U
� öêÌ« �p�hfcUÐ ��Êna_�� ñ}Z=�nw óÊn\LÌ�ëú�ºÓÐ}�_>í�Ón=�_É��Y��d�>�ø
��bHúÐ�ºénfxØ}cUÐ�ºè}x}]�UÐ�ºn=n�UÐ��nghR�phY}gUÐí���hh�h�edU�»ped_Yí

�ÜneZUÐí��wncUÐí��ëÐ}]eUÐ�
ÄÍ¿»n¿ºA ÒºG ÑnÍÃ·ºA Ðj£Â

�ëí{�_x��x|UÐ��hed�eUÐ��UÎ�}x{b�=� ô}^f>�ºpT}ZUÐ� ö}H�ngôi�T�ºp�hfcUÐ«
��dTí �ßÚúÐí �Êne�UÐ ��dB �ï|UÐ �º}x{bUÐ ��eA}UÐ �º ö��UÐ �º{AÐ�UÐ ��ödUÐ
�ënxØún=�p�hfcUÐ�ÓnSĆL��R�ënh=�º�in�UÐ��inch>naUÐ��e�eUÐ��»���ÜnfUÐ

��3�Ò}baUÐ�ºph�h�eUÐ�}hQ
ÐeBJ§ºA pË³�

�nY�Ñn_h�HÐ��dL�ën�iüÐ� ô{Ln�>���UÐ�pR�UjeUÐ�ç}]UÐ�î{AÎ� ôÛ�Y}UÐ� ö{ ó_ô>
�ì ö{Lí�ºÑ�dHúÐ�Ð|w� ö�fx{UÐ�ÑØúÐ��e_�HÐ��U|U�ºpU�g�=� ô� ôegR��cex�ø
� ñànZi�nw}w�@��R��w� ôÒØn�_UnR ��ng= ��aó��ôx ���UÐ �pbhb�UÐ �sh�i ��Y�ðÐÊ~@
��YkeUÐ � óÒnhA � ôêÛĆ> ��wí �ºéncIÌí �ÓnT}Aí �Ónedc= ��fL �}ö�_x � °ï~YÚ
��Ú�^feUÐ �ÊÐÚí �nY ��UÎ �Õ�U�UÐí ��ÉÐ��UÐ ��UÎ � ô� ô_R{>í �ºpRnT �ngõdAÐ}Y ��R
��R � õÜ{bUÐ � õÖí}UÐ � õ�_a= ��hfYkeUÐ ��hh�h�eUÐ �è}Z> �nwÚÐ}HÌí � ôÒØn�_UÐí
� õp_��UÐ� õp�hfcUÐ� ôÚÐ}HÌí���=��g�Y{>í�yh�eUÐ�ng=��>Ì���UÐ�õÒ{x{�UÐ�õÒnh�UÐ
��Y � ô�YkeUÐ �ng ôZh_x � ðpx�S � ðpfYÛÌ �ngi�c= �ºphHnHúÐ �Ònh�UÐ � ó�AÐ}Y � ô�ö�e>
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� õÖí}UÐ� ópe_i�ë�Unfx�ºî�b>í�ënexl=�ng=�ë�h�h�eUÐ��a�AÐ�nedcR�º�x}BùÐ
�ºÜ{beUÐ�ën=}bUÐí�ºëí}heUÐí�ºpxØ�e_eUÐ�� ô�eZ>�ÚÐ}HúÐ�ì|wí�º õÜ{bUÐ

��ÊnaZdU����}eUÐ�p��Yí�p=��UÐí�ºÕÐí~UÐí�ºÓ�fgcUÐí
ÐÜvºA 

�pUnH}UÐ�»ân]biÐ�Ć=�Ð�dÉ«���hA� ö�T��R�õÒĆ[dU�ëí�L{Y�ë�h�h�eUÐ
�ÒĆÉ���w�pheH}UÐ�ÒĆ[dU�ðn� ó> ôÚ��gU� ö�cU�º�17/5��bhi�Un�>��UÎ��UíúÐ
�Ôn_�iÐ �ê�x �º{AúÐ �ê�x �ÒĆÉ ��U|Tí ��phY�hUÐ �Ên�eUÐ �ÒĆÉí �ºÖn�[UÐ
��gdR�ën�w}UÐ�n öYÌ��ÜÐ{bUn=�ë�da��x�rhA�ºÓÐ�YúÐ��h=��Y�năhA�yh�eUÐ

��ÒĆ[dU� òÓnSíÌ� ôp�eB
� óí{`�U �º�hfYkeUÐ �ÒnhA ��R �nwõØn_=Ìí �nghin_Y � õ�he_> ��UÎ � ôÒĆ[UÐ � ôæ{g>
�ë�ed�eUÐ � ôØ öØ}x �ned�Yí �� ðpeýÐØ � ðÒĆÉ ��gô>nhA � ó}h[ó�Uí �º�gU �ÒnhA � óâ��fx
��wnxÎ�ngeödL���UÐ� óÒĆ[UÐ�ðnYíØ�ë�h�h�eUÐ��öd[x�ºÚÐ}e�Hn=�p�>naUÐ� óÒÚ�É
��c�U�º ó�>�cdY� õÓjhU�º ó� ôeHÐ�Ü{b�hU�º ÷ÓÐ�e�UÐ��R�ï|UÐ�nin=Ì«��yh�eUÐ
�nfY�x �ænaT �ni~�B �nf]LÌ ��ßÚúÐ ��dL ��U|T �Êne�UÐ ��R �neT ���þhZY
�ºp=}��UÐ ��R�nfd õB{ô> �øí�nfhUÎ �j]BÌ��eU�}a`i���i�neT�ninxn]B�nfU �}aQÐí

��13�åå�9��6���Y��»�hYË��}x}ZUÐ��Y�nf ¬�i��cU
 ÁËvºA

�ÑÐ}ZUÐí �ºên_]UÐ ��L �ânf�YøÐ ��dL �ðnY�eL � ôê�b> � õê�[UÐ � ôpHÚneY
� õ�RÐ{=� òpfh_Y�òÒ}�aU�ºph@�U�h�UÐ�Ònh�UÐ�î�S� ö�T��L�ïÌ�ºpöh@í~UÐ�ÓnSĆ_UÐí
��L � ôê�[UÐ � ô�b�xí ��ën�AüÐ ��eLí �ºoýÐ�ZUÐ ��Y �ÓÐ|UÐ � õphbf>í �p=��UÐ
��Yn�UÐ�ÒÌ}eUÐí�}Rn�eUÐí��a]UÐí� ö� õ� ôeUÐ��Lí�ºì ö}\x�{S�ï|UÐ� õ�x}eUÐ
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 ÐB¶lºA

�ênhbUÐ��cexí�ºën�AüÐ�éneLÌí� õÊÐ}badU� ô� ö[ ó�ô>í�º} ÷Z ô_UÐ��wí�ÒnT~UÐ
�px}hB�Ónh_e@�éĆB��Y�íÌ�Ò}In�Y�ng=

ÑÍZÍn¿ºA µÜaÝA
� õì õ|w«��yh�eUÐ�é�S��Y��d]f>í�peA}UÐí�p��eUÐ��dL� ôê�b>� ôph�h�eUÐ
��dLí��12/15�nfA�x��» ÷� ôcô�÷�ó� ÷AóÌ�n óe óT�ðn\ ÷_ó=� ÷� ôc ô\ ÷_ó=�Ð��́ õ�ô>� ÷ëóÌ��õ�h õÉ óí� ó� õw
� ÷�ô� ÷ióÌ �Ð ó| ócw �Ð�ôd ó_ ÷RÐ � ô� ôcõ= � ôÜnfUÐ � ó� ó_ ÷a óx � ÷ëóÌ � óëí ô{x õ} ô> �n óY ��́ ôcóR« ��ph�w|UÐ �Ò{LnbUÐ
��@ÐÚ ��U|T �º�12/7 ��ö�Y� �» ôÊnóhõ� ÷ióúÐ óí � ôÜ�ôYnfUÐ � ó� ôw �Ð ó|w � ëóú �º ÷� õgõ= �n ð\÷xóÌ
�êÐ~�UøÐ ���h�eUÐ ��dL ���23 �åå �20/6 �nS�U �º11 �åå �5/1 ���Y� �Ón�x�]�UÐ
�ø �º ôì ô}hQ � ñ�UÎ ��U ��cx �øí �º�gUÎ � öÑ}UÐ �o�AÌ ��}Z_UÐ �nxnÉ�Un= ��YncUÐ
�º�ÒØn�Lí �pd]L �ê�x �{AúÐ� � öÑ}UÐ � óê�x �ê}�AÐ �º�Jn�Un= ��ödUÐ ��Hn= ��d�>
�ÒÌ}YÐ� õ��Z>�ø�ºÚí~Un=�{gZ>�ø�ºç}�>�ø�º õë~>�ø�º��b>�ø�º�YÌí�èn=Ì�ê}TÌ

��6/5�âÐ}�IøÐ�phf�>í�2/20�Õí}B��è}hQ��f�bY�øí���x}S

eB_Í___¦ÝA
� ���yh�eUÐ�ØĆhe=�éna�AÐ�º12/25�ØĆheUÐ
� ��pxÐ{=í �ìØneLí ��d_dU �yh�eUÐ �Ú�gK �ê�x �º1/6 �Ün]`UÐ �íÌ �yi{UÐ

���UnHÚ
� ���ÓÐ�YúÐ��h=��Y�yh�eUÐ�pYnhb=�éna�AÐ�º�y[aUÐ��pYnhbUÐ
� ��ðnY�x�40�å=�pYnhbUÐ�{_=��bxí�ºÊne�UÐ��UÎ�yh�eUÐ�Ø�_É
� ��12/26�ØĆheUÐ�{hL�ê�x��in?�º�x}Y�ÊÐÚ|_UÐ�pþfg>�{hL
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� ���UÎ �ngUnb�iÐí �nwØnS ôÚ �{hL ��wí �º8/15 �ºÊne�UÐ ��UÎ ��x}Y �énb�iÐ �{hL
�ngf=Ð�}h[e=�è}�Z�U�Êne�UÐ

� ��p�Z�UÐ �ì|w ��yh�eUÐ �ohdÉ �Ø�L �êÐ}TÎ ��w �º9/14 �ºohd[UÐ �{hL
��gU�yh�eUÐ�p��Y�pYĆLí��h�h�edU�pTÚn�Y�Ò}hBÙ
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ÎÉcÉiÉÞ?�Î¿@Éc·?

� õç}ZUÐ� õpb]fY��R� õpex{bUÐ� õÓninx{UÐ�î{AÎ��h=��Y��w�px{x~xüÐ�pinx{UÐ
�p`dUÐ �Ô{��> ���UÐ �ºnhYn>�=��hY �éneIí ��x{RÐ}UÐ �ïØÐí ��hR �ne= �º�x{bUÐ
�{hA��UÐ �pinxØí �ºp_h�]UÐ � õÓninxØ ��Y��w�px{x~xüÐí ��pxØ}cUÐph�inY}cUÐ
�îØ�B�º�xÐØ�B��ph>Ð|UÐ� õ�õ>nincYl=��d�UÐ��dL��UüÐ�ÒÚ{S��f_e=�º�UíúÐ
�ëíØ ��Y ��ï~xÐ �ºîØ�B �º�ödUÐ� � ò{AÌ � ò{AÐí � ò�Ul= � ô�Yk> ��Xodayî ü Xudê
�new ôÚ{[Y�} öZUÐí�}h�UÐ� óÒ�S� öëj=� ô{b�_>��=�º ðpx�f?� ðpinxØ�q�hU��wí��� öB{>

���Un_>í��in��H��ödUÐ��w�º ñ{AÐí
� ñÛ�YÚí � ñÜ�bJí � ñÓÐØnL �nghdL � ô�c_f> � ðÒË}Y �px{x~xüÐ � ôpinx{UÐ �{́ ó_ ô>
�î{U�pbhd�UÐí��x�c�UÐ�p[bT�ºpex{bUÐ�phS}ZUÐ�Óninx{dU� ñpL�f�Y� ñÓÐØn�Lí
�px}Y��UÐ �pbhd�UÐ �p[b= �ni}T|> �phfx{UÐ �ngÉ�[i �éĆB ��Yí �ºpx{x~xüÐ
�ºpxØ�ghUÐ �ÓninxØ ��R �p_��UÐ �pcýĆeUÐ � ôÊneHÌí ��Ø�ghUÐ �î{Uí �phd=n�UÐí
��UnL �õØ�@í � õoin@ ��UÎ �ºpT}�ZY ��w �px{x~xüÐí �ºêĆHüÐí �ºph�h�eUÐí
�n öYÌ��ëÐ}xÎí�ÜÚnR�ØĆ=��UÎ�Ø�_>���UÐ�}h�UÐ�pcýĆYí��gýnHÍÚí�pcýĆeUÐ
� ô~YÚí��Ð}�hYí�Ú�IË�ëÐ}h�=�ni}T|x�ºpx{x~xüÐ� õphfx{UÐ� õÞ�[fUÐ��R� õÚ��UÐ� ô~YÚ
��ëÐØ�B��Ñn=ÚÌ��ëni�x� ö��fUÐ� õp[b=�}BùÐ��w�ni}T|x�px{x~xüÐ�{fL� õpce�UÐ
�Únh=úÐ ��Y�pUĆH��40�í�º×�hZUÐ ��Y�pUĆH��40���R���e�eUÐ �px{x~xüÐ
�ºpxÚ�IùÐí�phd=n�UÐí�px}Y��UÐ�ë{eUÐ�Ñn=Új=�ðn\xÌ�ni}T|x�º�Peer�}h=��e@�
� õ}ebUÐí� õ�eZdU�px{x~xüÐ� ô�x{b>���hhinYnZUÐ�{fL�õØÐ{@úÐ� ôÒØn�L��U|Tí
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�pinx{UÐ��R�}Énf_UÐ��d>� õ�x{b>��L� ðÒ{h_=�q�hU�ng ôYÐ}�AÐí� õÚ�fUÐí� õÚnfUÐí
�{fLí�ºphS}ZUÐ�Ñ�_ZUÐ��Y�}h�cUÐ�{fLí�ºphHí{fgUÐí�phýÐ}�heUÐí�ph�IØÐÚ~UÐ
�pxØ�ghUÐí�px{x~xüÐ��h=� ñpT}�ZY� ñÜ�bJ��Unfw�º�UÙ��L�ðĆ\R��pfLÐ}aUÐ
� ó}hQ�ºÓĆTúÐ��_=��x}�>í�º õën��UÐí�º õ{he_�UnT��êĆHüÐí�ph�h�eUÐí
�}�TÌ ��w�ºng>nhÉ�[B��Y�{́ ó_ ôx �nY ��= �ºnw}hQ��L�px{x~xüÐ � ô~öhex �ï|UÐ � öëÌ

�î}BúÐ�ÓÐ{b�_eUÐ��Y�ng_e�x�neY�}h�c=
�ø �ºp_h�]UÐ �ÓninxØ �º�UíúÐ �o[�UÐ �ÓninxØ ��h= ��Y ��w �px{x~xüÐ
�ºnwÚ�gK � õzxÚn> � ô{x{�> � ô�cex �ø ��U|U �º òé�HÚ �íÌ � ö��i � õÚ�g^= � ô��>}>
�phRÐ}`�UÐ �ng�_SÚ �pSĆ]iÐ ��he�> � ô�cex ��= �º��\Un= �ng>Øøí �ëncY �øí
�ºÜnf@úÐ ��dLí �ºp`dUÐ �zxÚn> ��L �r��UÐ ��R �phedL �Ónh]_Y ��dL � ðÊnf=
��L �r��UÐí �}hJnHúÐí �ënxØúÐí �ºpiÚnbeUÐ �phLne�@øÐ �nh@�U�=í}�iøÐí
� õënfþeJøÐ��Y� òÊ�Z=� ôé�bUÐ� ô�cexí��o_ZUÐ��U|U�ÑÐØùÐí�ë�faUÐ�zxÚn>
��UÎ � ôØ�_> ��ðnex{S �î}BÌ �ÊneHj=� �px{x~xüÐ �pinx{UÐ � õÚí|@ �ójZfY � öëÎ � õpb�UÐí
� õç}ZUÐ � õpb]fY � õêÐ�SÌ ��Y � ñ{x{L ��fY �Õ}B �ï|UÐ ��h^_UÐ � öï}Z�UÐ �ë~�eUÐ
�ºph=íÚíÌ�åå�í{fgUÐ�Ñ�_ZUn=�� öe ôHí�ºØĆheUÐ���S�rUn�UÐ��UúÐ�|fY� õ�x{bUÐ

ºnx{hY��R��xí~S� õ}��=� õp]h�eUÐ� õpb]feUÐ��R
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�o_ZUÐ �Ð|w ��Y � ñÊ~@ � ö}b�HÐ ��Ø�HúÐ �}��UÐ ���A �ÛnS�bUÐ �én�@ �}�L
�peBn�eUÐ�ëÐ}xÎ�éneI��R�nx{hY��LÐ}Y��Y� óÕ}B�ï|UÐ��=íÚíÌ�åå �í{fgUÐ
�»nx}ehH« ��LÐ}Y ��Yí �ºÛnS�bUÐ ��R �nx|chH ��LÐ}Y ��Yí �º�xí~S �}��U
�º�x}gfUÐ ��h= �nY �ØĆ= ��R � ôÓn@�eUÐ �ì|w �Ó}b�HÐí �ºØ�HúÐ �}��UÐ �é�A
�ÒÚn\A �çÐ}_UÐ �Ñ�f@ ��R �ÓjZiÌí �ºph=íÚíúÐ �px{fgUÐ �ng�`U �ng�]LÌí

�}Y�H
�qS�UÐ��R�px{x~xüÐ�pinx{UÐ�ân�>Ì�ng=� ô�Ykx���UÐ�ÓÐ{b�_eUÐ� ójZfY� öëÎ
�pex{bUÐ�ph=ÚíÌ�åå�í{fgUÐ�Ñ�_ZUÐ��d>�ÓÐ{b�_Y��Y� ñÊ~@��w�}�n�UÐ
�ºðn=}Qí �ðn=�f@í�ðnS}I�Ò{x{L�Ñn�Hú�èÐ|iË �ngfJ�Y ��Y �Ó}@nw���UÐ
�ph=n�cUÐ�ënxØúÐ��Y�ðÐÊ~@�{_=�nehR�q��ÉÌ���UÐ�ng>Ð{b�_Y�ng_Y� ðpdYnA
�ºpLÐÚ~UÐí ��L}UÐ �pdA}Y ��h= � ô�e�> � ñpinxØ � ôpx{x~xüÐ ��ph=n�cUÐ �}hQí
� ô�cexí��Ð|w�nfY�hU ���eZUÐí�}ebUÐ���UÎ ��x{b�UÐ ��h_= � ô}^f> ��hdLí
�{x{_UÐ�ëÌ��hU{=�ph�IØÐÚ~UÐ�pinx{UÐ��Y� ôê{SÌ�px{x~xüÐ�pinx{UÐ�ëÎ� ôé�bUÐ
��axØ��pedT��dJÌ�ï|UÐ��w�qIØÐÚÛ���fUÐ �ëÌ��UÎ�}hZ>�Ôn�=úÐ��Y
�qU��>��Ò{x{�UÐ� ô�ó�inxØ����x��Y� ö�T��dL� ö}ZUÐ�Ò�S�Ò{�L��f_e=�º�nf�x
��dL �ðnex{S �Ñnö� ôcUÐ � ô�_= � ô� óbdJÌ �ï|UÐ ���HÐØ� ��UÎ ��nf�x ��axØ�

���hhUn�UÐ ��hx{x~xüÐ
� ó�he@� ô�de>��wí��}BË��xØ��AÚ��Y�Õ}�>��U� ñpex{S� ñpinxØ�px{x~xüÐ
�ng>}^i�phAni��Y�ÊÐ�H�î}BúÐ�Óninx{UÐ��L�nw~he>���UÐ�pinx{UÐ�ÓnY�bY
�ê�gaYí �ºpcýĆeUÐí �ºphw�UúÐí ��ödUÐ �ê�gaYí �º�x�c�UÐí ��d�dU �pha�daUÐ
� ó�^_Y�ëÌ�öøÎ��zUÐ��Ü�b]UÐí�ºÓÐØn�_UÐí�º ö}ZUÐí�}h�UÐí�ºÓ�eUÐí�Ònh�UÐ
�ðnf÷� ôQ �Ð�b�UÌ ��hS}Z��eUÐ ��Y �ðÐØ{Lí�º�hed�eUÐ �ØÚ�cUÐí �Ñ}_UÐ �Ñnö� ôcUÐ
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�ºpS}aUÐí�pd�fUÐí�paýn]Un=�nw�aÉí��hA�px{x~xüÐ�pinx{Un=��x}h�T�ðngx�Z>í
�pS}R �öøÎ �ë�x{x~xüÐ �nYí �º�YĆHüÐ ��x{UÐ ��AÚ ��Y �p@ÚnB �ngi�T ��Rí
�íÌ �pxØ�ghUÐí �ph�h�eUn= � ðÒ}?j�Y ��g ô\_= �nw ö{Lí ���x}]UÐ �qöd� �phYĆHÎ
 R.H. Empson, The Cult of Peacock Angel, London��ph�IØÐÚ~UÐ

)1928, p.30
�pedcUÐ��Y� ñpb�ZY��pA��aeUÐ�ÊnhUn=�zidiÊ�ï{x~hý��px{x~xüÐ�phe�>� öëÎ
�����x �� �n��hRùÐ ��R �Yazata �n>Ð~xí ���UüÐ ��deUÐ� ��f_e= �Ized �Ø~xÐ
��ph�x}c�f�UÐ ��R �Yajata �n>n@nxí �px�dg�UÐ �p`dUn= �Yazd �Ø~xí �ºÒØn�_UÐ
�ïØÛÐ�íÌ�Izedi�ï{xÛÎí�Izidi�ï{x~xÎí�Azidi�ï{xÛÌ���f_Y� ôë�cx��U|=í
�ëÐØ~xí �Ezda �ÐØ~xÐ ��deU �ÒÚ�]HÌ ��R �{x~x ��HÐ �{�ií ��pdUÐ �Øn�L �Izdi
��dL�qbdJôÌ �{S �Yazdani ��iÐØ~x �ëÌí�ºpx{x~xüÐ �õØÐ{@Ì ��Y� °{@�Yazdan

���hUíúÐ��hx{x~xüÐ
 Theodor Menzel; Yazidi, Encylopedia of Islam, London IV, p !!
�pahd�Un=�pSĆL�pinx{UÐ��Hø��hU�Ð|g=�".1164 (a, Leiden) 1913 !! 1938 

��pxín_Y��=�{x~x�ï�YúÐ
�pex{bUÐ �Ón`dUÐí �Ún?ùÐ �ÊÐ}�B � ô{AÌ �ðÐ}BkY ��aZ�TÐ �nY � öyÉ �ÐÙÎí
�åå �ïÛ �åå ��ý� �pedT �ëj= ���=ni �ï}R�U� �ºpxÚ�IùÐí �phd=n�UÐí �px}Y��UÐ
���f_>í �ºï}Y��UÐ �{g_UÐ ��R �ïÚne�eUÐ � ö��Un= � ñp=��cY �Ð|cw ��ïØ
�ÑÚ{UÐ ��dL �ëí}h�x ��x|UÐí �º�h?�d�eUÐ �}hQí �ºÒ}öh�UÐ �Öí}UÐ«

��»yh�[UÐ
��px}Y��UÐ �ÒÚn\�UÐ �}[L �|fY � ñpUíÐ{�Y ��ï{x~xÎ� �pedT �ëÌ ��f_x �Ð|w
�ºØĆheUÐ���S�rUn�UÐ��UúÐ��UÎ��@}x�px{x~xüÐ�zxÚn>�ëÎ�ºìØnb�LÐ�o�Aí
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�Åç}ZUÐ��R��e^_UÐ�ÓÐÚn\�UÐ�pb]fY��Y�pxØÚ�T�pinxØ�ê{SÌ�nxnb=��Y��wí
�pex{bUÐ�phd=n�UÐ�åå�px}Y��UÐ�ÓÐ{b�_eUÐ�ïÌ

KULTURGESCHICHTE DES ORIENTS ZENTRDER 
EZIDIFORSCHUNG. (ARCHLOGIE _ PHILOLOGUMIE_ 
ETHNOLOGIE _ THEOLOGIE , LAUFFREY NABO, STEINFURT) 
�ï|UÐ ��ÜíÍn]UÐ� �oin@��UÎ ���eZUÐ� ��w ��HnHúÐ �px{x~xüÐ � ô~YÚ

�~ií}�UÐ��Y�â�f[eUÐ����f�UÐ���chw��hUÎ� ô~Y}x
��R ��x{UÐ � ôén@Ú � ô�ô̂ a�x �ï|UÐ �»Ú{[UÐ ��dL« ��dL �px{x~xüÐ �{e�_>
�oin@ ��UÎ ��iÌ �öøÎ ���h@ ��UÎ ��h@ ��Y �ì�dSnf�xí �ºðnhwnaI ��wÚí{É
�ïØË� �zhZUÐ ��gfh= �}gK �nY{fL �ënH{bY �ën=n�T ��hx{x~x³U �ÚnÉ ��UÙ
��Y� { ôL�ï|UÐí�º}ZL�ïØn�UÐ�ë}bUÐ�pxngi��ïÚncgUÐ��YnZUÐ�}Rn�Y��=
�}BùÐí �º»ÝÚ ���[Y« ��Hn= �ënT �éíúÐ � ôÑn�cUÐ ��pinx{UÐ �ïØ ö{�Y
�zhZUÐ ��hUj> ��Y�ënT�»Ò�d�UÐ ��wú�Ò�d�UÐ« �Ñn�Tí��»Ò�d�UÐ« ��Hn=
��=�}�É��=�}�É�ÓnT}�UÐ��=Ì��=�ï{L�}BnaeUÐ��=Ì�zhZUÐ��=���A
��=�ïØË�zhZUÐ�×Ì��=Ð��hUj>��Y�ïÌ�º�ê1246�åå�1184��ïÚncgUÐ�}Rn�Y
�é�bUÐ��h]��i�ĆR�»ÝÚ���[Y« ��in�UÐ �Ñn�cUÐ�nYÌ��ïÚncgUÐ�}Rn�Y
����A�zhZUÐ��hBÌ��=Ð��hUj>��Y�íÌ�º}Rn�Y��=�ïØË�zhZUÐ��hUj>��Y��iÎ
�ÚÐ{Y��dL�ngi�HÚnex�Ò{x{L�phLne�@Ð�î}BÌí� ñphfxØ� ñÜ�bJ�px{x~x³U
�}gI��Y�Ên_=ÚÌ�éíÌ��R�pf�UÐ�ÜÌÚ��ØnhLúÐ�phfx{UÐ�Ü�b]UÐ��eR�ºpf�UÐ
�éíúÐ��R�phLne�UÐ�{hLí�º�h[UÐ��[R�phin_=ÚÌ�{hLí�º�S}ZUÐ�ën�hi
�{hLí�ºéíúÐ �ë�inT �}gI��HÐíÌ �ê�[UÐ �{hLí�ºéíúÐ ��x}Z> �}gI��Y
��h=}UÐ ��æÐ�J��Ónin@}gY�ºÜnhUÐí�Ú{B�{hLí�ºÖí}UÐ �Ôn_�iÐÐ{fdh=
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�zxÚn�UÐ �o�A�ênbô> �ng_he@í ��î}BÌ �phd�Y �ØnhLÌí �ºî}bUÐ ��he@ ��R
��hHÐ}Y�ènfwí�ºðnY�x��13�å=�ïØĆheUÐ�zxÚn�UÐ ��L�}Bj�x�ï|UÐ��S}ZUÐ
��R�íÌ�px{x~xüÐ�Ón�[bUÐí�î}bUÐ��R�ÊÐ�H�º{hL� ö�c=�pÉnB�Ü�bJí

�ën�hZUÐ�Ên\S�éneI�Úncw���@��R��SÐ�UÐ�Ü{beUÐ��Uø�{�_Y
�ÜíÍn]UÐ �Óø�@í �ºën��UÐí �º{he_�UÐ� � õphfx{UÐ � õÜ�b]UÐ ��Yí
�phfx{UÐ�ÑÐØùÐí�Þ�[fUÐ��^RnA���hUÐ�bUÐ��ph_e=����f�UÐ��Ü{beUÐ
�én@Ú�phb=í�zhI�n=n�UÐ�Óø�@��pf�UÐ�éĆB��h>}Y�px{x~xüÐ�î}bUÐ��h=
�ºphfx{UÐ��hUn_�UÐ�}ZfU�pf�UÐ��R��SúÐ��dL�Ò{AÐí�Ò}Y�px{x~xüÐ��h=��x{UÐ
�|BÌ�ÓÐ}aH�ºën�hi�}gI��R�pf�UÐ�ÜÌÚ�{hL�{_=��f`UÐ�æ�É� ö~@��hHÐ}Y
�ºÜ{beUÐ��Ên\h�UÐ��h_UÐ��Êne=�ì{he_�U��Uø�{�_Y��UÎ�î}bUÐ��Y���dUÐ
�}gI ��HÐíÌ �ênxÌ �p?Ć? �Ò{eU �ên_UÐ �ê�[UÐ �º�eZUÐ �ìn�>n= �phLØúÐ �ÊÐØÌ
��Y�ðnY�x ��h_=ÚÌí�º�h[UÐ �phin_=ÚÌ ��Y�ðnY�x ��h_=ÚÌ �ê�É�ºéíúÐ�ë�inT
�Ú{B �ênhÉ �º�hx{x~xüÐ �èn ö�́fUÐí ��x{UÐ �én@}U �pÉnB �ºÊn�ZUÐ �phin_=ÚÌ
�ÓÐÚÐ~eUÐ�phb=í��Uø�{�_Y�ÒÚnxÛ�ºàn�I�}gI��HÐíÌ�ênxÌ�p?Ć?�ÜnhUÐí
�px{x~xüÐ �Únh=Ìí �×�hI �Óø�@ �ºÓÐ}h�UÐí �Úí|fUÐ ��x{b> �ºpH{beUÐ
�Ü�b]UÐ ��Yí ������º�gU �phfh_UÐ �ØÐ�eUÐ �íÌ �Ø�bfUÐ ��x{b>í �º�gx{x}Y ��h=

�ÒÛnf�UÐí�Ó�eUÐí�ºçĆ]UÐí�ÕÐí~UÐ��}T|i�phLne�@øÐ
�ëí{@Ð��xí��nhT}>í�ºnxÚ�Hí�ºçÐ}_UÐ��w��hx{x~x³U� ö�dÉúÐ� ô�J�eUÐ
�pL�e�Yí�ºpxØn�>øÐ�nhHíÚ�ÓnxÚ�ge@�phb=í�nh@Ú�@í�nhfhYÚÌ��Y� ö�T��R

�ëÐ}xÎ��R�pdhdS
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ÂÈÊÒ?cÀ¼·?�ÎÓG@s·?

ÅËÍÕAfÃ¿ºA ÑÖIBvºA
� °�HnHÌ� ñë�cYí�º�hhdÉúÐ��x}gfUÐ�ØĆ=� õëncH��Y�ë�hýÐ{feUÐ� ôpþ=n[UÐ
��h]�dR��R�î}BÌ� ó�JnfY��UÎ��wôØ�@í� {�YÐ�� ö�SÐ}_UÐ� õo_ZUÐ� õÓni�cY��Y
��R � °{�eY � ñØ�@í ��gUí �ºê{bUÐ �|fY � ö�dÉúÐ ��gófJí � ôçÐ}_UÐ ��b=í �ºëÐ ö}Aí

��ðn\xÌ�ëÐ}xÎ��Y� ö�=}`UÐ� õÑ�f�UÐ
�phSÐ}_UÐ�phYn_UÐ��R��ghdL� ô�ód]ôxí�ºpþ=n[UÐ� ÷� ôgR�º�h�edc=��gô�he�>��>j>
�phYÐÚùÐ �p`dUÐ ��R �»n�É« ��_aUÐ ��ÉÌ ��Y �ÓÊn@� ôphe��UÐ �ì|wí�º»p�[́UÐ«
� ópRí}_eUÐ� óphHnHúÐ� óÒ}h_ZUÐ� öëú�º ó{ öe_>�åå� ó��]ÉÐ���f_e=�pex{bUÐ�phýÐ{feUÐ
�{he_�UÐ �åå �ãn�]ÉøÐí �ïÚn�UÐ � õÊneUÐ ��R � õéí~fUÐ ��dL � ôê�b> ��g�inxØ ��R
�Üne>ÚøÐ �éĆB ��Y ��ödUÐ � óp`�É � ö�ýÐ{feUÐ � ö�þ=n[UÐ � ôo��cx ��U|=í �º�hR
��YÐÚùÐ� õ�_aUÐ ��dL� ôê�b>í�º�gU� ñpaÉ��gR��hhýÐ{feUÐ � ôpedT�nYÌ ��ÊneUÐ ��R
� ô{[bUÐ � ôë�cx �Ð|w ��dLí ��»�d_x �ºæ}_x¯��f_x �ï|UÐ �»ÐØÎ �ºÐ{x« ��ýÐ{feUÐ
��w �ëÙÎ �ë�hýÐ{feUÐ � ôpþ=n[UnR ��õì õ{hA�>í � õ�Un�UÐ �õØ�@�= �ë�RÚn_UÐ ��giÌ
�ðÐ}cR��U�ëí{ öA�eUÐí�ºõìõØ�@�=�ë�RÚn_UÐí�ºðneHÚ� õ�ödUÐ � õp`�[=�ë�`�][eUÐ

��ðÐ{b�_Yí
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ÄÍÍÕAfÃ¿ºA ÑÖIBvºA Ñ«º

��phS}ZUÐ�phYÐÚùÐ��Y��́bfUÐ� ôâ}aUÐ�ngiÌ��dL��hhýÐ{feUÐ� õpþ=n[UÐ� ôp`U� ô�öf ó[ô>
� õz�i�éĆB��Y��g�`U��dL�Ð�^RnA�{Sí�ºng=�ë���cx� ñpÉnB� ñpx{�=Ì��gUí
�ènfw�px{�=úÐ��Yí��ðnR}A�22��Y�ë�c�>���UÐ�px{�=úÐ�ì|g=�phfx{UÐ��g��T
�º�=�Ì{�>�ï|UÐ��UúÐ�æ}A� õÚÐ}c�=� ôpx{�=úÐ�����ô>��?�º�ØÐ���x}_�UÐ�ÒÐØÌ

��ðnR}A��24��px{�=úÐ� õæí}A� ô�e�Y� ôë�chR
�ng=� óÔ{��UÐ��cU�ºphfx{UÐ�Ü�b]UÐ�ÊÐ}@Î��R� ðÒ{e�_Y� ôp`dUÐ�ì|w� ôéÐ~>�nY
� ðÒØ{gY� ðp`U�ê�hUÐ�ngd��>��c�i�hUÐ�pe^fY�ëÌ���A�º}h�T� ò��i��dL�}��iÐ

�ßÐ}biøn=

ÀÌj·ºA ÅEj³ºA Î® ÅËÖIBvºA
�ÔĆ?��e��ÓnxË�ÔĆ?��R��x}cUÐ�ëË}bUÐ��R��hþ=n[UÐ� ô}TÙ�ØÚí�{bU

��wí�ºõì õÚ�H��Y� òÚ ó� ôH
�îÚn[fUÐí �ÐíØnw ��x|UÐí �Ð�fYË ��x|UÐ �ëÎ� �Ò}b�UÐ �ÒÚ�H ��Y �62 �pxùÐ
�øí��ghdL� ñæ�B�ĆR�n�UnÉ��eLí�}BùÐ�ê�hUÐí��ödUn=��YË��Y��hþ=n[UÐí

��ë�i~�x��w
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�ë�þ=n[UÐí�ÐíØnw��x|UÐí�Ð�fYË ��x|UÐ � öëÎ��Ò{ýneUÐ �ÒÚ�H��Y�69 �pxùÐ
�øí��ghdL� ñæ�B�ĆR�ðn�UnÉ��eLí�}BùÐ�ê�hUÐí��ödUn=��YË��Y�îÚn[fUÐí

��ë�i~�x��w
��hþ=n[UÐí �ÐíØnw ��x|UÐí �Ð�fYË ��x|UÐ �ëÎ� �s�UÐ �ÒÚ�H ��Y �17 �pxùÐ
�ëÎ�pYnhbUÐ�ê�x��gfh=��[ax��ödUÐ�ëÎ�Ð�T}IÌ��x|UÐí�Ü��eUÐí�îÚn[fUÐí

��{hgI�Ê�I��T��dL��ödUÐ
�pþ=n[UÐ �pinxØ �ëÌ ��UÎ ��ZUÐ ���bx �ø �ne= � ôpex}cUÐ � ôÓnxùÐ �ì|w �}hZ>í
�ëjI ��gijI �ºngLn�>Ì �ëÌí �ºpx{hA��UÐ �Óninx{UÐ ��Y �Ò{AÐí ��hhýÐ{feUÐ
��hdL�æ�B�ĆR�n�UnÉ�Ð�deLí�}BùÐ�ê�hUn=í��ödUn= �Ð�fYË ��w�ëÎ�º�he�UÐ

��ë�i~�x��w�øí

ÀÇmË³�Ê ÀÆf³N§¾ Î® KÂAËU
 fÍYËNºA

�nw ô{Tk>í �ºnghR � óâÛnf> �ø ��hhýÐ{feUÐ �pþ=n[UÐ �î{U � õ�Un�UÐ � óphiÐ{Aí �ëÎ
�ëÌ ��w{fL � õ{hA��UÐ � õÓnYĆL ��Yí ��phfx{UÐ ��g��T ��R � ôÒ{x{_UÐ � ôÞ�[fUÐ
�òÒÊÐ}S� �T�ëíÌ{�x��gR�phYĆHüÐ�pinx{UÐ��R� ópde��UÐ� ô�?neô> ��gx{U� ópde��UÐ
�ph=}_UÐ�ng�e@}>í�º»�ö=Ú��hw�ØÐ�ë�gheZ=«��é�bUn=� Ą�fxØ� ò�bJ� �Tí� òphfxØ
��w��iúí�� ö��UÐ�ïÌ�»�hw«� ô� ôeHÐ� ô{AÐ�UÐ� ô�Un�UÐ� ô� ödUnR��»�h^_UÐ� ö��UÐ���=«

��ngô�_�Yí�õÒnöh�UÐ�}́H��wí�º ö�A��fY� òÊ�I��́cR� ö��UÐ
��R � ôØ}x �n öeY � õ�_�U � ðpe@}> �nfw � ô}T|fR � õ�õ>naÉí � õ�Un�UÐ � õ{hA�> ��L �nYÌ

��»n=Ú�Ð~fT«��g=n�T
� õÚnS�UÐ �ïÙ��ö̂ _Yí�yö��Y�º Ą�bi� òodb=��ö=Ú�yö��Y�º�h^_UÐ � ö��UÐ���=«
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�ï|UÐ ��h^_UÐ ��ödUÐ �º ö�d_UÐ �ÚÐ�iúÐ ��dY ��in��H �º ö�d_UÐ � öÑ}UÐ ��ödUÐ �ºê�öhbUÐ
�ÑÐ ö��UÐ �Ú�a`UÐ �º�ýÐ{UÐ ��h^_UÐ �Ú�fUÐí � ö�T~UÐ �Ênh\UÐ �º õ�õ>Ú{bU � óØí{A �ø
��hc�UÐ�~x~_UÐ�º�h�h]UÐ� ö�T�ê ö�bYí��hfYkeUÐ� ö�T��öd�Y�º�hA}UÐ��eA}UÐ
� õ�õ�e^_=��U� ó�aT�ø�º{́ ó�ôx�øí�î}ôx�ø�ºngödT�ÊnhIúÐ�ën]dHí�}h[�UÐ��hd_UÐ
��d_UÐ �Ñ}UÐ ��ödUÐ �º�UÐ�_UÐ ��cU� ñÊ��í� ñ�JnH� ñÚ�i�º õ�õin]d�=��U � ó�x}I�øí

�»�x{=ùÐ�{=Ì��UÎí�ê{bUÐ�|fY��>nT}�=��he�UÐ�èÚn�>�º�in��H
� õ�Un�UÐ� õ� ödUn=� ô�Yk>���UÐ� õënxØúÐ� ô�he@�nghR� ôè}�Z>� õÓna[UÐ�ì|w� ö��Y�ëÎ
�òÒØn�L � ïÌ �ëí|�fx � õ�Un�dU ��w{hA��= ��wí ��ðÐ{AÌ ��= � ôè}Zô> �øí �º ôì ô{ öA�>í
��gô�inxØ��gf>í�º õÚnfUÐí� õ}ebUÐí� õ�eZUÐ�íÌ� õën?íúÐí� õênfÉúÐ�õÒØn�_T�î}BÌ
��U|=� ñÞ�[i��g��T��R� ôØ õ} ó> óí�� õ�h@}UÐ� õën]hZUÐ�íÌ� õoTÐ�cdU�õØ���UÐ��L

��ngfY
�ÙÎ�º�c�A�ì�� ógó>�øí� õ�h@}UÐ� õën]hZdU�Ðí{��>�ø�º�h^_UÐ� ö��UÐ���=«
�õØ���UÐ��L��c�TÚ�Ð�c�YÎ Ò{bö�eUÐ� óÚnfUÐ� ôì ô}h[Y� ÷�cx� õën]hZdU� ô{��x��Y

�» õën]hZUÐ� õpþhZe=�Ð�de_>�øí��cö=Ú� õpþhZe=�Ð�deLÐ«��»ën]hZdU
��xÚ�feUÐ� õ}ebUÐí� õ�eZdU�Ð����>�øí� õÕÐ}=úÐí� õoTÐ�cdU�Ðí{��>�ø«

�»Ú�fUÐ�ng�wí�ï|UÐ���ödUÐ���w��ilR��Un_UÐ�Ð|w
ÄÍÍÕAfÃ¿ºA ÑÖIBvºA ÑÂBÌe ÅB¶iC

��w� òphHnHÌ� òënTÚÌ� õp�eB��dL��hýÐ{feUÐ�pþ=n[UÐ� ôpinxØ� ôê�b>
ÐeBÇrºA __ 1

���>jx�neT� ôØ õ} ó>í� ö��dU�ÒØngZUÐ�ïÌ�Å»n?í{gH«� õphýÐ{feUÐ� õp`dUn=�� öe�ô>í
� ô{gIÌí� ö��dU� ô{gIÌ��Ø�@�Yí��ýnS��hd_UÐ� öÑ}UÐ� ö��UÐ�º�h^_UÐ� ö��UÐ���=«
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� ô�]�x �ø �ï|UÐ � õ�õ>ÐÙ ��Y � ór_�iÐ �ï|UÐ ��h^_UÐ ��UüÐ �º�Yn�UÐ �Ú�fUÐ ��deU
� õÜ�b]UÐ ��Y� õ{x{_UÐ ��R� óÒØngZUÐ �ì|w� ö�ýÐ{feUÐ � ö�þ=n[UÐ � ôØ öØ}x ��» ðÐ{=Ì � ô� ôeHÐ

�ng=� ôê�bx���UÐ� õphfx{UÐ� õÓnHÚneeUÐí
#BMËJv¾$ ÑÍÕAfÃ¿ºA Ñ«»ºBI Ò è¿näÌÊ :fÍ¿§NºA __ 2

�º õ�x{dU� ôÑn��iøÐ��=� ôë�cx� õphýÐ{feUÐ� õpinx{UÐ� õënTÚÌ��Y� °�HnHÌ� ñ�TÚ��w
��dL�ðnY�x ��h?Ć? � õÚí}Y �{_= � õ�h�}UÐ � õ�a]UÐ � ô{he_> � ��x � ÷ëj= ��É�ôx ��U|Uí
��ýÐ{feUÐ��þ=n[dUí�� õphfx{UÐ� õÓÐÊÐ}bUÐ� ó{xØ}>� ô�h]��x��hA� ô{ öe ó_ ôx� ö�?�º õ�õ>Øøí
��Y� õë{�dUí�º õpþh]�UÐ��Y� õ�afdU� ñÒÚngJ� ó{he_�UÐ� öëú�Å�UÙ�ÊnI�nY� ó{ öe_�x�ëÌ

� õÓnHn�fUÐí� õëÐÚØúÐ
��U|=��iú�ÅïÚn�UÐ� õÊneUÐ��Rö�øÎ��hhýÐ{feUÐ� õpþ=n[UÐ�{fL� ô{he_�UÐ��́�x�ø
� ó��>ÚÐ��U|Uí���hR� ô{he_�UÐ� ôÛ��x�øí�ðn�hY�{́ ó_ ôx� ôâ�]beUÐ� ôÊneUnR�ºðnöhA� ôë�cx
� ÷ï}gf= �ë�TÚn��x ��wí ��ngfY � õÑ}bUn= ��gôfcH �ÚnÉí �º õÚngiún= ��wôØ�@í
�� ö�iÐÚ�fUÐ�ÓÐ}aUÐ�ïÌ�Å»Ð�xÛ�ÝÐ}R«�ÓÐ}aUÐ� ó}gi�ë�e�xí�ºpd@Øí�ÓÐ}aUÐ
�{_=� öøÎ� ô� ôH�bJ��́�>�ø�ÙÎ�ºðn\xÌõ�ÕÐí~UÐ� õÓÐÊÐ}@Î��R� ñpY~dY� ñÒ}h_I� ô{he_�UÐí

�Ò{A��dL��hHí}_UÐ��Y� ö�cU� õ{he_�UÐ� õÊÐ}@Î
�ÊÐ}@ü��ií{e�_x��U|Uí�ºênxúÐ��h=� ðphH{S� ô}�TúÐ��w��w{fL�{AúÐ� ôê�x
�nghR��b>���UÐ��wí�ºî}BÌ�pH{bY� õênxÌ��R�î}�ôx�ëÌ� ô�cex�ï|UÐ� õ{he_�UÐ

��phfx{UÐ�ØnhLúÐ
� õpöhfUn=� ôÌ{�x��=�º�bR� õÊneUÐ��R� õÜne>ÚøÐ� óØ}�Y��hU��w{fL� ô{he_�UÐí
�ï|UÐ ��h=úÐ � ö�fx{UÐ � õÜn�dUÐ � õ��d=í �ºÚna`�HøÐí �}g]�dU �p[Un�UÐ
��Hn= � õ{ öe_�eUÐ ��h�@ ��H}= �ë�cxí �ºÊnbfUÐ ��dL �ðĆhUØ �»n�H}UÐ« ��e�x
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� ôë�cx�ø�ï|UÐ��x{UÐ� ô�@Ú�ngx}�x�phfxØ�ÓÐÊÐ}b=�pTÚn�eUÐí�º ö��UÐ��ödUÐ
��ödUÐ � õp`�[U �ðn=n��TÐ � ö��UÐ � õÊneUn= �ãn�]ÉøÐí �º õ�õUĆB ��Y �øÎ � ô{he_�UÐ

�pöh�UÐ �pRnaZUÐ
ÐÜ__vºA __ 3

�}T|=�èÚn��UÐí�pTÚn�eUÐ�ïÌ�Å»nBÐ}=« �phýÐ{feUÐ�p`dUÐ��R� ôÒĆ[UÐ�� öe�ô>
�º õ�eZUÐ� õãí~=��Y� ô}�aUÐ��w� òÓnSíÌ� õp?Ć?��R��w{fL�î}�ô>í���Un�UÐ��ödUÐ
� ñß}R� ôÒĆ[UÐí�� õ�eZUÐ� õÑí}Q���S� ôÑ}`eUÐí�º õÚngfUÐ� õ�[�fY��R� ô}g^UÐí
���hUÎ� ôÑ ö}b�UÐí��in��H��ödUÐ� ô}TÙ�ngfY� ôpxn`UÐ�ºphþ=nÉí� ö�þ=nÉ� ö�T��dL� ño@Ðí
�ëÌ�Ø}aUÐ��dL�ÒĆÉ� ö�T���Sí�� õ� õ�afU� ôØ}aUÐ�ng=� ôê�bx� ñpxØ}R��w{fL� ôÒĆ[UÐí
��aUÐí�ðĆYnT��@�UÐí��x{hUnT�ºpR�ZceUÐ� õ� õe�@� õÊn\LÌ� õ�he@� õ��`=� óê�bx
� óë�c> ��cU �º�hY{bUÐí ���h�T}UÐí ��hiÙúÐí ��x}�feUÐí ��hfh_UÐí ��iúÐí

��hed�eUÐ�î{U� óÊ���UÐ� ô�=nZx�ne=�º ðpah^i
���\L � ö�c= �pÉnB � ðphLØÌ � ôØ}aUÐ � ôÌ}bx �ºÊn\LúÐ �ì|w � õ��Q � õÊnf?Ì ��Rí
�ënexün= ���aIí � ö��Un= �ï{x � ô} ögóJôÌ ��}T|x �ðĆ�Y ��x{x ���`x ��hA ��gR
�yh���Un= ��eR �ÿd�ehU ��é�bx ��aUÐ ���`x ��hAí �ºÚ�fUÐ �êĆc= ��dc>Ìí
�{fLí�º ö��UÐ�Ó�[U�ënh`[>�ïniÙÌ��é�bx��hiÙúÐ���`x��hAí�ºÊnL{UÐí
��Ð|cwí�ºënexüÐí� ö��UÐ��x}J��R�ën�cUnH�ïnY{S��é�bx��hY{bUÐ���Q
��»�H}UÐ�pYnSÎ«��f_>í�º»pYnI}UÐ«�phýÐ{feUÐ�p`dUÐ��R�Ò}h_ZUÐ�ì|w�� öe�ô>
��? �õÒØngZUn= �Ì{�x ��ðnR�Sí �ÒĆ[UÐ �ÊÐØj= �ê�bxí �pd�bUÐ �ìn�>n= � ôØ}aUÐ � ô�bx ��?
��hA �ðĆhdS �Ênf�iøÐí �ìÚna`�HÐí ��Un�UÐ �yh���U �phfxØ �ÓÐÊÐ}b= � ö}e��x

�� ô� óeHÐ� ô}T|x
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ÁË__vºA __ 4
�ê�[UÐ � ô� ói�e�xí �éíúÐ �ºê�[UÐ ��Y �ënL�i ��hhýÐ{feUÐ � õpþ=n[UÐ �î{U
�Ð|w��Rí�� òpZAnRí� ò}cfYí� òÊ�H� ö�T��L�}he\UÐí��b_UÐ� ôê�É��wí�º}h�cUÐ
�Ð� öe ôÉ« ��»n=Ú �Ð~fT« ��hhýÐ{feUÐ �pþ=n[UÐ �Ñn�T ��R �ÓnhÉ��UÐ � ôØ}> �ê�[UÐ
�º�x}BùÐ � õÑÐ�=ú � õq ö[f�UÐ ��L ��ciÐÙË �Ð� öe ôÉ �º õ~edUÐí � õ~e`UÐ ��L ��cfhLÌ
� õë�fK ��L ��T}ýne� �Ð� öe ôÉ �º õ�x~UÐí � õÑ|cUÐ � õé�S ��L ��cwÐ�RÌ �Ð� öe ôÉ
��L ��có�TÚ �Ð� öe ôÉ �ºpS}�UÐí � õ��bUÐ � õÑnc>ÚÐ ��L ��cx{xÌ �Ð� öe ôÉ �ºÊ��UÐ

»���Ê��UÐ��R� õ�_�UÐ��L��cód@ÚÌ�Ð� öe ôÉ�º õën]hZdU�õØ���UÐ
��dL� ðpS}a�Y�ðnY�x�36 ��R�ë�cxí�º ô}h`[UÐ� ôê�[UÐ��wí�º�in�UÐ � ôê�[UÐí
� òên_J� ¬�Tí �º õê��dUÐ � õéínf> ��L�ë�hýÐ{feUÐ �pþ=n[UÐ �nghR � ôê�[x �ºpf�UÐ �ênxÌ

��ÖíÚ��hR
Ñ²f__vºA __ 5

��pinx{UÐ� õënTÚÌ��Y� °�HnHÌ� ñ�TÚ��wí�º»nSØÛ«�phýÐ{feUÐ�p`dUÐ��R��e�>í
��@Ì ��Y��h@n��eUÐí �ÊÐ}baUÐ �õÒ{Ln�e= � óê~�dx �ëÌ ��ýÐ{feUÐ � ö�þ=n[UÐ ��d_R
� öëÌí �º õowÐ�UÐ ��ödUÐ ��\a= �æÐ}�LøÐ �pS{[UÐ ��f_>í ��p��eUÐí �ëín_�UÐ
� ô� � ó�ôx � õÓnS{[UÐ � ô�x{b>í���= � ðÊÐ{�SÐí��U �ðn=}b> ��g�wí�n öeY�Ð��gx �ëÌ ��ghdL
��R �ngfL �îÛn�xí �ºÒ}BùÐ ��R ��U � ô{gZ> � òÓnf�A��ýÐ{feUÐ ��þ=n[UÐ �õØ}adU
� ÷�Tí �Õn��edU � ðpS{É� ÷o ów«�»n=Ú �Ð~fT �« ��g=n�T ��R � ôØ}xí ��nxn]�UÐ �ëÐ}aQ
��cfheh= ����wí �ëlR �ºng= �Ðí}wn�> �ĆR �pS{[UÐ ����wí �ëÎí ���eL±U �ðĆhUØ
��R �Ø}xí ��»�cfhex �Ðí}��> �ĆR ��cUneZ= ����wí �ëÎí �º�cUneI�Ðí}��> �ø

�»nghdL�ÒØngI�Ð��d]>�ĆR�ÓnS{[UÐ���Y{S�ëÎ«���gehUn_>
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 Ñmf³¿ºA ÄÍÍÕAfÃ¿ºA ÑÖIBvºA KN¶
���h^_UÐ�~fcUÐ��ïÌ�»n=Ú�Ð~fT«��e�x�ÜnHúÐ��hhýÐ{feUÐ�pþ=n[UÐ� ôÑn�T

��phýÐ{feUÐ�p`dUn=� ñÑ��cY� ñ}h�T� ñÑn�T��wí
��he�S��dL�Ñn�cUÐ� ô� �bôåx

� õphiÐ{A�= � ô�d_�> ���UÐ �phfx{UÐ �Þ�[fUÐ ��dL � ô�e�Zxí ��hehUÐ � ô��bUÐ
� óp[S� ô�e\�xí�º�â��ênHí�qhIí�êØË���É��R�Ên@�n öeY� õ�õ>naÉí� õ�Un�UÐ
��?�ºÚÐ�iúÐ� ó�UnL��dBí��öd�>��UÛúÐ� ö��UÐ��ödUÐ��Un�UÐ�ëÌ��hTí� õ�d�UÐ
��R ��afUÐ �à��wí �ÊÐ�Aí �êØË � ó�dB � ô�e\�xí ����ÚúÐ ��Un_UÐ ��dB � ö�>
�od`�x��hTí�º ö}ZUÐ�}h�UÐí�êĆ^UÐí�Ú�fUÐ��h=�âÐ}[UÐ��U|Tí�ºêØË�{�@
�ÓÐØnIÚüÐí�ÓnhÉ��UÐ� ô�e\�x�neT�� ö}ZUÐ��dL�}h�UÐí�êĆ^UÐ��dL�Ú�fUÐ
�ÓĆd�eUÐí �phfx{UÐ �Ón�@Ð�UÐí �ßí}aUÐí ��Un�UÐ �ÒØn�Lí �Ònh�UÐ �ëjZ=
��h�x ���fUÐ ��hUn_> ��Y �ðn\_= � ô�e\�xí ��ÓnS{[UÐ ��x{b>í �ÓnY}�eUÐí

��px�=}�UÐí�phfx{UÐ��LÐ�eUÐ��Y�}h�cUÐí�ºënR�]UÐ�p[Sí���â�
��hTí�ºÒnR�UÐ�{_=��Öí}UÐ���afUn=� ô�d_�x�nY� ô�e\�hR�ºÚn�hUÐ� ô��bUÐ�n öYÌ
�º�fY �ÓÊn@ �ï|UÐ �}BùÐ ��Un_UÐ ��UÎ �ÒØ�_UÐí �º�Un_UÐ �Ð|w �ÒÚØn`Y �nghdL
��R � Ą}I�íÌ � ò}hB�éneLÌ ��Y ��= �qYnS �nY ��dL�ng��Hn�Yí�ng@í}L�Ò}h�Yí
� óØ�_hU� ó�óR{ ôx�ëÌ� ôo�x�ï|UÐ��inaUÐ�{��UÐ� ô}h[Y��U|Tí�º��ÚúÐ��Un_UÐ
� ópx}Z�UÐ� ó�afUÐ� ör�>���UÐ�é�[aUÐ��Y�}h�cUÐ���bUÐ�Ð|w��Rí��ÑÐ}�UÐ��UÎ
�Ø�_>í� ôÞĆ�UÐ�ngh>jx���A�º�inaUÐ��Un_UÐ�Ð|w��R��h_>��wí� õ� öe��UÐ��dL

��ÚÐ�iúÐ��UnL��dÉúÐ�ngfJ�Y��UÎ
�ºnx}TÛ ��= ��h�x � ö��fUÐ ��hUn_> � ôÑn�T ��w � ô}BùÐ � ö�HnHúÐ � ôÑn�cUÐí
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�î}BúÐ� ôphfx{UÐ� ôo�cUÐ�n öYÌ���h�x��hUn_>�ïÌ�»nhgx�ØÐ�nIÐÚØ«��hdL�ë�bd]xí
� õëíkI� õ�h^f>í�õÒnR�UÐí� õÕÐí~Un=� õpÉn�UÐ� õ�h>Ð}�UÐí� õÓÐÊÐ}bUn=� ô�d_�>���UÐ��gR

��x{UÐ�Ð|w� õân�>Ì�õÒnhA

ÐeBJ§ºA OÍI
�º»Ð{fY�qh=«�íÌ�»ï{fY«��HÐ�nghdL� ô�d]ôx�òÒØn�L� ôÓ�h=��hhýÐ{feUÐ� õpþ=n[dU
�qh�UÐ�Ð|w� ôÊnf=�ë�cxí���Un�UÐ� ö��UÐ��ödUÐ�pR}_Y�ïÌ�ºpR}_eUÐ�qh=��f_e=
��gH�bJ��hR�Ð�ehbx�ëÌ��@Ì��Y�pinx{UÐ�ì|w�ân�>Ì�âne�@ø�ðn�HnfYí�ðn]h�=
���wØnhLÌ��R��g_e�>í��g>n�HnfY�pYnSÎí�º�g>ÐÊnbdU�ðÐ}bY�ë�cxí�ºphfx{UÐ
� óodQÌ � öëú ��UÙí �ºÚngiúÐ ��Y �Ñ}bUn= �ì|w �ÒØn�_UÐ � ôÚíØ ��f�ô> �nY �ðn�UnQí

��ïÚn�UÐ�ÊneUÐ� ôod]�>��hhýÐ{feUÐ�pþ=n[UÐ�Ü�bJ

ÄÍÍÕAfÃ¿ºA ÑÖIBvºA Ófº PB¾jZ¿ºA
�qÉíÌ� òÓnY}�Y��hhýÐ{feUÐ� ópþ=n[dU� öëlR�ºpxíne�UÐ�ënxØúÐ��he@���Y

��wí�ºng=�êÐ~�UøÐ��gô�_x}Ií��gô�inxØ
��UÛúÐ� ö��UÐ��ödUÐ��Un�UÐ��Hn=�}acUÐí��x{��UÐ �åå�1

��in��H��ödUÐ �ëÌ �ëí}x ��giú�Åë�f���x �ø�ë�hýÐ{feUÐ �pþ=n[UnR �ºën��UÐ �åå�2
� õ� õbdB��R�Ð�dB{�x� öøÌ��ghdL� öëÌí�º�x�b>���AÌ��Rí�ðĆYnT�ën�iüÐ��dB
�Úí~UÐ� ôÒØngIí� ô} ÷c ô�UÐí�ni~UÐí� ôpS}�UÐí� ô��bUÐ�ê ö}�ôx�ºÓnhSĆBúÐ��Rí �åå�3

��qheUÐ��dL� ô�]dUÐí� ôÊnc�UÐí� ôÒÙ�_ZUÐí� ô}��UÐí�pinYúÐ� ôpinhBí
��Yí�Ò�BüÐ��Y�ÕÐí~UÐ�íÌ��x�=úÐ��Y� ôÕÐí~UÐ��hhýÐ{feUÐ��dL� ôê ö}�ôxí �åå�4

�pUn�UÐén�UÐí�ºpe_UÐ�_UÐ��Y�ÕÐí~UÐ�ðn\xÌ�ê ö}�ôxí�º�gýnf=Ì
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��AnaUÐ�y=}UÐí�n=}UÐ�ê ö}�ôxí �åå�5
�ëÐ�öh�UÐí�ºÖÚn�UÐ�}h]UÐí�ºê{UÐí�ºqheUÐ� ô�TÌ�ê ö}�ôx� õÓø�TjeUÐ��Yí �åå�6
�º�Yn�UÐ �ëÐ�h�UÐ ���iÌ ��U|Tí� ô}x~f�UÐ �nghR �ne= �ºÜ}�aeUÐí�}HncUÐ

��x}eUÐí���}eUÐí
�{��UÐ�ÊÐ|xÎí�º�afUÐ�ox|_>í�ºßng@üÐí�ºÚn��iøÐ�ðn\xÌ�ê ö}�ôxí �åå�7
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